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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the principles required to account for the
proper distribution of certain phonologically-null elements in syntax.
Within the version of the Revised Extended Standard Theory assumed here,
the inventory of empty elements has grown considerably in recent years.
This increase has been accompanied by the statement of several conditions
which restrict the appearance of ~hese elements to certain well-defined
configurations. These conditions are interpreted as expressing
properties of Universal Grammar, given that the character of the el2ments
involvad hardly admits of a language particular interpretation.

More specifically, the behavior of two distinct empty elements, PRO
and trace, are investigated in relation to the notion of 'government'.
In order to provide &1 adequate characterization of the conditions on
these elements, this notion is factored into two distinct notions:
a-government and c-government. An analysis of object clitics in Romance
is constructed 'using these notions. Special attention is given to
'clitic doubli~g': the situation which holds when an NP object is
reduplicated by a clitic. In connection with this, a base analysis of
displaced quantifiers is proposed.

Subject clitics in French are analyzed in the spirit of the analysis
of object clitics mentioned above. This leads us to revise the
traditional analysis of post-verbal subjects in French.

Finally, we provide a characterization of the so-called 'Pro-drop
Parameter', and integrate this with a reformulation of the Empty Category
Principle in terms of the notion 'identification'.

Thesis Supervisor: Noam Chomsky

Title: Institute Professor
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INTRODUCTION

Several cu~rent versions of the theory of transformational

generative grammar assume the existence of a variety of phonologically

null elements. A conservative inventory of these would now list at

least the following th~ee [+N] elements: PRO, [e], [e, +Cas~]. A

fourth one remains controversial: [PRO, +Case]. (ff. Chomsky (1978,

1979). There is a lot of evidence for these elements from the study

of syntactic, phonological and semantic problems. (Cf. Chomsky (1973,

1975, 1978, 1980) and sources cited in these works.) The necessity to

place constraints on their appearan~e became obvious as soon as they

were postulated. It is not surprising, then, that a number of such

constraints have appeared in the literature of the past ten years. (See

Koster (1978) for a review of so~e of these.) This thesis will

investigate some of the condition~ on the distribution and behavior of

these different empty elements.

It is crucial to notice t~at the principles which regulate the

distribution and the behavior of these elements may be very different

from the principles which are concerned with the behavior of

phonologically filled elements. In particular, implausible as it may

seem, it may be possible to claim that phonologically realized elements

are 'learned', in some inductive sense of that word. But this would make

no sense with respect to the phonologically-null objtcts which occupy us

here. Rather, we make the natural assumption that these eleQents are

~ontrolled by principles of Universal Grammar. An investigation of the

behavior of these elements, then, gives us a direct window into the

functioning of those principles which are part of the state of knowledge
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attained by someone who knows a language. These principles, we believe,

express deep generalizations about the human language faculty.

Whereas the epistemological character of these principles is

sufficiently clear, their relation to the data of linguistic analysis

is not so. There is no straightforward way to 'observe' the properties

of these elements in the data. Traditional linguistic methods of

segmentation and classification are not available to us in this inquiry.

Instead, we are forced to adopt the traditional methodology of the

natural sciences. This involves the construction of sufficiently complex

theories making crucial use of the notions we are interested in, and

evaluating the explanatory power of these theoretical constructions. If

these theories enter into explanations for a sufficiently wide set of

facts which were previously unaccounted for, or if, more generally, they

provide interesting deductive accounts which would not otherwise be

available to us, we assume that we are on the right track. Otherwise,

we reconsider our initial assumptions.

This research program is much slower than one which has the 'dubious

privilege' of direct observation. It requires a much richer background

of assumptions. In fact, without such a background, the investigation

loses all its meaning. In other words, without a sufficiently detailed

theory of Universal Grammar, the question of the distribution and

behavior of empty elements of the sort mentioned above cannot even be

adequately posed. Therefore, it is very important that we establish

clearly what are the main theoretical assumptions with which we begin

this investigation. These assumptions will be modified in different ways

in the course of this study. We turn to a statement of these next.
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Clearly, it is impossible to list all of the assumptions involved in

a~y one version of the theory of Universal Grammar. But there are

ce'rtain points which we feel are important enough to bear an explicit:

stclt~ment, even if the result is slightly repetitious. Our goal is to

prE~sent enough material to enable the reader to place the discussion :In

the forthcoming chapters with a more general picture of the organizati.on

of UG.

As a general framework, we presuppose the Revised Extended Standard

Theory, particularly those versions which have been developed since

Chomsky and Lasnik (1977): Chomsky (1978), Rouveret and Vergnaud (1978),

Chomsky (1979), Chomsky (1980). We assume that 'core grammar' is

organized roughly as in (1) below:

(1) Base Rules

i
D-Structures

~

.I Move 0<: I
~

S-Structures

Phonological
Representations

Logical Form

The base rules produce D-structures which get mapped onto S-structures

via the transformational rule 'Move oc: S-structures then get mapped

onto Phonological Representations by a variety of different rules which

include: deletion rules, stylistic movement rules, filters, late Case-
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assignment rules, and phonologi.cal rules proper. S-structures also 5et

mapped onto Logical Form, through the operation of rules of constru31

(cf. Hale, Jeanne, and Platero (1977)), further movement rules, the

application of well-formedness principles of Binding, and perhaps other

devices. We will call the mapping from S-structure to Phonological

Representations the 'left side of the grammar', simply because in the

above diagram it has been drawn to the left. The mapping from S-structures

to Logical Form will be termed the 'right side of the grammar'. Needless

to say, no grammatical significance should be attributed to these

descriptive terms.

Consider next the various parts of (1).

We assume that the Base rules conform to some version of the X theory

(cf. Chomsky (1970). More specifically, we assume the following basic

expansion schema:

The 'head-af-phrase' relation can then be defined as follows:

0-1 nX is the head of Z=X. (If X is a terminal node, then X is its head.)

We will assume that X ranges over feature bundles made up of ±N, +V. For

clarity's sake, we enumerate: [+N, -V] = noun, [+N, +V] = adjective,

[-N, +V] = verb, and [-N, -V] = preposition. Following Chomsky (1979),

we assume that the right context and the left context of xn- 1 is fixed

through all categories; that is, that in the unmarked case, V,N,A, and P

have the same complement structure. Apparent counterexamples to this

statement are easy to find. Our claim is that additional mechanisms,

such as Case theory and the theory of Q-roles (see below for discussion
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of both), allow us to maintain this maximally simple base schema. (See

Stowell (1980) for interesting arguments ic this direction, with special

emphasis on the status of subject position across categories.) This

claim forms part of the effort to avoid accounts which crucially have

recourse to the existence or non-existence of certain base rules.

Instead, our accounts will have to find alternative ways to constrain the

output of the base rules, since many more configurations will be

produced than are actually attested. We will return to this topic below.

Within the Standard Theory as developed in Chomsky (1965) lexical

insertion was defined as a context-sensitive process. We will assume, on

the other hand, that lexical insertion is in fact context-free. (See

Farmer (1980) for arguments to this effect.) Their apparent context

sensitivity will be derived from independent principles which will take

into consideration special properties of lexical items. A consequence

of this move is that non-sentences like *John went Mary will no longer

be excluded because went can't be inserted into a transitive structure.

(See below and Chapter 1 for further discussion.)

Central to this enterprise is the theory of (abstract) Case.

[Henceforth, the word Case in its grammatical sense will always be

capitalized, to distinguish it from the word case meaning 'instance'.]

(Cf. Chomsky (1978), Vergnaud (1979) and Chomsky (1979». We will

assume that Case is a feature of lexical NPs which is morphologically

realized in some languages but not all. The principal contribution of

the theory of Case is to provide an adequate characterization of those

positions in which a lexical element may appear. This is achieved by

assuming that all lexical NPs must be specified for Case, and that Case
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is assigned by rules as iu (3), following Chomsky (1978):

(3) a. NP ~ [nominative] / if governed by Tense.

b. NP ~ [objective] / if governed by verb.

c. NP ~ [oblique] / if governed by P and certain verbs.

(The names [objective] and [accusative] will be used interchangeably,

with no difference in meaning intended. i
) Departing a bit from the

interpretation of the rules in (3) given in Chomsky (1978), we will

assume that Case features are not 'assigned' to ahNP by a rule as in (3).

Rather we will assume that Case features are optional members of the

syntactic feature matrix which makes up an NP. The rules in (3) will

then be interpreted as rules which specify in which contexts an NP with

a particular feature specification is allowed to occur. For e~{ample,

under this light, nominative NPs may be generated in any position In a

phrase marker. However, principle (3)a allows nominative NPs only in a

position governed by Tense. Nominative NPs in any other position will
\

cause the sentence to block because principle (3)a will be violated.

(For further discussion of this interpretation of the theory of Case,

see Jaeggli (1978». The system carefully defined and formalized in

Vergnaud (1979) expresses a similar idea. See also Fa~er (1980),

especially Chapter 4. Following Vergnaud (1979), we assume that the

Case filter of Chomsky (1978) should best be considered a requirement

for morphological well-formedness. In other words, a sentence in which

a lexical item does not have a Case specification will be blocked because

it will not meet conditions of morphological well-formedness. This

places the 'Case filter' clearly on the left side of the grammar.
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Leaving these details aside, we basically assume the theory of Case

developed in Chomsky (1978). Although our interpretation of the rules

in (3) make it more appropriate to speak of Case as being 'checked' in

certain contexts than 'assigned', we will continue to use the familiar

terminology.

The theory of abstract Case constrains the outputs of the base rules

by restricting the positions in which lexically filled NPs may appear.

A similar, though distinct, function is accomplished by the theory of

Q-roles. Assume that a complete characterization of the grammatical

structure of a sentence includes a characterization of so-called

'thematic relations' in LF. Some familiar thematic relations are:

"agent", "~\Jalll, "source", "theme", 1texperiencer", etc. (Cf. Gruber

(1965) and Jackendoff (1972) for' discussion concerning the semantic

aspects of thematic roles.) The lexicon of a language specifies for

each lexical item the complement structure associated with it, and the

thematic roles of the elements which fill this complement structure.

The assignment of 9-roles conforms to the following criterion:

(4) The Q-Criterion

a. Each Q-position is assigned an R (=referential) expression.

b. Each R-expression is assigned a Q-role.

c. Only R-expressions are assigned to Q-positions.

(See Borer (1979,1980». PRO is considered an R-expression. When

movement occurs, it is assumed that a g-role is inherited by the moved

expression from its trace. Thus, as Borer (1979, 1980) points out, the

Q-Criterion makes an interesting and non-trivial prediction on NP
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movement: it predicts that an argument can only move from a Q-position

to a non-9-90sition. This principle, th~n, constrains representations

derived from the output of the base plus the application of the

transformational rule 'Move oc '. As for the assignment of 9-roles, I

will assume that it can be done in two distinct ways. The Q-roles of

the objects of a verb are assigned to whichever element is linked to the

subcategorization feature of that verb. In Chapter 1 we will develop a

notion which makes this linking more precise. The Q-role assigned to

the subject, on the other hand, can be assumed to be given to an NP by

virtue of the fact that it occupies a given 9-position, i.e., ~NP,S]

position. This position is assigned a Q-role compositionally by the VP.

(We follo'N Borer (1980) in defining 'X occupies position £' as 'E

contains X or the trace of X· .)

It should be mentioned here that there is a lot of redundancy

between the theory of Q-roles and the theory of Case. There are too

many instances in which they overlap. The one instance where they don't

concerns the behavior of PRO. PRO requires a Q-role but cannot receive

Case (or, at the limit, admits Case only under rather special

circumstances. See Chapters 3 and 4). A reasonable go~l which we keep

in mind is to try to reduce this redundancy wherev~r possible.

So far we have mentioned the theory of the base, the system of

Q-roles, and the theory of Abstract Case. We will assume that the

mapping from D-structure to S-structure is accomplished via the rule of

'Move oC '. Considering still other parts of the diagram in (1), we

would like to describe the form of the Binding theory next.

The central notion of the theory of UG as presented in Chomsky
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(1979) is the nocion of 'government'. It is defined there as follows:

(5) OC governs ~ iff oc minimally c-conunands tS.

Minimal c-command is defined as in (6):

oc minimally c-commands(6)
def

oC c-commands IJ and there is no '( such that

oc c-coIDLlands ~ and y c-commands ~ and not ~ c-connnands 0<:.

Furthermore, it is stipulated that oc = [N~A,V,P J.
For the theory of Binding, it is ve~J important tu properly

establish 'the domain within which different elements may be free or

bound. For example, the theory of Binding put forth in Chomsky (1978)

claimed that there were two such domains: the domain of the subject,

and the domain of tense. These two domains left one position open to

be bound frum outside a sentence: the subject position of an

infinitive. It i.s neither in the domai.n of tense (the sentence in this

case is 'Censeless) nor in the domJlin of the subj ect. We can now ask the

following question: why is it that both the theo~J of Binding as stated

in Chomsky (1978) and the theory of Ab~tract Case both identify the

pO$ition of subject of an infinitive as a special 'free' positi,on? For

the theory of Case, the subject of an infinitive is th~ .only position

which does not get assigned Case from within the S. (In English, this

pcsition is sometimes assigned Case through exceptional mechanisms.

These options do not exist in many other languages.) Within the theory

of grammar of Chomsky (1978)t there was no satisfactory answer to this

question. It was a cc,incidence that t.hese two separate systems chose
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to treat the same position as 'special' in some way.

The theory of Binding dev~loped in Chomsky (1979) seeks to answer

this question by defining the binding ciomains with the aid of the

notion of 'government'. More specifically, the notion of 'governing

category' is derived from this notion as follows:

(7) ex is a governing category for ~ = def

there is some 'l such that ~ governs ~ and 0<: contains t .

A 'minimal governi,ng category' is a governing category which properly

contains no other governing category. We will assume that NP and S, or

5 are governing categories. The Binding conditions can now be stated

in such a way as to answer the question mentioned above. We cite below

the version of the theory of Biuding developed in Chomsky (1979). It

consists of three principles which regulate the different possibilities

allowed for NPs in a certain binding domain.

(8) a. If oc is a lexical anaphor, or oc has no phonetic matrix (i.e.,

[NPe], PRO) then:

(1) oc is a variable; or

(i1) oC is bound in every governing category.

b. If NP is Case-marked, then

(i) it 1s a lexical anaphor; or

(11) it is free in every governing category.

c. If oc is pronominal (=pronoun or FRO), then

it is free in every minimal governing category.
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A 'lexical anaphor ' is a (phonologically-full) lexical item which is

lexically specified as needing an antecedent; e.g., English reflexives

and. reciprocals: myself, themselves, each other, etc. The notion 'free'

is defined as 'non-bound'. An element oc is 'bound' iff oc is an

argument co-indexed with a c-commanding argument. Notice that this

notion corresponds to the notion 'argument-bound', which is distinct from

the notion 'operator-bound'.

The Opacity Conditions of Chomsky (1978) now can be derived from

these principles of Binding, although the results obtained in each theory

differ in interesting ways which we will not discuss here. (See Chomsky

(1979) for detailed discussion.) The question mentioned above about the

convergence of properties individuated by the theory of Case and the

theory of Binding can be answered quite elegantly. The subject position

of an infinitive is singled out as 'free' by both theories because both

theories use the notion of government to establish the domains within

which they apply. The subject of an infinitive falls outside Cas~

assigning domains: it is not governed by anything; and its binding

domain is different from that of other subjects for the same reason

it is either completely ungoverned, or governed by a higher verb, as in

cases of Exceptional Case marking.

Two important theorems follow from the Binding theory stated in (8).

The first one can be stated as in (9):

(9) If [Npe] is Case-marked, then it is a variable.

We can deduce (9) from (8) as follows. If [e] is Case-marked, conditions

A and B apply to it. By condition B, it is either a lexical anaphor or
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free in every ~overning category. Condition A states that everything

which lacks a phonetic matrix is either a variable or bound in every

governing category. Well, we know that a Case-marked [e] is not bound

in every governing category, by the preceding argument concerning

2
condition B. So it must be a variable. Q.E.D.

A second very important theorem concerns a crucial property of PRO.

A basic tenet of the theory of empty categories assumed here is that

PRO ~ [e]. Rather, a PRO is simply a phonologically-null pronoun. In

other words, a PRO contains features which an[e] does not contain;

features for gender, number, person, and perhaps others (definiteness,

etc.). PRO is the element which appears in subject position of

infinitives in control structures. The followi~g theorem about PRO can

be deduced from (8):

(10) PRO is not governed.

The proof is a reductio. Assume that PRO is governed. Then there is a

minimal category DC in which it is governed. By condition A, it must be

bound in this governing category. But by condition C it must be free in

this category. This is a contradiction. We must then accept that our

initial assumption cannot holdo PRO can never be governed. This is a

very important condition because it expresses a clear property of PRO

which can be used to investigate its behavior even further. We will do

precisely this in the forthcoming chapters of this thesis.

We have seen that a Case-marked trace is a variable (by condition A)

and it is free in every governing category (by condition B). This means

that Case-merked traces are free of the effects of Opacity. That is,
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they do not obey the Specified Subject Condition or the Tensed-S

Condition of previous theories. I will assume that traces of Wh-Movement

are always Case-marked, as argued in Chomsky (1979). (See also Jaeggli

(1978) for arguments to this effect, within slightly different

assumpticns.) That Case-marked traces should be free from the effects of

the Specified Subject Condition is in fact argued on the basis of much

empirical evidence from Italian in Rizzi (1978). This argument is

extended to the Nominative Island Condition of Chomsky (1978) by Freidin

and Lasnik (1979).

These results raise the problem of how to exclude the following

sentence:

(11) *Who did you say that t would arrive late?

The trace in subject pogition of (11) is marked nominative. Assuming

that it is not bound in the S immediately containing the S in which it

is found, one might be tempted to exclude (11) via the Nominative Island

Condition. This alternative was explored successfully in Pesetsky (1979).

In other words, the that-t filter of Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) can be

made to follow from the Nominative Island Condition, as suggested in a

footnote of "On Binding". But this way of excluding (11) is at odds

with the conclusion that wh-traces are not subject to Opacity.

Chomsky (1979) proposes to solve this problem by stating a general

condition on all trac~s which would block (11). This condition can be

stated approximately as in (12) below. It is called the Empty Category

Principle.

(12) [~e] must be properly governed.
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The predicate 'properly governed' is defined as follows:

(13) oc properly governs ~ iff DC governs ~ and

(1) oC ~ [+N,+V]j or

(i1) OC is co-indexed with ~ .

Consider now how (12) rules out (11). The structure of (11) at the

relevant level would be:

(14) [[who]i [you say [[t
i

- that] [t
i

would arrive late]]]].

The trace in subject position does not meet (12). It is not governed

by a lexical V,A,N, or P; and it is not governed by a co-indexed element.

Crucially, the trace in COMP does not govern it. Thus, sentence (11) is

ruled out.

The Empty Category Princiryle is discussed at length in Chapter 4n

We will not discuss it any further here. We simply wanted to present

it as one of the crucial points which will become the focus of our

investigation throughout this thesis, and especially towards the end.

Nevertheless, we would like to briefly present some reservations about

the undefined status of the categorial variable in (12). According to

this formulation of the Empty Category Principle, it should also apply

to Prepositional Phrases. This raises an interesting problem which we

would like co point outg

Consider in connection to the ECP as stated in (12) the traditional

ass~ption that Prepositional Phrases may occupy (at least) two different

structural positions, as shown in (15):



(15) s

~.... VP FP

~••• pp
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While it is natural to assume that the PP under VP is properly governed,

according to (13), this is not so for the PP under S. In fact, this PP

1s not properly governed according to (13). Thus, we expect to find some

PP's which cannot be extracted. For example, the following sentence is

usually considered to contain an S PP:

(16) John saw the snake near Peter.

If (12) holds of Prepositional Phrases, it should not be possible to

extract it via Wh-movement. This prediction is false. Cf.:

(17) Near who did you see the snake?

Furthermore, this data is compatible with the claim made in Weinberg

and Ho=ustein (1978) that only prepositions contained in VP PP's may be

stranded. A version of (17) with the preposition stranded is much worse.

Cf. :

(18) ?*Who did you see the snake near?

This data leads us to doubt that the ECP should be stated as

generally as in (12). Instead, we suggest that it should be restricted

to [NPe]. In the forthcoming chapters, we will present more evidence

in favor of the claim that the ECP should not apply to [ppe].

This concludes the presentation of the theoretical assumptions
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which underlie our research. Although many assumptions have been left

unstated, we feel that enough has been brought to light so that the

reader well acquainted with the Revised Extended Standard Theory will

not be lost.

Chapter 1 constitutes an investigation of object clitics in

Romance. We consider certain differences that exist among dialects of

Spanish and Standard French regarding the distribution of the pair

(clitic, lexical NP complement). Our analysis reveals the need to

assume that PRO can occur in complement position and it presents

evidence which supports an extension of the application of the ECP to

non-subjects. Chapter 2 is concerned with the distribution of bare

quantifiers, particularly in light of the analysis of some quantified

expressions in Chapter 1. Chapter 3 extends the sort of analysis

developed for object clitics in Chapter 1 t~ subject clitics in French.

This analysis of subject clitics forces us to reconsider the status of

post-verbal subjects in French. The account which emerges is rather

different from the traditional one. Finally, in Chapter 4 we

investigate the Empty Category Principle in depth. The Conclusion

summarizes the main results, and integrates them in a way more

harmonious than that achieved in the text.
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FOOTNOTES: INTRODUCTION

1. The same is not true of [dative] and [oblique]. See Chapter 1 for

discussion. We assume that [dative] is the Case of indirect objects,

while [oblique]. is the Case of prepositional objects.

2. Chomsky (1979) argues that a stronger theorem can be derived. He

states it roughly as follows:

(1) [el is a variable iff it is Case-marked.

The part of (1) which corresponds to (9) can be derived as in the text.

We have our doubts as to the converse, namely:

(ii) If [e] is a variable, then it is Case-marked.

(11) can be gotten basically through stipulation via the Case filter,

but I do not think it follows simply from the Binding conditions as
..

stated in (8) above. See Borer (1980) for further discussion.
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CHAPTER 1: A GOVERNMENT THEORY OF OBJECT CLITICS (PRO IN OBJECT POSITION)

1.0 Introduction

The study of clitic pronouns has always enjoyed a privileged position

among investigations of Romance syntax. This has been undisputedly the

case since the &ppearance of Kayne's seminal work on French clitics (cf.

Kayne (1969), Kayne (1975). Kayne showed that the study of clitic

pronouns can be velY telling about certain aspects of Universal Grarrunar

for example, about the notion of the cycle, tIle Specified Subj ec t

Condition, the notion 'obligatory transformation', rule ordering, etc.

These studies are particularly fruitful when we observe the behavior of

clitics in complex structures, like causatives and/or control structures.

Not surprisingly, a number of studies have concentrated on this aspect

of the syntax of clitic pronouns. (Some of them are: Kayne (1975),

Quico1i (1976), Rivas (1977). Strozer (1976), Radford (1977), Rizzi

(1978a), Rouveret & Vergnaud (1978), Zubizarreta (1979». In this

chapter. I wo~ld like to examine the behavior of clitics in simplex

structures with the same goal in mind of extracting insights into

principles of UG. I will show that there are several principles of

grammar which are illuminated by an examination of these facts. More

precisely, I would like to concentrate on some differences between

Romance languages (and their different dialects) with respect to the

distribution of the pair (clitic, lexical NP object). These differences

are most striking in the case of non-reflexive object eli tics, and their

respective lexical NP counterparts. I will have nothing to say here

about those clitics which Kayne analyzed as Pro-PPs, e~g., French en/z,

or their Italian counterparts ne/ci. (These do not exist in Spanish).
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I am basically in agreement with Kayne's analysis of those clitics.

For a detailed account of the syntax of Italian ne, see Belletti &

Rizzi (1980).

The questions to which I will address myself here are:

1) What is the distribution of the pair (clitic, lexical NP

object) in different Romance languages (and/or dialects)?

2) Under what circumstances may different combinations of this

pair occur? In particular, when is the phenomenon which I shall call

clitic doubling possible?

3) How are such constructions accounted for within different

theories of clitics in the framework of the Extended Standard Theory?

Are these accounts satisfactory -- descriptively adequate, explanatorily

adequate?

4) Does clitic doubling aff~ct other grammatical processes?

In my search for answers to these questions I will examine in

detail the behavior of clitics in one dialect of Spani9h -- the

so-called 'River Plate' dialect -- and I will compare this to French.

An examination of data from other languages unfortunately lies outside

the scope of this work. (The most important case which we must leave

1

aside is Rumanian.) The Spanish data will be the most detailed. Most

of the French data comes from Kayne's work on that language, which I

have found to be extremely rich both 1n theoretical insights and

information.

The chapter is structured as fol10ws. In the first section, I will

present the data for clitic dQubling in two dialects of Spanish, and

note that in French this phenomenon does not exist. In section 1.2. I
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will consider how the data presented in the preceding section might be

accounted for within two well-known theories of clitics in the framework

of the Extended Standard Theory. I will argue that both theories are

defective. One of them is observationally and descriptively inadequate;

the other one is not restrictive enough, i.e., explanatorily inadequate.

In the third section I will present a different theory, which, I will

argue, is powerful enough to describe the phenomenon at hand, but

restrictive in that it limits the options in quite drastic ways.

Finally, in the last section I will test this theory by exploring its

interaction with other rules, such as Wh-Movement and Quantifier Raising.

1.1. The Pair (C11t1c, Lexical NP)

Cons\der one paradigmatic case of clitic doubling in Standard

Spanish:

(1.1) a. Miguelito Ie regal~ un caramelo a Mafalda.
'Miguelito-gave Mafalda a (piece of) candy.'

b. Miguelito les rega16 caram~los a unos chicos del barrio.
'Mlguelito gave some candy to some neighborhood kids.'

I will say that the dative elitics (le, les) 'double' the indirect

object phrases (a Mafalda, a unos chicos del barrio, reap.). The

doubling clit1cs must agree in number, per~~n) and gender with the

object NP. (With dati~e clitics, gender agreement is not visible.

Accusative clitics, on the other hand, are indeed marked for gender.

With them, the requirement of gender agreement is clearly observable in

those dialects which double direct object NPs. Cf. sentences (1.7)

(1.9) below).l

In (1.1) the indirect object thematically expresses a goal. With
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such goal non-pronominal indirect objects, clitic doubling is optional.

In some cases, the clitic may be omitted, as in (1.2):

(1.2)
~ ,

A las dace en punta, la direccion entrego las notas a los
estudiantes.
'At 12 o'clock sharp, the administration gave the grades to the
students. '

There are some non-pronominal indirect objects, however, which must be

clitlc doubled. These involve indirect objects which are interpreted

thematically as possessives (cases of so-called 'inalienable possession').

Consider the following sentences:

(1.3) a. Le duele la cabeza a Mafalda.
her-dat hurts the head to M
'Mafalda has a headache.'

b. Le romp! la pata a la mesa.
her-dat I-broke the leg to the table
'I broke the table's leg.'

c. *Duele la cabeza a Mafalda.

d. *Romp! la pata a 1a mesa.

Finally, all pronominal indirect objects must be clitic doubled

in Spanish.

(1.4) . a.

b.

, ~

Le entregue la carta a el.
'I delivered the letter to him.'

*Entregu' la carta a '1.

As is well known. the French or Italian counterparts to (1.1) are

2ungrammatical. MOre generally, indirect objects are never cI1tic

doubled in these languages. If the lexical object is present, the

clitic must necessarily be absent.
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(1.5) a. Jean a donn~ des bonbons ~ lEr~~.
'Jean gave chocolates to Ma)~ie. '

b. *Jean lui a donn~ des bonbons ~ Marie.

(1.6) a. Lina ha datto una caramella a Giovanni.
'Lina gave a (piece of) candy to G.'

b. 3*L1na g11 ha datto una caramella a Giovanni.

Of course, in all these languages the indirect object phrase may be

absent, and a clitic present.

(1.7) a. Mlguelito Ie regaI6 un caramelo.
'Mlguelito gave him/her a (piece of) candy.'

b. Jean lui a donn~ des bonbons.
'Jean gave him/her some chocolates.'

c. Lina g11 ha datto una caramella.
'Lina gave him a (piece of) candy.'

Turning now to direct objects, we find a slightly more complex

situation. In Standard Spanish, Standard French, and Standard Italian

there 1s complementary distribution between eli tics and non-pronominal

lexical NP direct objects; that is, thtre is ~o clitic doubling with

direct objects. (I will give only Spanish examples.) This is true

irrespective of the animacy of the object NP.

(1.8) a. Vimos la casa de Mafal~~.

'We saw M.'s house.'

b. Vimos a Guille.
'We saw Guille.'

(1.9) a. *La vimos la casa de Mafalda.

b. *Lo vimos a Guil1e.
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(1.10) a. La vimos.
'w'! saw her/it.'

b. Lo vimos.
'We saw him/it. '

In other dialects of Spanish, however, it is possible to double a

direct object. For example, in the dialect spoken in the River Plate

Rrea of South America (Argenti~a, Paraguay, Uruguay, including some areas

of Chile), animate specific direct objects may (and preferably are)

clitic doubled. In this dialect p then, (1.9)b is acceptable. Note that-

in this dialect (l.9)a remains ungrammatical.

Pronoainal direct objects must be doubled in all dialects of Spanish.

(1.11) a. *Vi a '1.

b. Lo vi a '1.
t I &aw him. t

To summarize: Standard French and Standard Italian never exhibit

4
clitic doubling. In Spanish, the situation is as stated in (1.12):

(1.12) Clitic Doubling in Spanish

Indirect Objects

Non-Pronotrl.nal

Goal i. o.

POSSe 1. o.

Pronominal

DiI'ect Objects

Non-Pronominal

Inanimate

Animate, Specific

P't'onominal

Standard Sp.

optional

obligatory

obligatory

impossible

impossible

obl:J.gatory

River Plate Sp.

optional, but highly
preferred

obligatory

obligatory

impossible

optional (pref~rred)

obligatory
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Needless to say, this chart summarizes a very rough approximation of the

facts. As we proceed it will become obvious that (1.12) is far from

telling the complete story. However, it does provide enough data to

examine two well known theories of clitics.

1.2. Two Theories of Clitics

During the past fifteen years, two different approaches to the

study of clitic pronouns have been developed, each one successful in i~s

own way. Or-.e approach, characterized by Kayne (1975) and further

developed in Quicoli (1976) and other studies, assumes that clitic

pronouns are derived via a movement transformation. The other approach,

developed (among other places) in Rivas (1977) and Strozer (1976), denies

the existence of a elitic placement movement rule, and assumes instead

that clitic pronouns are generated by the phrase structure rules in

5
their clitic position.

I will consider first the movement theory. In this theory, pronouns

are generated in NP position, and cliticized to the verb bY' an obligatory

movement rule (Kayne,' s Clitic Placement; or perhaps a much more general

rule, 'Move Clitic', a possible instantiation of 'MOve alpha', as

suggested by Quicoli (1976) and Rouveret and Vergnaud (1978). Kayne

states this rule as follows:

(1.13) X NP V Y Pro Z

1 2 3 4 5 6 ~ 1 2 5+3 4 6

For example, a sentence such as (I.lO)a would be derived roughly as in

(1.14) :
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(1.14)

This theory accounts for a number of peculiar facts about cl1tics in

French. Thus, it deserves close examination in our search for an

account of the doubling facts mentioned above.

Given the logic of the movement theory, it is clear that it has

no straightforward way of accounting for clitic doubled complements in

Spanish. In fact, this theory was constructed to account for the

impossibility of·clitic doubling in French, where, as we saw above,

clitics and lexical NPs are in strict complementary distribution. A

movement theory of elitics maintains that complementary distribution

is the normal case, indeed, the only possible distribution of the pair

(clitic, NP). (Cf. Kayne (1975), pp. 75-77).

In order to account for the lack of complementary distribution

found in some languages where clitic doubling is permitted (and at times

obligatory), a movement theory would have to be modified, perhaps by

introducing 'copying' mechanisms of some sort. One might claim that

there is a rule, distinct from Clitic Placement, which copies the

features of the object NP on the verb. It seems desirable, however, to

restrict the theory of transformations so as to exclude 'copying' rules

of this sort. (For example, within a rather restrictive theory of

transformations, as the one presented in Lasnik and Kupin (1977), such

a process would be formally unstatable.) A theory which allows such

devices is a much more powerful one than one which excludes them. More

powerful in the sense that it makes room for many more descriptive

statements about a particular s~t of data. The greater descriptive
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latitude allowed by the theory of grammar, the further away we move

from the goal of explanatory adequacy. On the other hand, a reduction

of the expressive power of transformational mechanisms is always welcome

from the point of view of explanatory adequacy. From this point of

view, then, it appears unwise to posit 'copying' mechanisms of the sort

described above.

Furthermore, upon closer inspection such a copying mechanism

reveals several peculiar properties. First, notice that it would not

involve moving a constituent C and leaving some pronominal copy of C

(a subset of the feature matrix of C) in its place. (This sort of

mechanism might be argued to be rather plausible. In fact, a trace left

by movement rules might be co~sidered to be the result of such a

mechanism.) Rather, what would be needed 1n these cases is a rule which

leaves the entire constituent C in its place, and only moves a pronominal

coPy of C -- that is, the inverse of the 'trace-proposal'. This would

6be quite an unprecedented type of operation. I will assume that such

operations in fact are not allowed by the theory of grammar, pending

further evidence or argumentation in their favor. 7

Clit1c doubling, then, poses problems of observational and

descrip~ive adequacy for the clb~sical movement theory. But there are

also other reasons to reject the cIa ~ical theory. Recall that one of

the basic assumptions of the classical theory is that (object) eli tics

originate in post-verbal NP position, in place of the complement which

they identify (i.e., in place of a direct object if it is a direct

clitic, etc.). An extreme version of this theory would claim that all

object clitics are generated in this fashion; that is, that there is
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never any need to introduce clitics in clitic position via the PS

rules. One might imagine, then, that a clitic which has no acceptable

(NP) source would constitute a counterexample to this theory. Such a

clitic would never be found to alternate with an overt lexical NP.

In such cases, it might seem ad hoc to generate these c11ti.cs post

verbally, in position of an (impossible) complement, and to force their

cliticization through some special mechanism.

French exhibits some clit1cs of this sort. There exists a set of

~' so called 'inherent' se, for which there 1s no convenient

postverbal NP source. Kayne examines these clitics and skillfully

converts them into an argument for a movement theory of clitics. Cf.

Kayne (1975), pp. 385-395. He argues that there are certain phenomena

with respect to which inherent se pattern like other object pronouns,

which support a transformational derivation of these clitics. These

phenomena concern past participle agreement, the range of possible

verbal complement structures, and the fact that there are no inherently

reflexive or reciprocal adjectives. Let us examine t~em one by one.

There are two types of participle agreement in MOdern French.

One of them has the participle agreeing ~1th the subject in the

presence of the auxiliary ttre. It is obligatory in both literary and

conversational French. The other involves agreement of the participle

when the object precedes it in surface structure (as it does when it

1s a clitic). This type of agreement oc~urs mainly in the literary

language. It is usually nf,t found in conversational French. In

reflexives, the agreement seems to be more literary than conversational.

That is, reflexives pattern like cases of object agreement. Preposed
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non-reflexive datives do not trigger agreement. Correspondingly,

preposed reflexive datives de> not trigger agreement either. Kayne

notices that the agreement patterns with inherent se resemble those of

the ordinary reflexives. (This is shown in detail for the verb

~ dld1re, 'to recant'.) The conclusion is that the se of an

inherently reflexive verb behaves as a preposed direct object with

reapect to participle agreement, despite the fact that that verb does

not regularly take direct objects. Cf. Kayne (1975) p. 389. In other

words, what this data shows is that these clitics behave like clitics

which are real objects of a given verb. Kayne's way of expressing this

idea is to posit that they are both derived via the same rule from

post-verbal object position. Another way would involve, more sj~l~ly,

granting both types of clitics the same status as an 'object'.

Kayne's second argument concerns the range of possible verbal

complement structures found in French. He writes:

If these (inherent) se are invariably derived from either an
accusative or a dative object via [a movement rule], and if,
as would ~ppear true in general, verbs can be subcategorized
for at most one accusative and one dative complement, then we
would predict that inherent ~ could cooccur with one or the
other, but not with both. That is, we could have se V NP or
se V a NP, but never * se V NP a NF, where se is "inherent"
and a NP dative •••The hypothesis that inherent ~ is generated
direc~ly in clitic position would, on the other hand, allow a
verb to have both an accusative and a dative complement in
addition to that see Since there does not appear to exist any
such verb (and on-ehe assumption that that lack is not
accidental), the [movement] hypothesis is to be favored.

Kayne (1975) pp. 389-390.

Once again, the conclusion 1s that inllerent se should be granted the

status of a verbal 'object', just like other clitics.

A third piece of evidence against the base hypothesis, Kayne
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argues, comes from the fact that although there are inherently

reflexive or reciprocal verbs, there are no comparable inherently

reflexive or reciprocal adjectives. Within the movement analysis,

this might be reduced to the fact that even regular reflexives do not

easily clitic1ze to adjectives. That is, just as it is hard to find

regular reflexives with adjectives, so it 1s at best marginal to find

inherent ~ with adjectives. What Kayne seems to be pointing to is

the impossibility of reflexive objects with adjectives. If inherent

elitics are treated on a par with other reflexive objects, as we have

seen above that they must be, this (presumably) non-accidental fact

will also follow.

To summarize, all three arguments show that inherent clitics must

be granted 'object' status ('object' now in the sense of a thematic

argument of the verb). A system which captures this fact will also

account for all the data mentioned 1n the three arguments. One way of

capturing this fact is to generate all the elements which function as

object arguments of a verb in the same structural position. This is

what Kayne does. However, I will show below that there are other ways

to capture this fact. This alternative method, which involves the

notion of subcategorization-government, is needed independently of the

issue of inherent reflexives to capture facts about clitic doubling.

It should be noted that the transformational derivation of inherent

se raises difficult semantic questions, since typically the meaning of

an inherent verb is not immediately predictable from the meaning of the

lexical verb without se. (Kayne notices this fact, but dismisses it

because this observation does not alter the evidence suggesting an
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object origin for inherent ~.) For example, the inherently reflexive

verb e'en prendre bears no simple semantic relation to prendre. It is

hard to see how this change in meaning can be coded into the effect of

a transformational operation, without enormously increasing the

functional range of structural changes of transformations. In a base

analysis, on the other hand, this information would be easy to encode

in the lexicon. In fact, we might argue that this is in principle the

correct way to express in a grammar this type of idiosyncratic change

in meaning.

Returning to our original claim that it is possible to construct

an argument against the classical theory of clitics from clitics which

have no acceptable post-verbal source, we may now ask if there are

any (non-subject) clltics which do not exhibit those properties which

Kayne was able to reveal even in inherent see For example, can we find

c11tics which occur with verbs which have both direct and indirect

·objects? This would rule out the possibility of generating them in

either one of those positions. Furthermore, if the clitic does not

alternate with any other post-verbal object position, we can use this

as strong evidence that the clit1c is generated by the base in clitic

position. Spanish abounds in examples of this type. So-called

benefactive, or ethical-dative, clitics cooccur with verbs with filled

direct and indirect objects. Consider the following sentences (of

the sort mentioned in Perlmutter (1971»:

(1.15) a. Me le arruinaron la vida a mi hijo.
'The ruined ~ son's life.'

b. .Sin ~ permiso, te me compraste la mota!
'Without my permission, you bought (yourself) the motorcycle. '
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In (1.15)a, arruinar has a direct object, la vida, and an indirect

object, a m1 h1jo, plus a benefactive c11tic, me. Similarly, in (l.15)b,

comprar has both a direct accl an indirect object, 1a mote and te,

respectively, plus the benefactive me. This benefactive argument of

the verb, expressed by the clitic; 1s never found in post-verbal

position. That is, (1.15)a is not a paraphrase of any of the following,

where different prepositional complements are tried:

(1.16) a. *Le arruinaron la vida a mi hijo a mi.

b. ?Le arruinaron 1a vida a mi hijo para mi.

c. ?Le arruinaron 1a vida a mi hijo por m!.8

A minimal conclusion given these cases seems to be that at least Gome

clitics must be generated in clitic position. With benefactives it

appears that nothing at all is accounted for by positing a

transformational derivation. And the grammar would have to be

cnmplicated to force cliticization of some very abstract (impossible

surface) complement. if we were to maintain a classical analysis. (In

this respect. notice that Kayne has to force cliticization of inherent

se (cf. Kayne (1975), p. 392». It is not entirely clear how this

should be done. On the other hand, base generation would not run into

these problems. The mechanisms needed to formulate a base theory are

independently required by the theory of grammar. On account of this,

one reasonable course of action would be to allow the base to

overgenerate (c11t1c, NF) pairs (either one of which might be null),

and to filter out the unwanted sentences via general principles of UG.

Henceforth I will assume this line of reasoning to be correct.9
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Let us now consider the alternative of generating the clitics in

clitic position via the PS rules of the base. For expository purposes,

I ~111 consider one version of such a theory, the one presented in

Rivas (1977). In this framework, c11t1cs and ~s are generated by the

base in their appropriate position.
W

A Clitlc/~ agreement ru12 then

pairs a clit1c with a corresponding NP. After all syntactic processes

have occured, a last rule of C11tic/~ deletion takes each pair, and

deletes either the clitic, or the NF, or none of them. Rivas claims

that "while the syntactic processes [of verb adjunction and clitic

attraction] are invariable for the Romance languages, this last rule of

clitic/~ del~t1on is idiosyncratically language-and-dialect dependent. 1I

(See Rivas (1977), p. 1i).

This theory easily accounts for the data presented in section 1.1.

In fact, this theory was designed to account for those facts. That is,

Rivas realized that the classical theory of eli tics simply did not

prOVide enough latitude for the complete description of the clearly

related, though slightly different, c11t1c systems found in Romance

languages. Thus, he felt compelled to increase the descriptive

apparatus needed to account for the different distribution of clitic/NP

pairs found in Romance. This increase allowed for systems which were,

v1s-~-v1s clitic doubling facts, observationally and descriptively

adequate. But, though adequate 1n these two crucial respects, such a

base generation theory is deficient in an important way. To see this,

consider once again the sentences in (1.9) repeated here for

convenience:
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(1.17) a. *La vimos 1a casa de Mafalda.

b. (*)Lo vimos a Guille.

Recall that (1.17)a 1s ungrammatical in all dialects of Spanish. while

(l.17)b is grammatical in River Plate Spanish. One might wonder why

this state of affairs holds, and not, say, the contrary. Rivas's

theory considers this an idiosyncratic fact about different dialects

of Spanish. This answer would be satisfying if one could find

instances of doubling such as in (1.17)a in other dialects of Spanish,

or in other Romance languages. If that evidence were present, then we

could be sure that Rivas's solution is the correct one, both from the

point of view of a language-particular description (for Spanish) and

from the point of view of UG. However, as far as I know there are no

Romance languages which allow sentences like (l.17)a.

In fact, R. Kayne has noticed that occurrences of clitic doubling

seem to be rule.governed in a very specific way. He has pointed out

t~at doubling only occurs when the doubled object NP is preceded by a

preposition. Let us call this Kayne's Generalization; we can state it

tentatively as in (1.18):

(1.18) An object NP may be doubled by a clitic only if the NP
1s preceded by a preposition.

Looking back, we can check that (1.1), (1.3)a,b, {1.4)a, (1.9)b, (l.ll)b

-- all the grammatical instances of clitic doubling in the different

dialects of Spanish which we have examined -- all obey Kayne's

Generalization. Let us assume for the time being that (1.18) is

empirically correct. If so, we would want to express it in a theory of
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c11t1cs. The base theory presented so far misses Kayne's Generalization.

And the miss is not accidental. Rather, it is a clear conseqt'~nce of

the cla1m9 it makes. Clearly, what is needed is a theory of clitics

which adequately accommodates clit1c doubling, while at the same time

embodying Kayne's Generalization.

Furthermore, there 1s a metatheoretical observation which we wOuld

like to express in the theory of clitics. Within Romance, clitic

doubling appears to be the marked phenomenon. Complementary

distribution (as in French and Italian) on the other hand appears to

be the more common phenomenon. Clitic doubling occurs regularly only

in two Romance languages: Spanish and Rumanian, and even in these two

languages it has a somewhat special status in some constructions. A

base-generation theory seems to make precisely the opposite claim.

Within such a theory, the more common construction should be one in

which both the elitic and the NP lexical object cooccur. This is so

under the assumption that extra rules add 'markedness' or complexity

an admittedly controversial, but nevertheless fairly standard assumption

in linguistics. In this ~espect, the (classical) movement theory hits

the right note. It states that complementary distribution is the

simple case; and that clitic doubling requires extra machinery. This

seems to be the right direction.

With this in mind, we can now state a reasonable goal for a theory

of Romance clitics. What is needed is a theory sufficiently open to

allow for the variety found in Romance languages with respect to the

possibility of clitlc doubling. But this theory should also capture

Kayne's generalization, and retain a "special" status for the doubling
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option. In a sense, we can say :hat this goal epitomizes linguistic

investigations from the point of ~ ew of tht: search for universal

principles of the theory of grammar, striking an appropriate balance

between descriptive potential and explanatory success. (Cf. Chomsky

(1979), pp. 1-10). In the next sections I will develop a theory of

object clitics in Romance with this goal in mind.

1.3. Clitics and Government

The task ~f constructing a theory of clitics with the goals

mentioned above can be reduced (in large part, at least) to the task

of capturing the not~on 'object-of' and formalizing it in an appropriate

way. In the Aspects framework, grammatical relations are captured by

defining grammatical functions which pick out elements in a particular

structural configuration within a phrase marker. For example, the

relation 'direct-object-of' is defined as the function (NP, VP),

interpreted roughly as lthe NP directly dominated by VP'. (See Chomsky

(1965). pp. 70-72). This function is associated with a rewriting rule

approximately as in (1.19).

(1.19) VP ----, y NP Z . (whe re Y contains a V)

Given this conception of grammatical relation, in order to assert that

a given element A bears a particular grammatical relation! to a string

Z, this elemeut A must appear in the structural position individuated

by the function and its ass~c1ated rewriting rule. Against this

background, the study of clitics in Romance reveals perhaps the need

for a looser conception of these notions.

As an example, consider the discussion of inherent se in the
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previous section. The outcome of Kayne's investigations can be

summarized by saying that inherent se behaves in all respects as an

'object-of' the verb to which it appears cl1ticized, just as much so

as lexical NP objects. Within Kayne's theory, this could be captured

only by assuming that at some level of structure inherent se and

le7ical NP objects (and other ~litics) share the same structural

position. But this assumption would not be necessary 1f we had the

means to characterize pronouns in clit1c position as verbal objects,

just as NPs in post-verbal position. We can tl.en bypass all the

machinery involved in placing the pronoun in clitic position after it

has been identified as an object, and assume a system without a rule

of clitic placement. This section 1s devoted to sketching one possible

account along these lines.

One way to express the relation between a verb and its object

(whether in clitic or NP position) is through the notion of 'government'.

Consider once again the definition of this notion given in Chomsky

(1978) •

(1.20) 0( governs ~ if oc c-commands ~ and no major category
boundary appears between 0( and # .

Under this definition, a verb clearly governs its complements and

vice-versa. However, it is not entirely clear whether we should allow

phrasal categories to govern the verb. Instead, it seems that the set

of possible governors should be identified with the set of lexical

categories, like verb, noun, preposition, etc. Therefore, let us

restrict OC in (l.20) to elements of [ N,A, V,P J. We now have a

unidirectional relation between a verb and other categories found in
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its 'local' c-command dOm&in.

We can now ask the following question: What happens to the

relation of government in a structure with a clitic, as in (1.21):

(1.21) [vp clitic+V NFl

In particular, assume that the clitic is an ac~ubative ~Jitic. Does

the verb still govern the (direct object) NP? Given (1.20) the answer

is yes. However, we can conceive of government in a slightly different

way, so that at most one element is governed by one feature. For

example, we can assume that government is subj~ct to something like a

'minimal distance' principle. Under such a conception, the clitic

would absorb the gove~ment relation in the configuration in (1.21).

In effect, this simply imposes a uniqueness condition on government. A

verb cannot simultaneously govern an Rccusative clitic and a direct

object NP. However, a verb with a dative clitic attached to it ~~111

appears co govern a direct object complement, as in (1.72):

(1.22) Lea entregaron las notas.
'They handed the grades over to them.'

In other words, it seems taat government absorption by a clitic is

selectiv~ of a particular complement. This must be so since we have

seen that a verb with a clitic can still take a co~lement NP t as long

as the right combination of (clitic, NP) occurs. (In fact, ~e might

say that the rest of this chapter is devoted to the study of the notion

'right combination', in the above context.) In particular, let us

assume that a clitic attached to a verb absorbs government of a

parti~u1ar NP object. For example, if a verb has an accusative clitic
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attached to it, it does not govern a direct object NP, etc. This is a

slightly more refined notion of government than the one defined in

(1.20). Government can now be selectively suspended, as it w1are, by a

clit1c.

We can make tilis new notiO'll of government more precise as follows.

Let us assume that a verb mat~ix contains the subcategorization features

associated with the v~rb to be inserted in that matrix. These features

can be paired with an element governed (1n the sense of (1.20)) by the

verb. 'Ihis pairing can be indicated in terms of co-superscripting (to

adopt a mechanism introduced in Rouveret & Vergnaud (1978». The

co-indexed element is then said to be governed (in the more selective

way) by the verb. In order to distinguish these two notions we can

call one, (1.20), categorial government (or c-government), since it is
...

defined with reference to a particular lexical category; and the other

we can call a-government, since it is defined with reference to a

strict subcategorization feature. It is clear that s-government is a

special (more restrictive) sub-case of c-government. A clitic absorbs

11s-government. S-government is subject to a uniqueness principle which

allows only one c-governed element to be co-superscripted to a feature

+F in a verb. We can now make the idea of absorption more precise.

When we say that a clitic "absorbs a-government" we mean: a clitic is

co-superscripted with a feature +F in a verhal matrix, and this

co-superscripting is unique. Further along these lines we can say

that an element oc is an 'object-of' a verb ~ iff tS a-governs c:<

that 1s, iff ~ c-coneands OC' and #J contains a feature +F wltich is

co-superscripted with ~. I will assume that objective Case
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12assignment is determined by a-government. An NP is objective iff it

is a-governed by a verb.

1.3.1. Direct Objects

We can now return to clitic doubling with direct objects in

Spanish. Consider how this theory accounts for a non-sentence like

(1.9)a, repeated here as (1.23):

(1.23) *La vimos la casa de Mafalda.

The accusative clitic la absorbs government, leaving the complemant NP

ungoverned. Being ungoverned~ Case cannot be assigned to it. Since it

contains lexical material, la casa de Mafalda, the sentence is ruled

out by the Case filter. Of course, a sentence without an overt

complement would be grammatical; e.g., La vimos,since here Case need

not be assigned to a complement NP. So would a sentence without a

c1itic, e.g., Vimos 1& casa de Mafalda.

This theory then predicts the complementary distribution found

between clit1cs and inanimate direct object NPs in all dialects of

Spanish. It claims that a sentence like (1.23) is impossible because

there 1s no way for the lexical direct object to receive Case, a

necessary requirement of lexical NPs. We can interpret the

complementary distribution uh1ch occurs with all (clit1c, NP) pairs in

French and Italian in the same way. In fact, this theory satisfies

one of the requirements we had set for a theory of clitics: it

maintains that non-doubled structures are the more common case, the

expected case. It should be obvious by now that in order to allow for

clit1c doubling, an extra mechanism of Case assignment will be needed.
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Case cannot be assigned by the verb if the verb has a clitic attached

to it, since the clitic absorbs the verb's government feature.

Therefore, an extra Case assigner is needed to allow thE NP to escape

the fatal effects of the Case filter. This is roughly the logic of

the argument. Kayne's Generalization follows within this theory rather

13
naturally. We assume that Prepositions are Case assigners -- as

indeed we must for independent reasons.

Consider once again (1.9)b, repeated here as (1.24):

(1.24) La vimos a Guille.
'We saw Guille.'

Recall that this sentence 1s ungrammatical in Standard Spanish. However,

it is grammatical (and slightly preferred, in fact) in River Plate

Spanish. How is this difference to be accounted for?

As is well known, some direct objects in Spanish are introduced by

the pa=ticle a. This is true of all dialects of Spanish. This a

14appears preferably before animate specific direct objects. Although

the derivational origin of this particle is rather unclear, we- can

assume that it 1s introduced immediately' after the base by a rule

roughly as follows:

(1.25) o ---) a /
15[NP, +accusative]

The formulation given above is extremely simple, avoiding all mention

of the features [± animate], [+ specific]. We prefer this formulation

to a more complicated one which mentions these features. A more fully

specified rule would raise non-trivial questions concerning the

autono~ of such syntactic devices. The syntactic status of those
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features is far from being clear. Furthermore, these are not the only

factors which enter into the question. Consider in this respect the

following sentences:

(l.26) a. Llevaron (a) los heridos a un hospital cercano. 16

'They took the wounded to a nearby hospital.'

b. Ayudaron a/*0 los heridos a caminar.
'They hblped the wounded to walk.'

(1.27) a. El sheriff quiere convencer a/*0 los prisioneros a devolver
10 robado.
'The sheriff wants to convince the prisoners to return what
they have stolen.'

b. El sheriff quiere que le entreguen *a/0 el prisionero ahara
mismo.
'The sheriff wants the prisoner handed over to him
immedia tely . '

(1.28) a. Le entregaron *a/0 el perro a Juan hace pacos d!as.
'They handed the dog over to John a couple of. days ago.'

b. Juan qu1eremuchoa/*?'/J su perro.
'John likes his dog a lot.'

The sentences in (1.26) show that in some cases the a can be omitted,

even if the direct object is' [+animate] , [*f?pecific]as in {1.26)a. This

sentence is understood with the direct object having almost an inanimate

reading, as 1f 'the wounded' were nothing more than objects to be

carried. If we change the verb to a verb which requires an animate

object as i~ (1.26)b -- it is impossible to help an inanimate object

the ~ becomes absolutely obligatory. The meaning of the verb thus

appears to affect the obligatoriness of the presence of a. The sentences

in (1.27) and (1.28) show basically the same point. I will assume, then,

that rule (1.25) applies freely. We must now state, however, that the
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presence of a contributes enormously to the full semantic reading of

the sentence. Its contribution is pa!:'tially described by features sucl'1

as specificity and animacy, but this is not sufficient. a means a

\vhole complex of semantic aspects which cannot be described fully fro-m

a purely syntactic point of view, in particular if we want to maintain

an autonomous view of syntax. (See Hale, Jeanne, and Platero (1977).

Under this autonomous account, then, we are forced to claim that the

utter unacceptability of sentences such as

(1.29) a. *Maria ama Juan.
'Maria loves John . ,

b. *Juan . ~ 1romp10 a a mesa.
'John broke the table. t

is due to semantic factors. In the case of (1.29)a, the direct object

is clearly animate and specific, and it not marked with the appropr.iate

marker, a. In the case of (1.29)b, the object cannot be understoodaJs

animate. Thus, the ~ is not possible here since it contributes

so"mething to the interpretation of the sentence which is contradict~d

by something else in the sentence. This is what produces complete

unacceptability in these cases.

Rule (1.25) is particular to Spanish. It is a learned rule,

evidence for \vhich is easily available to the child. A comparable t"ule

does not exist in French or Italian. Cf.:

(1.30) a. J'ai vu Jean.
'I saw Jean. '

b. *J'ai vu ~ Jean.
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(1.31) a. Ho vista Gianni.
'I saw Gianni.'

b.
17*Ho vista a Gianni.

Given this rule, we can describe the dialectal variation between

River Plate Spanish and Standard Spanish by saying that in the former

this inserted ~ is capable of assigning accusative Case to the

complement NP, while in the latter this 1s not so. Sentence (1.24) is

grammatical in River Plate Spanish because Guille is assigned Case by

~, thus escaping the ill effects of the Case filter. In Standard

Spanish, on the other hand, the a cannot assign Case and the sentence

is blocked in the familiar way.

Within this account, then, clitic doubling is not a completely

arbitrary phenomenon. Rather, it depends crucially on the universal

notion of 'government' (more properly, ~-government). But the account

is also sufficiently rich to allow for possible li~gu1stic variation.

Returning now to sentences in which there is no lexical NP

complement but only a clitic, as in La vimos (cf. (l.lO)a,b), we can

inquire about the nature of the ~lement which occurs in post-verbal

position in these sentencee. More generally, what occurs in the position

of the gap in (1.32)1

(1.32) ••• clitic+verb

Within a classical movement theory of clitics and under the trace theory

of movement rules, a trace would appear in that position. That is,

(1.10)a would have the following representation after movement:

(1.33) La! vimos (NP e]
i

(where [NP e] is a trace).
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But this representation would be at odds with a principle of grammar

governing the distribution of traces. Such a principle, discussed in

the Introduction. asserts that a trace must be governed. Assuming

such a principle to be true, then (1.33) would be disallowed. Instead

of a trace, we are forced to look for another empty element which can

18occupy the gap in (1.32). The natural candidate for such a position

is the element we call PRO. Recall that PRO is basically a pronoun

without phonetic content. It contains features of person, number J and

gender. It 1s distinguishable, therefore, from a trace which is simply

an unexpanded NP. A PRO is not subject to the same requirements as a

trace. In fact, a PRO is subject to quite different requirements, as

we saw. A PRO must not be governed! (See the Introduction). We can

then assume that a PRO fits in the gap in (1.32). We can say more: a

PRO will f1ll such a position only if there is another element which

can absorb the verb's government feature. This is an interesting

result. Clearly, languages vary as to whether they have clitics or not.

This is a parameter left open by universal grammar. (In fact, the

variation may be even more subtle than this, given that there seem to

be different kinds of clitics. English, for example, lacks the kind of

c11tics found in Romance. Thus. sentences like

(1.34) a. *1 hit PRO.

b. 19
*1 put PRO on the table.

are ungrammatical in English because in these sentences, we would say,

the PRO's are in a governed position. In Romance, word for word

translations of (1.34) are also out for the same reason, we would say.
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But if a clitic is added, the sentences become grammatical. Cf.:

(1.35) a.
~*Pegue (a) PRO.

b. *Puse (a) PRO sabre la mesa.
,

c. Le pegue PRO.

d. La puse PRO sabre la mesa.

An important implicit claim of this analysis is that a highly visible

property of a language, i.e., the presence or absence of verbal clitics,

provides evidence for a totally hidden property, i.e., the presence or

absence of PRO in object position. It seems to me to be quite important

to establish a correlation between abstract, null elements (like PRO)

and either more visible asp~ctg of a language (as in the case above) or

principles of Universal Grammar (as in the case of PRO subjects of

infinitives). Otherwise, it is hard to conceive of ways for the

language learner to have information about phonologically empty

categories.

MOst of the examples examined until now involved direct objects.

We haven't looked yet at indirect objects. Indirect objects are a bit

more complicated than direct objects. We will proceed to examine these

next. But before doing this, it might be useful to summarize the main

points made so far.

Clitics are generated in clitic position by rules of the base,

completely independently of the elements generated in object position,

in keeping with the goal of minimizing the particularity of PS rules.

Clit1cs absorb subcategorization-government, leaving the complement

position which corresponds toit ungoverned. Therefore, a PRO may occur
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in that position. Otherwise, PRO's may not occur in complement positions,

since those positions are governed. Government absorption is a selective

process: government of a direct object is absorbed by an accusative

clit1c, government of an indirect object 1s absorbed by a dative clitic,

etc~ Clitic doubling 1s possible when a language has an extra means of

assigning Case to a lexical NP in object position, aside from the rule

20
which depends on government. If this special situation obtaiIlS, the

clitic may absorb government, and the NP in object position will be

assigned Case through some supplementary mechanism (perhaps from a P,

as in the cases we have examined). This theory accounts for the

complementary distribution of clitics and lexical NP objects in French

and Italian, under the assumption that these two complements receive

Case via government from the verb. In Spanish, the different dialectal

possibilities can be adequately described by assuming that sometimes

the element inserted before an animate, specific direct object is a

Case assigner. We now turn to analyze Spanish indirect objects, some of

which are optionally c1itic doubled in &11 dialects of Spanish.

Given the theory sketched above, direct objects behave in quite

similar fashion in Standard Spanish, Italian, and French. In all three

languages, clitic doubling is not allowed in strings of roughly the

following form:

(1.36) ...v [NP [Det] N ••• ] (with no a, crucially)

In French and Italian, this configuration covers all direct objects.

In Spanish, it holds only for inanimate, or non-specific animate direct

objects. Clit1c doubling is allowed with animate specifics in some
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dialects because a preposition is inserted. But this process is quite

independent of clitic doubling. It is not a sufficient condition for

elitic doubling. It is only necessary. (That is, there are cases wh~re

the preposition is present which are not doubled). In other words, the

difference between Spanish on the one hand and Italian and French on

the other j.s reduced to the fact that Spanish has an a-insertion rule

while no such rule is operative in the other two languages.

1.3.2. Indirect Object~

With indirect objects, the situation is more complex. In all

three languages the indirect object has the surface form P NP. But only

in Spanish is clitic doubling possible. Why is this the case? The

presence of a preposition-like element no longer provides an obvious

answer. We will have to look a lot more closely at these objects. I

will consider indirect objects in Spanish and French in more detail.

The theory presented above would account in a straightforward

manner for the lack of clitic doubling in French if indirect objects

were NPs in that language. The account could then proceed basically as

with direct objects. If a clitic is present, it could absorb government,

not allowing for a complement NP. This account would be supported by

data which indicated that indirect objects are not PPs, but rather NPs.

The ~ can then be interpreted as a Case marker.

In fact, this analysis has been argued for in Vergnaud (1974)

(who refers the reader to Milner (1967), Rouveret (1970), and Fauconnier

(1971) for further discussion). Vergnaud points out two ways ill which

indirect objects do not behave like other Prepositional Phrases. Flrst,

he points out that a conjunction of Prepositional Phrases cannot serve
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as the antecedent of a relative clause. Cf. (Vergn:lud's sentences):

(1.37)
,

a. *11 a compte sur l'homme et sur la femme qui se sont
rencontr6.s hier.
'He counted on the man and the woman who met yesterday.'

b. *MarNell s'est accro~h' sous l"lectron et SQUS Ie photon
qui se sont percut's.
'M. attached himself under the electron and the photon
which struck each other.'

But this restriction does not extend to indirect objects:

(1.38) II a parI' ~ l'houme et ~ la femme qui se SOIlt
~a. rcncontres

hier'.
'He spoke to the man and the woman who met yesterday.

,

b. II a e'edt ~ l'houune et a la femme qui se sont •..
'He wrote to the man and the woman who met yesterday.

,

In this sense, indirect objecte behave like NPs. Secondly, he shows

that a complement of a ~reposition can be a conjunction of Noun Phrases.

Cf. :

(1.39) 8. Ils se sont assis sur la table et les chaises.
'They sat on the table and the chairs.'

b. lIs se sont each's derr1~re les arbres et les buissons.
'They hid behind the trees and the bushes.'

But this is not possible with indirect objects:

(1.40) a. *118 ont achet~ cette maison ~ Marie at Ie 1irecteur.
'They bought this house for Marie and the director.'

b. *11s ont parI' ~ Marie et Ie directeur.
'They talked to Marie and the director.'

Instead of (1.40) one finds:
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(1.41) a. 11s ant parl~ ~ Marie et au directeur.

b. 11s ant achet~ cette maison } Marie et au directeur.

Vergnaud (1974) concludes that ~ is a Case feature (see Vergnaud (1974),

pp.246-248).
,

Further, it appears that not all a are markers. Some act ad true

prepositions, by Vergnaud's tests. These are precisely those whose

objects do not c1iticize as dative clitics. Kayne had noticed that

not all complements in a are possibl~ sources for a dative eli tic (see

Kayne (1975) pp. 145-152). Some verbs like penser and courir take

complements in a, but not dative c11tics. Cf.:

(1.42) a. Je pe~se ~ toi.
'I am thinking about you.

,

b. Ii a couru l to!.
'He ran towards you. t

c. *Je te pense.

d. *11 t'a cou~u.

And these ~'s accept complements which are conjunctions. Cf.:

(1.~3) a. Tu penses ~ Paul et la directrice.
'You are thinking about Paul and the governessc'

b. Tu vas slIer ~ Rio de Janeiro et Bueno~ Aires.
'You will go to Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires.'

c. 11 a pris 1nter~t ~ 1a photographie et Ie cin6ma.
'He got interested in photography and cinema.'

In these cases, WE~ can say that a real preposition is involved. One

further test confirms this statement. Quantifiers cannot be floated

from real prepositional phrases in which the object of the preposition
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has been relativized. This is pointed out in Perlmutter (1972).

(1.44) a. *ces femmes, avec qui j'ai parI' (avec) toutes.

b. *ces femmes, Jevant qui j' ai, parI' (devant) toutes It

Prepositional a's behave just like these phrases. Cf.:

(1.45) a. *ces femmes, ~ qui j'ai pens~ (a) t0utes.

b. '" '" ,*ces f~mmes, a qui j a1 pris interet a toutes.

But this is pussible with NP complements and indirect objects:

(1.46) a. ces femmes, que j'ai toutes vues, .•.

, , ,
ces femmes, a qui j'ai parle a toutes.

All of this data can be accounted for quite naturally if \le assume thar

,
some objects in ~ are PPs, while others (i.e., indire~t objects) are

really NPs. Both accusative and dative clitics can now be regarded as

corresponding to accusative and dative NPs, respectively. This is a

much more natural classification, particularly in French, where we do

find clitics which correspond to pro-PPs, e.g., ~~ and z. These pro-PP

clitics behave rather differently from dative and accusative clitics.

The assuuption that indirect o~ject8 a~e NPs just like direct oojects

leads us to expect this situation. If indirect objects were PPs

instead, we might expect Just the contrary.

In fact, further support for the NP status of indirect object3 in

French comes from the existence of a small set of prepositionless

datives. (Cf. Kayne (1975) pp. 152-160). These can be observed by

considering the interaction of tou~ and dati~es. In some case~ an
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occurr~nce of taus no t preceded by a preposition can be associated

with dative clitic or a wh element. Cf.:

(1.47) a. ?Je leur en a1 taus offert.
'I have offered some to them all. '

b. "??ces gar~ons, a qui j'en a1 taus offert
'those boys, to all of whom I gave some'

Although this is now always possible, Kayne concludes that "for those

who accept (1.47), then certain instances of dative a ~re bahaving mor~

like no~-prepos1t1onAlobjects •.•This behavior suggests that for such

speakers these datives must be assigned a deep structure represelltati0~

lacking a preposition; the appearance of a in (1.47)b could then be

attributed to a rule inserting a." (Kayne (1975)" p. 153). I will

assume that this rule, needed independently for these cases, also

inserts the ~ in normal indirect objects, perhaps as a marker of Dative

Case. It should be pointed out that these 'prepositionless' datives

are rather marginal. We agree with Kayne that they cannot be taken as

an appropriate source for the common ~ NP dative occuring with other

verbs. I will assume that this difference is expressed by generating

them in different DS positions. Prepositionless datives are generated

as the first complement to the right of the verb, much like datives in

the dative construction in English. (In fact, these prepositionlees

datives share a number of constraints with the English cases, fo~

example, the inapplicability of Complex NP Shift: *John gave a b<..'ok

the girl he met yesterday; *Elle leur cassera la gueule taus les deG~,

as pointed out by Kayne.) Unmarked indirect objects, on the other hand,

are generated as sisters to V, dominated by VP. (Cf. Quicoli (1976) and
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Zubizarreta (1979) for discussion.) In the construction with two objects

under V a number of poo~ly understood restrictions appear to hold. These

rest~ictions do not a~ply to normal indirect objects. This difference

might be taken as evidence against the NP status of indirect object.s.

But all this really shows is that there is a difference between two types

of indirect objects, and that it would be unnatural to assume a common

source for them. Accepting tllis conclusion, we can assume a difference

in structure and maintain the same categorial status. That is, we would

have the following two possible configurations for indirect objects in

French:

(1.48) a. \*p

I
v.
~

V NP .(NP)
dat

b. VP
-/~
V NP
~ dat

V (NP)

(l.48)b would represent the unmarked case, while (l.48)a would stand for

the marked double-object construction in which prepositionless datives

occur.

Evidence for structure (1.48)b can be found if we turn to causatives.

We will assume that the rule which has been called by Kayne Faire-

Infinitive in fact preposes a V. (In Kayne's analysis the rule moves a

non-constituent. Assuming that only con~tituents may be moved, we will

follow Quicoli (1976) in saying that the moved constituent is a V.) In

French, this rule does not displace indirect objects, as can be seen in

the following sentences:
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(1.49) a. Je ferais t~16phoner Jean ~ ses parents.
'I will make Jean telephone his parents.'

b.

c.

d.

~ I ,
*Je fera1s telephoner a ses parents Jean.

,
Je ferais parler Jean a Marie.
'I will make Jean speak to Marie.'

, .

*Je ferais parler a Marie Jean.

But it does move direct objects, as can be seen in (1.50):

(1.50)
,

a. Je ferais manger cette pomme a Jean.
'I will make Jean eat this apple.'

b. *Je ferais manger Jean cette pommel

*Je ferais
,

c. manger a Jean cette pomme.

It appears, then, that the structure presented in (l.48)b is precisely

the one needed independently to account for these facts.

This analysis of indirect objects in French allows us to account

for the lack of clitic doubling in a natural way_ We will assume, as

before, that & clitic absorbs the government feature, leaving open only

the option of having a PRO. In structure (1.48)b we will assume that

V is the governor. (This involves expanding the class of governors

o -
from X to X elements.)

Let us next consider Spanish indirect objects. Recall that' clitic

doubling 1s optional with goal indirect objects in Spanish. The

appea~ance of the clitic is not dependent on any particular feature of

the indirect object (i.e., animacy, specificity, and clefiniteness are

irrelevant here). Rather, the clitic always has th~ option to be

present. If an indirect object is in fact doubled, one perceives a

'close' relation between the verb and the object. The object is felt
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to be affected more directly by the action of the verb than if the clitic

21
is not present. A ~omplete analysis of the semantics of dative clitics

is well beyond the scope of this chapter. I will interpret the option of

elitic doubling with goal indirect objects regularly as evidence for the

independence of dative case assignment from the verb. That is, indirect

objects in Spanish do not appear to depend on the verb to get Case.

Rather, a lexical indirect object NP can appear regardless of whether

Case has been assigned to a dative clitic or not. This makes it

tempting to assign indirect objects in Spanish the status of a PP. In

fact, one of Vergnaud's tests appears to point in this direction. The

following sentences, with a conjunction of NPs as the complement of

dative a, seem to me to be quite acceptable (compare to (1.40»:

(1.51) a. Lea compraron una casa a Maria y el director.
'They bought a house for Maria and the director.'

b. Pid1eron permisos especiales a profeso~es y estudiantes.
'They·requested special papers from professors and students.'

c. Les ~daron cartas a los padres y los abuelos del
interesado.
'They sent letters to the parents and the grandparents of
the interested party.'

If dative a is a real preposition in Spanish, this should be possibleo

In this csse, indirect object NPs could receive Case from this

preposition, always allowing for a clitic.

If we check the constituent structure of the V in Spanish, we

notice a remarkable difference with French. Indirect objects in

Spanish do form part of the V constituent which gets fronted by the

causative rule. thus, in contrast to (1.49), we get:
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(1.52) a. La h1cimos llamar a sus padres a Pedro.
'We made Peter call his parents.'

b. ?*Le hicimos llamar a Pedro a sus padres.

Crucially, (1.52)a 1s grammatical, contrasting with the ungrammatical

(1.49)b in French. This 1s evidence for the following structure of V

in Spanish:

'(1.53) VP

I
V

~
V (NP) (PP)

This difference in structure 1s compatible with the difference in

categorial status. It may be possible in fact to relate these two

differences. ~o the same underlying principle. Let us assume that Case

assignment is a one-to-one relation. That is, a [+V, -N] can assign

Case to at most one element. Assuming that verbs always assign Case to

direct objeets, this then leaves two options for indirect objects. If

the object is governed by the verb, and not goverrted by any other verbal

element, like indirect objects in Spanish, then they must get Case from

22
a Preposition. If the object is not governed by the verb, and it is

governed by another verbal element (i.e., V) like in French, then there

1s no need for it to be a PP; it can get Case from the other verbal

element which governs it. In this way, a principle which limits Case

assignment via government from the verb to one element makes available

exactly the different possibilities which are found in Romance indirec~

objects. And this difference makes possible the difference in eli tic

doubling, we would claim.
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The account given above takes care of goal indirect objects. But

the question of doubling with possessive indirect objects is still left

open. These are cases in which the indirect object stands for the

possessor of the direct object. This relation is generally 'inalienable';

that 1S t the direct object is considered to be an inseparable part of the

indirect object. Therefore, it is sometimes called the 'inalienable

possession construction'. Examples are given below:

(1.54) a. Le duele 1a cabeza a Juan.
'John has a headache.'

b. Le sacaron 1a muela del juicio a Juan.
'They took John's wisdom tooth out.'

c. Le examinaron los d1entes al caballo.
'They examined the horse's teeth.'

d. Le rompieron la pata a la mesa.
'They broke the leg of the table.'

e. Le lavaron las manos a Luis.
'They washed Luis's hands.'

In (1.54)a 18 cabeza 1s interpreted as being Juan's head. Similarly, in

(1.54)b it is John's wisdom tooth that has been pulled out, and so on.

In all these cases, absence of the clitic leads to ungrammaticality. Cf.:

I

(1.55) a. *Duele 1a cabeza a Juan.
i

b. *Sacaron la muela del juicio a Juan.

c. *Examinaron los dientes al caballo.

d. *Rompieron 1a pats a 1a mesa.

e. *Lavaron las manos a Luis.

These sentences are very different from sentences with goal indirect

1 1 · 23objects, where the clitic can be absent with no change in grammat ca 1ty.
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In inalienable possession constructions, the clitic is required.

Crucially, if the clitic is absent, the sentence is not interpreted as

an 'inalienable possession'. Rather, it is interpreted as an ordinary

goal indirect object. With most verbs that are found in these

constructions, this goal interpretation is simply nonsensical. For

example, (1.55)c has the nonsensical ~eaning 'They examined the teeth

to the horse', since the clitic is aot there to signal that the indirect

object phrase should be interpreted as an 'inalienable possession'. When

the clitic 1s there, as in (1.54)c, the sentence has an acceptable

meaning, namely 'They examined the horse's teeth~, From a comparison

between (1.54) and (1.55) we can draw one clear conclusion: the presence

of the clitic is required to fix appropriately the thematic relation of

the ~ phrase. Presence of the clitic implies one particular thematic

role, the role that is found in 'inalienable possession' constructions

we can call it 9 • If the clitic is not there, the a phrase receives the
~ -

usual thema~lc role assigned to dative NPs: go~l (9). In order to-g

account for these sentences, then, we will have to examine the

24
interaction of theta roles and cliticization.

We can begin by examining the interaction of theta~roles with

direct object cliticization. We can assume that the distribution of

9-roles follows the following principles, sometimes called the

Q-Criterion (cf. Borer (1979), Borer (1980), Freidin (1978), and Chomsky

(class lectures, Fall 1979».

(1.56) The 9-Criterion

a. Each 9-position is assigned an R (areferential)-expression.

b. Each R-expression is assigned a Q-role.

c. Only R-expressions are assigned to Q-positions.
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Given the noti.on of a 9-role t we can now ask the following question:

do c11tics carry a Q-role1 More generally, can clitics stand for a NP

which does not carry a Q-role? For example, it seems reasonable to

assume that post-verbal NPs in idioms do not carry the same Q-role as

direct object NPs in non-idiomatic expressions ~- perhaps NPs in idioms

carry no Q-role at all, especially if they are not referential

expressions. That 1s, in the following idiom

(1.57) El general estir6 la pata ayer de tarde.
the general pulled the foot yesterday of afternoon
'The general kicked the bucket yesterday afternoon.'

the underlined NP surely does not carry the same Q-role as the underlined

NP in (1.58):

(1.58) Juan est1r~ 18 silla hacia la mesa.
'Juan pulled the chair towards the table.~

If this contrast is to be described in terms of g-roles, as seems

natural, it is relevant to our question that the underlined NP in (1.57)

cannot be cliticlzed, while the one in (1.58) can. Cf.:

(1.59) a. *La pata, e1 general 1a estir~ ayer de tarde.

b. La silla, Juan la estir& hacia la mesa.

Similarly, adverbial NPs in post-verbal "direct object" position cannot

be cliticized either:

(1.60)
,

a. Trabaje toda la noche.
'I worked all night.'

b. Juan pesa cien kilos.
'Juan weights one hundred kilos.'
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(1.61) a. *(La noche,) 1a trabaj' toda.

b. *(C1en kilos,) Juan los pesa.

The verb pesar 'to weigh' is particu1arl~' interesting in this respect.

It has two interpretations: as an intransitive verb, where the complement

NP acts as a measure phrase, and as a transitive verb, where the

complement NP behaves as a real direct object. In the former, the

complement cannot be cliticized, as seen in (l.61)b. But if the object

is interpreted as an argument of pesar, and thus given an appropriate

9-role, cliticizat10n is possible.

(1.62)
,

Anoche Juan peso cien kilos de cocaina.
'Last night, Juan weighed 100 kilos of cocaine.'

Anoche Juan los peso.
'Last night Juan weighed them.'

MOre generally, complement NPs which are arguments and are interpreted

as having the Q-role associated with direct objects, occasionally called

theme (~h)' can always be cliticized by the clitic pronouns 10, la, los,

las. One way of describing this fact is to posit tha~ these clitics

always have this 9-role. More precisely, we can assume that an

accusative clitic always has the required Q-role; i.e., [CL, ACC,Qth] +V.

(Alternatively, if ~h is also assigned by the verb, like accusative

Case, then we could claim that 9-role absorption is just a derived

25result from government absorption. ) Then, a sentence with an

accusative clitic will always be interpreted as having a thematic

object. A sentence like (1.59)a will be .interpreted as having a thematic

object. Since this interpretation is presumably impossible in the

idiomatic reading, such a reading will never be expressed by a clitj.c.
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Full NPs, on the other hand, need not always express (the same) thematic

readings. (This is in fact what makes idioms possible.) If they have

no independent thematic reading, we can assume that a compositional

interpretation 1s impossible. Rather, they get interpreted

idiosyncratically as forming part of a larger phrase which will be

listed ~ is in the lexicon. For example, estirar la pata will be

listed with a special meaning, namely 'to die'. On the other hand, if

the component parts of that phrase are granted their independent Q-roles,

the reading will be compositional. Consequently, the phrase will be

given its 'literal' interpretation, namely 'to pull the leg'. This

treatment predicts that idioms will n~ver contain accusative clitics.

Insofar 8S this prediction appear~ to·be true, the analysis is

confirmed.
26

I will assume then that accusative clitics always bear a

particular theta-role, call it ~h. I will assume, also, that this

9-role must also appear on the complement NP. If not, condition ~

of the 9-Criter1on will·be violated, the ~~ being an R-expression. We

can circumvent this violation by assuming that there is as-role

transmission rule, roughly as follows:

(1.63) 1

This rule will supply 9-roles to object NPs which are dLubled. If a

c11tic 1s not ~resent, 9-role absorption will not occur, and we can

assume that it is assigned to the NP in its usual fashion; (see footnote

25). Thus, in a sentence like



(1.64) La veo a Guille.
'I see Guille. I
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the structure previous to the application of (1.63) will be:

(1.65) veo a lGuillel ·
L!-CC J

(1.65) violates the 9-criterion, since an R-expression, Guille, does

not have a 9~role. (1.63) will then produce the following structure,

which does not violate the Q-criterion.

(1.66) veo a Guille
Ace
9

th

We return now to the inalienable possession construction. We can

describe the obligatoriness of clitic doubling in these constructions

using the mechanism introduced above. Comparing (1.54) to (1.55) we saw

that the presence of the clitic is required to construct the adequate

meaning of these sentences. Without the c11tic, the a NP complement is

interpreted as a Goal. The verbs which allow this construction do not

select a Goal object. Therefore, if those NPs are assigned that thematic

role, we can assume that the sentence is ruled deviant by whatever

mechanism rules out sentences in which selectional restrictions are

28
violated. On the other hand, if a clitic is present, we can say that

the clit1c bears a special Q-role, 9. This Q-role is then assigned to
~

the ~ NP object by rule (1.63). If the clitic is not there, the ~ NP

object simply receives the Q-role generally associated with dative NPs:

GOAL. This will be acceptable with those verbs which can take GOAL
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indirect objects. (For some examples, see footnote 23.) Otherwise,

the sentence will be ruled out, as stated above. Verbs that do allow

the inalienable construction will then be listed in the lexicon as

assigning a special Q-role, 9 , to dative c11tics attached to them.
~

Crucially, this Q-role, indispensable for the correct interpretation of

the sentence, will be assigned only to the clitic. The cliti~ will then

assign it to the complement NP via rule (1.63). The net result of this

mechanism will be that the cl1t1c will be indispensable in inalienable

possession constructions. Absence of the clitic will result in an

incorrect thematic interpretation of the a NP complement which must be

interpreted as a possessive. This analysis, then, gives an account of

the ob11gatoriness of clitic doubling with possessive indirect objects;

while at the same time permitting optiona11ty with goal indirect objects.

The reason why clit1c doubling is not required with goal indirect

objects is simply that in those cases the object NP need not receive a

9-role via rule (1.63). Instead, it can also get its correct G-role

through the unmarked rule which assigns the 9-role GOAL to dative NPs)

a rule which is needed independently of clitic doubling altogether.

But this unmarked rule does not produce the right results with

possessive indirect objects. Thus, in these situations a clitic is

required to trigger rule (1.63).

The obl1gator1ness of clitic doubling with possessive indirect

objects can also be observed in French, but under a slightly different

guise there, since clitic doubling is not allowed in that language.

Rather, it is cliticizat10n of these objects that is obligatory in

Frenche A possessive indirect object may not be expressed as a full
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NP in French. This is noted by Kayne, who shows that prepositionless

datives never appear as such in surface structure. Cf.:

(1.67) a. *Elle cassera Jean 1a gueule.

b. *Elle a tir'~ garkons Ie ventre.

In both of these sentences, the underlined phrases would make sense only

if interpreted as possessives (Jean and ces gar£ons of la gueuIe, and Ie

ventre, respectively). However, if we assume that a clitic is needed to

provide them with the appropriate thematic role, then we have an account

for why these sentences are out. Instead, if these lexical NPs ar,~

replaced by a c11tic, the resulting sentences are grammatical. Cf.:

(1.68) a. Elle lui cassera 1a gueule.
'She will break his face.'

b. Elle leur a tir& dans Ie ventre.
'She shot at them in the stomach.'

This is precisely what we would expect given our analysis of possessive

datives. Further, notice that we need say nothing about the

ungrammatica11tyof (1.69):

(1.69) a. *Elle lui cassera Jean la gueule.

b. *Elle leur a tir& ces gar~ons dans Ie ventre.

The ungrammaticaly of these sentences follows straightforwardly from

the impossibility of clitic doubling in French. In these sentences,

the lexical NP objects would not receive Case. They would not meet

the SD of rule (1.63). Thus, they would be out because the object NPs

would have neither Case nor an appropriate 9-role.
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A similar account can be given for:

(1.70) a.
, ,

*On a tire dans Ie ventre a ce gar~on.

b. *Les livres sont tomb's des mains ~ ta soeur.

c. On lui a tir~ dans Ie ventr~.
'They shot him 1n the dtomach.'

d. Lea livres lui sant tamb~s des mains.
'The books fell off of his hands.'

The lack of a clitic in (1.70)a,b once again leads to unacceptability

because the ~ NP complement will not r~ceive a possessive interpretation.

Presence of a clitic leads to a grammatical result, as seen in (1.70)c,d.

(Notice that here lack of Case is not involved, since these indirect

objects are not prepositionless datives.)

Another inf;erest1ng result of this approach can be obgerved if we

consider the obligatoriness of cliticization of goal datives vs.

possessive datives in French. Goal dative pronouns cannot normally

appear in object position in Standard French. In Kayne's terms, the
\

nonapplicat1on of CI-Pl to goal d8tives leads to ungrammatical

sentences. Cf.:

(1.71) *Elle ' ,a. 8. parle a lui.

b. *E11e ' ~ , moi.telephonera a

c. *Elle platt ~ lui.

d. Elle "lui a parle.
'She sp'ike to him/her.'

I I
e. Elle lui telephonera.

'She will telephone him/her.'

f. ~Elle lui plaIt.
'She pleases him/her.'
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However, CI-Pl with datives may become optional in certain configurations.

Consider sentences containing two potentially cliticizable ani~.te

objects, for example,

(1.72) ~ "Paul presentera Marie a Jacques.
'Paul will introduce Marie to Jacques.'

If both objects are replaced by pronouns) and if the accusative is third

person, a grammac1cal sentence results:

(1.73)
,

Paul la lui presentera.
'Paul will introduce her to him/her.'

However, if the accusative is first or second person, or reflexive, the

co~responding clitic combination is rejected:

(1.74).
•

~*Paul me lui presentera •

*Paul vaus leuI' recommandera.

In these cases, what is accepted instead is:

(1.75)
~ ,

Paul me presentera a lui.
-Paul will introduce we to him/her.'

Paul vaus recommandera ~ aux.
'Paul will recommend you to them.'

In (1.75) the pronoun is in object position, possibly because

cliticizatlon produces an ungram~tical sequence. In Kayne's terms,

"the obligatory character of Cl1tic Placement can thus be looser.ed, ...

in certain cases where its application would lead to unacceptable clitic

combinations." (Kayne (1975), p. 174). But 1~ the inalienable

possession construction, this is not allowed. Consider the following
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sentence which contains that construction:

(1.76) On va lui mettre Ie b~b' dans lea bras.
'They will put the baby in his/her arms.'

(Kayne's sentence)

~ ~If Ie bebe is replaced by coi, the resulting sentence is ungrammatical

because the clitic combination is not allowed:

(1.77) *On va te lui mettre dans les bras.

If the dative in (1.76) were identical to the one in (1.74), we would

expect to find an acceptable sentence with the dative in complement

position, similar to (1.75). But this is impossible with the

inalienable possession construction. Cf.:

(1.78) a. *On va te mettre a lui dans les bras.

b. *On va te mettre dans les bras ~ lui.

In other words, the dative of the inalienable possession construction is

obligatorily subject to Clitic Placement, even if cliticization is not

allowed. This is just what we would expect given our analysis of the

inalienable possession construction. If the object is in complement

position. it will not be assigned the appropriate Q-role. Rather, it

will get an incorrect 9-role, GOAL, which.will conflict with the

selectional restrictions of that sentence. On the other hand, if the

c11tic is present, the sentence will be out because an impossible clitic

combination will result. Thus, we can account for the difference

between (1.75) and (l.la).

To summarize, it appears that several properties of the inalienable

possession construction can be accounted for if we assume thac a special
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thematic role, 9 , is involved in these cases, and that this thematic
~

role is assigned via rule (1.63), Crucially, this Q-role is not the

one normally associated with dative NPs. We will ~qsume that the

assignment of the a-role normally associated with dative NPs, namely

Goal, is carried out in whichever fashion Q-roles are assigned in

unmarked cases. (See footnote (25) about this.) Note that rule (1.63)

is needed independently of the need to assign Q to indirect objects
~

in the inalienable possession construction. This account in fact

correlates the facts of obligatory clitic doubling in Spanish to the

obligator1ness of cliticization in French, as regards the inalienable

possession construction. Notice that t~is result does not follow in a

straightforward way in a movement theory. In such a theory, it could

very well be the case that cliticizacion was obligatory in both

languages, but that clitic doubling in the inalienable possession

construction was not obligatory in Spanish, since elitic doubling is

not obligatory in Spanish with other indirect objects or direct objects.

Thus, a movement theory of cliticization would predict that in Spanish

the inalienable possession construction should pattern just like other

cases of c11tic doubling of indirect objects; that is, it should be

optional. But in fact, we saw that clitic doubling is obligatory in

these cases. In other words, this construction in Spanish patterns

with French. This is accounted for in our analysis, which makes

crucial reference to the Q-role of the constituent. This is the crucial

difference between the indirect objects which must be doubled and those

which don't necessarily have to be. An analysis in terms of a-roles,

then, appears to make correct predictions which lie outside the scope
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29
of the movement analysis.

this completes our discussion of indirect objects. All of the cases

discussed so far involve non-pronominal objects. both direct and

indirect. '~le situation is quite different with pronominal objects. I

will consider those next.

1.3.3. Pronominal Complements

Pronominal complements in Spanish differ from non-pronominal

complements in that they must be obligatorily clitic doubled in all

cases. (This holds true for all dialects of Spanish.) Cf.:

(1.79) a.

b.

c.

,
*Vimos a el.

,
*Encontramos a ella.

RJuan vis1to a m1 ayer.

(1.80) a. Lo v1mos a ~l.
'We saw him. '

b. .La encontraJ'Qos a
,
ella.

'We found her. '

c. Juan me visito a mf ayer.
'Juan visited me yesterday. ,

Contrast these sentences with:

(1.81) 8. Vimos a Pedro.
'We saw Pedro. '

b. Encontramos a Maria en el parque.
'We found Maria in the park.'

Cs Juan visit6 a sus padres ayer.
'Juan visited his purents yesterday.'

A further peculiarity of pronominal direct and indirect objects is that
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the pronoun is always interpreted as being [+ Animate].30 It is

impossible to refer to an inanimate object with a pronoun in direct or

indirect object position. One must use a clitic pronoun in those cases.

Consider the following sentences which show this point:

(1.82) *La vimos (a)
,

esa tienda.a. mesa, ella en

b. *La m~sa, 1a vimos (a) 'lla en esa tienda.

c. La mesa, la VilDOS en esa tienda.
'The table, we saw it in that store.

,

Assuming, then. that the strong fo~ pronouns are redundantly marked

31(+ Animate] in direct and indirect object positions, we can accoun~

for the obligatory pr~sence of the a before pronominal direct objects.

A definite pronominal direct object must be preceded by an a. Cf.:

(1.83) a.
I ,

*Vimos el/ella,

b • *Lo vimos 61.
,

e. Lo vimos a el.
'We saw him.'

Given the +animate marking, pronouns in this position will always be

preceded by~, as required by rule (l.25)~ This is a crucial step in

accounting for the clitic doubling requirement. This rule makes

possible clicic doubling. In other words, a string like (l.83)b 1s

doubly ungrammatical. First, an animate, specific object is not

preceded by the appropriate marker~. Second, there is no way for the

pronoun to be Case marked, since the clitic has absorbed government and

Case. As we saw in section 1.3.1., clitic doubling with direct objects

1s only possible 1f the ~ is present. But the presence of a does not
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explain why clitic doubling is required with pronominal objects. It

only accounts for why it is allowed.

The obligatoriness of clitic doubling with pronominal objects in

Spanish should be related to the impossibility of having a pronominal

object in French (and Italian). In movement terms, Clitic Place,ment is

always obligatory with direct object pronouns. Cf.:

(1.84) *Jean voit moi/toi/lui/elle/nous, •••

The same is roughly true of indirect objects (but see below for more

details):

(1.85) *Marie montrera cette photo ~ moi/toi/lui/elle/, •.•

Instead of (1.84-85) we get:

(1.86) a. Jean me/te/le/la/nous ••.voit.
'Jean sees me/you/him/her/us •.. '

b.
32

Marie me/te/lui .••montrera cette photo.
'Marie will show me/you/him/her ••• this photograph~'

Within a base generation theory of clitics, it is impossible to

account for these facts with obligatoriness conditions on cliticization

rules, since there are no cliticization rules. Rather, we can interpret

this data as evidence for a principle of grammar that says "Avoid

Pronoun", or that one chooses not to use a pronoun if one can use a PRO.

Such a principle is proposed in Chomsky (1979) quite independently

of the issue of clitic pronouns. (See Chomsky (1979». Assume

the principle is stated as in (1.87):

(1.87) Avoid pronoun 1£ PRO is possible.
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Consider now the French examples in light of (1.87). (1.84-85) will

constitute violations of (1.87), since one could have a PRO in those

positions if a clitic were present. Thus, the sentences in (1.86) will

be chosen over the ones in (1.84-85). This approach makes an interesting

prediction: if a construction with a pronoun in complement position

cannot alternate with a construction in which there is a clitic and a PRO

in that complement position, then the pronoun should be allowed, since

this would not constitute a violation of (1.87). In fact, some

pronominals are allowed in object position in French. Cf.:

(1.88) a. Marie comprend £!.
'Mar:e understands that.'

b.
,

Marie ne montrera cette photo a ~ersonne.

'Marie will not show that picture to anyone.'

The underlined elements above cannot appear in clitic position. Cf.:

(1.89) a. *Marie ~a comprend.

b. *Marie personne ne montrera cette photo.

In a base system, we can state this very simply by saying that these

elements cannot be inserced under the node CL. Then, they cannot

absorb government, which is what allows PRO in object position. Since

PRO is not allowed in object position in these cases, there is no

constraint against the appearance of these elements in those positions,

as expected 1f the appearance of 9ronominal elements in object position

is regulated by (1.87).

The Spanish data can also receive an account along these lines.

We can say that the sentences in (1.79) are ungrammatical because they
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violate (1.87). There is a version of these sentences with PRO instead

of a pronoun, namely:

(1.90) a. Lo vimos.
'We saw him.'

b. La encontramos.
'We found her.'

c • Juan me vis!t~ ayer.
'Juan visited me yesterday.'

As for the possibility of (1.80), this follows simply from the possibility

of clitic doubling in Spanish. Notice crucially that these constructions

do not violate (1.87). Rather, it is the sentences in (1.79) which

violate (1.87). It should be pointed out that sentences (1.80) are

possible unly if the objects are emphasized strongly. They are not

possible wittout an emphatic interpretation. It is impossible to

construct an emphatic construction analogous to (1.80) but ~ith a PRO

instead. Crucially, it is not possible to emphasize a pronoun in clitic

positiern.

T'le data in (1.88) also exists in Spanish. There are some pronominal

elements in Spanish which cannot appear in clitic position. These

pronouns (mostly demonstrative pronouns) can appear in object position

without being doubled. Cf.:

(1.91) a. Maria vi6 eso.
'Maria saw that.

,

b.
,

Juan compro aquella.
'Juan bought that one.'

(1.92)
,

a. *Maria eso vic.

b ..
,

*Juan aquella compro.
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Another interesting consequence of this approach is that it allows

pronouns in object position precisely only when the cliticized version

is not allowed. Recall that if a verb takes two animate complements,

and both are cliticizable, they can be cliticized only if they are both

third person. Cf.:

(1.93) a. Paul la lui pr~sentera.

b. *Paul me lui pr~sentera~

(This is noted by .Kayne (1975) and. alsO Perlmutter (1971) pp. 62,63.)

Our analysis then predicts that it should be possible to have a

pronominal indirect object in (1.93)b. In fact, this is the case:

(1.94) Paul me presentera ~ lui.
'Paul will introduce me to him/her.'

Similar facts hold in Spanish. Cf.:

(1.95) a. *Me Ie recomendaron.

b. *Te Ie recomendaron.

(1.96) a. Me recomendaron a ~l.
'They recommended me to him.

,

b • Te recomendaron a ~l.
'They recommended you to him.

,

Crucially, note that in (1.96) clitic doubling is not obligatory, inde'ed

not possible. It is not altogether clear why the sequence me Ie in

Spanish, or me lui in French, should cause ungrammaticality. (They do

not violate the general filters on clitic order presented in Perlmutter

(1971); the one for Spanish is: se II I III; the one for French is:
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Nom ~ me/te/nous/vous/~ ~rrlJ G:rJ L~. See Pel"J..mutter (1971).
~cc lPa~J

pp.45-57). But whatever reason is invoked to rule these sequences out,

our analysis predicts that the corresponding sentences with the pronouns

in complement position should be good. And this expectation is borne

33out.

There 1s a general contrast in French which this analysis does not

capture, however. Kayne has pointed out that in many contrastive

environments, cliticization of indirect objects is optional, while this

is not the case with direct objects. Cf.:

(1.97) , I " ""a. Je telephonersi volontiers a toi,. mais pas a ton frere.
'I will gladly telephone you, but not your brother.'

b. Je te t'l'phonerai vo!ontiers, mais pas ~ ton fr~re.

(l.9S) a. wElle visitera volonti~rs toi,mais pas ton fr~re.

b.
,

Elle te v1sitera vo!ontiers, mais pas ton frere.
'She will gladly visit you, but not your brother.'

Our analysis does not lead us to expect this contrast, since in both

cases cliticization is equally possible. The point is that in one case

it is possible to leave a pronoun in object position, while in the other

it is not. I will leave this problem open for future research.

To summarize, then, the obligatoriaess of cliticization of pronominal

objects in French, and the obligatoriness of doubling of such objects in

Spanish can be reduced to tha same fact by making reference to a

principle like (1.87). This principle captures the fact that it is

possible to have pronominal complement objects precisely in those cases

where a elitic is impossible. Unfortunately it does not provide an

explanation for why pronominal indirect objects in general are more
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acceptable than pronominal direct objects in complement position.

This completes our account of the facts presented in the first

section, and summarized in (1.12). The theory of clitics developed

above provides an account of a number of hitherto unexplained facts of

Spanish. Furthermore, it allows us to assimilate the phenomenon of

clitic doubling to better understood cases of cliticization. While we

have extended the descriptive capacity of the theory to make room for

those facts, the resulting account is still very narrowly constrained.

It rules out a number of imaginable constructions which in fact seem to

be systematically absent from the system of clitics found in Romance.

Our account relies heaVily on the notions government, abstract Case,

and thematic roles, which appear to be independently motivated. Insofar

as these notions serve to provide adequate accounts of facts which lie

outside of the domain of data which concerns us here, our own account

will gain in explanatory force. We would now like to show that this

analysis, together with other constraints, prOVides an explanation of

some facts, some of which result from the application of movement rules

to clitic doubled positions.

1.4. Extraction of Doubled Objects

The analysis of Spanish clitic doubling presented above states

that a clitic absorbs government, leaVing a post-verbal complement

position ungoverned. In sentence~ which contain only a clitic, a PRO

appears in that position, provided that there is an alternative

mechanism to assign Case to that NP. For example, in the following

sentence:
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(1.9S) Los vimoe a los chicos.
'We saw the children.'

the clitic los absorbs direct object government, while the NP los chicos

receives Case from the inserted a. This a (Chomsky)-adjoins to the NP,

creating a bigger NP of the fom [# + NP].

We will assume, now, following Chomsky ~(1979) that there is

a condition on traces which requires that they be properly governed

(the Empty Category Principle). However, we will restrict this condition

to NP traces, as discussed in the Introduction. And we will assume that

the notion of proper government 1s best conveyed by our notion of s-

government (at least, for the purposes at hand; see Chapter 4 for a

detailed discussion). Thus, let us assume that the ECP is stated

(tentatively) as follows:

(1.100) ECP

NP-trace mus t be a-govemed.

If this 1s the case, then our analysis of clitics predicts that

extraction of a NP out of a clitic doubled structure should be impossible.

In fact, we can test this with wh-movement. A clitic doubled direct

object cannot be displaced by wh-movement. Cf.:

'4~ (A qui'n 1a vis te?
'Who did you see?'

b. * ~A qUi~n me dijiste que Maria 1a vi~?
'Who did you tell me that Mary had seen?'

These sentences are ungrammatical because they violate (1.100). The trace

~

of the moved wh-phrase, INP..! quten] J will not be s--governed, since
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there is a clitic, absorbing s-government. If the clitic is absent, the

sentences become grammatical. Cf.:

(1.102) a.
,

~A quien viste?

(1.103) a.
•

jA ui' d ,?34b. ~ q en ijiste que Maria via.

It appears, then, that the trace of a wh-moved direct object is not

allowed because its position is ungoverned.

On the other hand, preposing of indirect objects by wh-movement

should not be unacceptable, if we are right in restricting (1.100) to

NP-traces and indirect objects are PPs. The data confirms this

prediction:

. ,
6 A quien Ie han regalado ese libra?
'To whom have they given that book?'

b. t A qui~n Ie han mandado todas esas cartas?
'To whom have they sent all those letters?'

These same facts are repeated in relative clauses, as expected:

(1.104) a.

b.

(1.105)

*Maria, a quien la he vista ayer, estaba muy preocupada.

Maria, a qu1en he vista ayer, estaba muy preocupada.
'Maria, who I saw yesterday, was very worried.'

Maria, a quien le han regalado ese libra, estaba muy
preocupada.
'Maria, to whom they have given that book, was very worried.'

Relativization of a clitic doubled direct object is impossible, although

relativization of a clitic doubled indirect object is perfect. This

difference is accounted for in a straightforward way if we assume the

theory of clitic doubling presented above, and the ECP as in (1.100).



I would like to consider briefly now an alternati.ve account of these

facts.

An account of these facts might involve the observation that wh

elements are [-definite]. If one were to stipulate that clitics may

double only definite NPs, one appears to have an account for the

ungrammaticality (1.101). Unfortunately, we are theL left with no

account for the grammaticality of (1.103). It is reasonable to assume

that also 1n these cases the clitic doubles the dative NP inside the

indirect object PP. Why should a clitic be able to double only definites

in direct object position, but also indefinites in indirect object

posi~ion? This question in fact simply repeats the question: why is

wh-movement not allowed from a clitic doubled direct object position,

while it is permissible from an indirect object position? Furthermore,

this solution requires the stipulation that clitics double only definit~s.

As we shall see later, this stipulation can be made to follow from an

analysis like the one we present above.

We have seen that the displacement of a clitic doubled di~ect object

by wh-mcvement leads to urgrammaticality, since it constitutes a violation

35of (1.100). This condition asserts that ~~-traces must be s-governed.

But lexical NPs are not required to meet this condition. It is sufficient

for them to have Case. This laxity is what permits sentences like (1.99).

Suppose we now substitute for the lexical NP a wh element, bl\t we leave it

in place, as is possible in Spanish. I will assume, following Chomsky

(1975, 1977),that wh elements left in their base position are moved by a

rule of LF which interprets them as semi-quantifiers. Such a ru!.e leaves

a trace, just like other movement rule~. If principle (1.100) applies

-
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after this rule, in LF, such sentences should be out, even if in S-

structure the object position does not contain a trace, but is lexically

filled. On the other hand, 1£ this principle applies before LF, say at

S-structure, ~he sentences ~hould be acceptable, like (1.99). In fact,

a sentence like (1.106) is ungrammatical:

(1.106) a. * ~Lo viste a qUi~n?

b.
/* ~La encontraste a quien en el centro?

Once again, if the clitic is absent the dentences are perfect:

(1.107) a.

b.

, ~

~Viste a quien?

. ,
tEncontraste a quien en el centro?

This is evidence, then, that principle (1.100) applies after the rule

~Hich interprets wh elements left in place. That is, at the lev"el wllere

principle (1.100) applies, the structures of (1.l06~ a~e:

(1)108) (Wx
i

) (la-viste t
i

)

(Wx
i

) (1a-encontraste t
i

en le centro)

These structures are out for the same reason that sentences (1.101) are

ungrammatical. Thesa facts confirm the stat~ment that the ECP is a

principle which holds at the level of LF, as maintained in Kayne (1979).

Furthermore, if this is true, we should be able to devise further tests

of this sort using quantifisrs. We turn to these next.

Following the line of argumentation established in the preceding

paragraph, it should prove impossibl( :0 clitic double a di.rec t obj ec t

quantified NP. Assuming quantified NPs to undergo QR, the trace left by
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that rule would be in violation of (1.100) if a clitic is present in that

structure, and such a sentence should be ruled ungrammatical. This is

fact is the case. Cf.:

! 36
(1.109) a. *Las v a todas las chicas.

b. *Las encontr' a algunas mujeres.

c. *No 10 vi a ningun chico.

On the other hand, if the clitic is not there, the sentences are good:

(1.110) a. vf a todas las mujeres.
'I sawall the women.'

b. Encontr' a algunas mujeres.
'I found some women.'

c. No v! a ning&n chico.
'I didn't see any kid.'

Clitic doubled indire~t objects, on the other hand, may contain

quantified NPs. Cf.:

(1.111) a. Lea regalaron libros a todos los chicos.
'They gave books to all the kids.'

b.

c.

~No Ie regalaron libros a ningun chico.
'They didn't give books to any kid.'

La mand6 sus libros a alg~n descuidado que los perdi~.
'He sent his books to some careless person who lost them.'

These results follow if we assume that QR moves a PP in these cases, and

that the trace left behind is not subject to (1.100). This data confIrms

the hypothesis that the ECP applies to LF after QR.

If we follow May in assuming that indefinites also undergo QR, (see

May (1977» we can account for a well-known restriction on clitic doubling.
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Only definite NPs may be doubled in direct object position. Cf.:

(1.112) a. *Lo v! a un chico.

b. I*La busco a una chica que sepa ingles.

This restriction is accounted for immediately within our account. It

forms part of the general clustering of facts which are predicted by

our analysis of clitic doubling and the ECP. In fact, indefinite NPs

may be doubled in indirect object position. Cf.:

(1.113)
,

a. Le regalare todos mis libros a un chico que sepa leer.
'I will give all my books to any kid who can read.'

b. Lea mandaron cartas a unos desconocidos.
'They sent letters to some strangers.'

Thus, there appears to be no need to stipulate a definiteness restriction

on clitic doubling. Much to the contrary, this restriction follows

naturally from our assumptions.

Finally, it has been pointed out to me by Esther Torrego that focus

works in a similar fashion. That is, a clitic doubled direct object

cannot be focussed (i.eo, contrastively stressed). Cf.:

(1.114) a.

b.

*y0 10 v! a JUAJ.~.

~*Yo la encontre a MARIA.

But this is possible with indirect objects. Cf.:

(1.115) ~a. Yo le regalare mis libros a JUAN.

b. Lea mandar~ una carta a LOS CHICOS.

This restriction on focus is easily accounted for given a rule of focus
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interpretation which preposes the focussed constituent in LF, as

proposed in Chomsky (1971) and Akmajian (1973). The traces left by

this rule will then be suhject to (1.100), and the expected results

38
are derived.

This concludes our examination of extraction facts. Our analysis

of clitics plus the Empty Category Principle as in (1.100) provide a

natural account for all these facts. The analysis draws the correct

distinctions between direct and indirect objects with respect to the

possibility of extraction. In turn, these distinctions enter crucially

into an explanation of the clitic doubling associated with these two

types of object.

1.5. Clitics and Dislocated Phrases

We can summarize the basic resul~ concerning extraction of clitic

doubled positions as follows: it is impossible to extract a clitic

doubled N? Thus, elements which must be extracted by some instance

of 'Move alpha' may not occur in those positions. I will show in chis

section that this result makes possible an explanation for a well-known

generalization of Spanish concerning elements in dislocated position.

There are at least two constructions in Spanish in which a

39
dislo~ated element appears in sentence-initial position.

In one of these, the sentence contains a reswnptive pronoun which

agrees in number, person, and gender with the dislocated element, as in

the following examples:

(1.116) a. Esas novelas, Juan dijo que no las/*la/*lo pudo terminar.
'Those novels, Juan said that he couldn't finish (reading)
them. '



b.

c.
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,
El pastelon de hortigas, Juan quiere saber quien 10/*la/
*1a9 prepar~.
'The poison-ivy pie, Juan want£ to know who cooked it.'

A Maria, todos estamos seguros de que no le/*les faltan
pretendientes.
'Mary, we are all sure that she does not lack pretenders.'

I will call this construction 'Left-Dislocation', following the

traditional name given to similar English examples in Ross (1967). The

other construction differs from the one above in that there is no

resumptive pronoun in the sentence following the dislocated element.

Rather, such sentences Elhow a gap, which is interpreted as "containing"

the dislocated element. Some examples are given below:

(1.117) a. Dinero, me parece que Juan no tiene.
'Money I think Juan does not have.'

b. Un libra de 1000 paginas~ no creo que un chico de 10 artos
pueda terminar ..•
fA 1000 page book I do not think that a 10 year old could
ever finish ~ead1ng.'

c. Un auto, dudo que consigas po: menos de $500.00.
'A car I doubt you will find for less than $500.00.

I will call this c0nstruction 'Topicalization', since it superficially

40
resembles this cons true tion in En ~;l ish.

Now, 1f we consider dislocatio:"") of direct or i 1ldirect objects,

which are the best understood ones, and the ones which can have clitics

as resumptive elements, it appears to b€ a fact of Spenish that left--

dislocated constructions only occur with definite NPs (in dislocated

position), while Topicalizations only admit indefinite NPs in such

positions. Consider in this respect the following contra·;ts.
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(1.118) a. Dinero, me parece que Juan no tiene

b. *Dinero, me parece que Juan no 10 tiene.

(1.119) a. *El libra, me parece que Juan no tiene _

b. El libro, me parece que Juan no 10 tiene.

In \1.118), a Topicalization, an indefinite NP, dinero, has been

dislocated and the result is grammatical. However, the addition of the

clitic 10, as seen in (l.118)b, which would convert that sentence into

a Left-Dislocation -- in our terms -- induces ungrammaticality_

Conversely, a dislocated definite NP 1n (1.119) requires a resumptive

pronoun. Without the pronoun, as seen in (1.119)a, the sentence is

ungrammatical. This correlation is a fairly w~ll-known property of

these cwo constructions in Spanish. How is it to be described? A

purely stipulative account which simply notes this fact, while surely

possible, would fail to explain why the correlation goes this way, and

not t 8aYt vice versa. In fact, I will show that the correlatioIl is

not at all idiosyncratic. Rather, it follows from certain natural

assumptions about these constructions and the analysis of eli tics

developed in this chapter_

Let us assume, following Chomsky (1977) (for English) anG Rivero

(1978) (for Spenish) that dislocat~d elements appear under a TOPIC node,

generated under S and sister to S, as in (1.120):

(1.120) S

TO~~S
CO~IP S

L~
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I will assume that this structure is common to both constructions

41although this ~ssumpt1on is not crucial to my purposes. They diff~r

1n that one of them, Top1calization, involves movement of an element

from the position of the gap into the COMP immediately c-commanded by

the TOPIC node containing the dislocated NPj while the other, Left-

Dislocation, does not involve movement but rather a predication rule

which interprets the resumptive pronoun in the sentence as coreferential

42with the dislocated NP. (This follows the analysis of these

constructions presented in Chomsky (1977) for English, and for Spanish

in Rivero (1978) and Torrego (1979). These different options are

confi~ed by facts regarding island constraints. (See footnote 42,)

Let us a9~ume, 1n particular, that the Topicalization construction

works 38 follows. A PRO generated in the position of the gap is moved

to the COMP node immediately c-commanded by the filled TOPIC noe,e. This

differs slightly from Chomsky's analysis 1n that we do not assume that

the moved constituent is a wh element. Instead, assuming that it is a

PRO removes the need to stipulate obligatory deletion of the wh element

in COMP (ct. Chomsky (1977), pp. 90-91), but maintains the general

effect of movement (still assuming} of course, that this PRO moves from

COMP to COMP). (See Chapte~ 4, section 5 for further discussion of this

idea.) Recall that a PRO is an empty NP with specifications for number,

gender, and person. Let us also add to this the feature ±DEFINITE, such

that PRO may be + or - definite. In other words, a PRO is simply a

phonologically null pronoun. Let us assume that this null pt'onoun must

agree in all its features with the element in TOPIC position. This

agreement process appears to be local, in that it affects two strings in
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adjacent positions.

I will assume an analysis of Left-Dislocation exactly along the

lines of Chomsky (1977). A rule of predication relates an element in

the sentence to the element i··;l TOPIC position. The sentence must be

"about" the item focused in the left-dislocated phrase. This rule

perhaps falls outside snntence grammar; and at any rate, is not subject

to the c;Jnditions imposed on movement rules. No mO''1ement is involved

in these constructions. There is, however, a requirement that the

resumptive pronoun be inflected appropriately. That is, it must also

agree in all its features with the dislocated element. The independent

need for this rule is evident if we consider left-dislocations with

resumptive epithets. The epithets must agree with the dislocated

phrase. Cf.:

(1.121) (A) Pedro, no creo que vayamos a ver a ese tonto.
*esa tonta.
*esos tontos.
*\£1 tonto.

The lack of agreement accounts for the ungrammaticality of the starred

sentences in (1.121).

With the analysis of Topicali_zation and Left-Dislocation sketched

above in mind, and the results concerning the interaction of movement

and clitic doubling, we can return to the correlation noted with

respect to definiteness and dislocation.

Assume first that the TOPIC node is filled with a [-definite]

phrase. This will require a (-definite]PRO to agree with. A [+definite]

PRO will violate the agreement requirement. ! will assume, es in

section 1.4., tha.t [-defjn.ite] elements get moved (perhaps by some version
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of QR as suggested in May (1977). Movement of this element will leave

a trace, which must be properly governed. If there is a clitic

absorbing s-govern~ent for that complement, the sentence will be ruled

ungramma~ical beLause the trace will not be properly governed.

Therefore, the clitic must bF, absent. (In particular, this is true for

dislocated direct objects. Fo~ indirect objects, see below.) We can

summarize this result as in the following diagram!

(1.122) TOP ... S

a. -DEF (CL) ...+DEF

b. -DEF CL . .. -DEF

-DEF t

1 ~.
•

c. -DEF -DEF

-DEF t

t J

*because of lack
of agreement.

*because trace is
not properly
governed.

ok; trace is
properly governed,
and agreement holds.

On the other hand, if there is a +definit~ element in TOP, there

must be a clitic in the sentence. First, consider what would happen if

the resumptive element were -definite. The str~cture would not meet the

agre2ment requirement. regardless of whether there is a clitic or not.

Now, what if the PRO ~s +definite? It will stay in place. Recall that

+definite PROs do not move. This will satisfy the agreement requirement.

But if there is no clitic to deflect s-government away from the PRO, it

will be governed, which is not allowed. Therefore, a clitic will be

required. This state of affairs can be summarized as in (1.123):
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(1.123) TOP ... S

a. +DEF -DEF *because no agreement.

b. +DEF +DEF *because PRO is gO-Jerned u

c. +DEF CL •••+DEF ok; agreement requirement
is met, and PRO is not
governed.

Thus we capture the generalization noted at the beginning of this section.

Left-dislocations, which contain a resumptive pronoun, only involve

definite dislocated phrases. Topicalizations, on the other hand. are

found only with indefinites.

Looking a bit closer at this analysis we see that it should hold for

dislocated direct objects. But if we consider also indirect objects,

(1.122)b would not be starred, since indirect objects do not fall under

the ECP (as argued in section 1.4.}. We saw earlier that indirect

objects can be extracted even if they are clitic doubled. This entails

that one should find left-dislocations with indefinites only with

indirect objects. This prediction is confirmed by the facts, as can be

seen from the following sentence:

(1.124) A un chico de 3 anos, yo creo que se Ie podria regular ese libra.
'To a three year old, I think one could give him that book.'

This provides striking confirmation for the analysis presented above.

(Compare (1.124) to (1.118)b, which involves an indefinite direct object.)

Without an analysis which distinguishes direct from indirect objects and

accounts for the interaction of clitic doabling and movement in some way,

it would be impossible to provide an explanation for this data. The

relevant contrasts would remain totally mystericu~. Our analysis achieves

this with a minimum of additional hypotheses,-which appear to be needed

:!.udependently.
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FOOTNOTES: CHAPTER 1

1. This agreement phenomenon, to which we will not return, can be

captured by a filter roughly as follows:

(i) *... .c
i

••• 6
i

if 0<:, S differ in features for gender, number and

person. Such a filter ~as been proposed for English by Stowell (1980) on

quite independent grounds.

2. There are dialects of both French and Italian where the counterparts

to (1.1) are in fact grammatical. Unfortunately, I don't have access to

speakers of those dialects. Therefore, I will center oy discussion of

French (and Italian) clitics on facts which hold in the Standard language.

3. There are sentences similar to (1.5)b, (l.6)b whictt are granmLatical

in French and Italian, respectively. They involve a pause before the

object NP, however. I will consider those to be insta~ces OI' Right-

Dislocation, with the clitic pronoun acting as a resumptive pronoun for
\

the right-dislocated NP. On the other hand, the sentences in (1.1) ~re

~ Right-Dislocations. There is no pause before the indirect object,

or any special intonation pattern associated with these sentences.

4. Clit1c doubling is also found in Standard Rumanian.

5. For a detailed investigation of the notion 'clitic position' in

French, the reader i~ referred to Kayne (1975), sections 2.4-5, pp. 81-

102. In Jaeggli (1976) it is shown that most of the pLopertiee which

Kayne (1975) associates with 'clitic position' in French also hold in

Spanish. See also Klavans (1979).
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6. One might propose alternatively that languages which allow object

cl1t1c doubling are in fact SOV languages underlyingly. Movement of the

object from pre-verbal to post-verbal pOdition would leave a trace in

pre-verbal position which is later realized as a clitic. An analysis

along these lines is proposed for Macedonian in Berent (1980). Some

interesting results are obtained following this line of reasoning.

Within a tightly knit theory of grammar the conseqaences of suc~ a move

are enormous, as should be ex~ected. I will not explore this matter

further.

7. TIle best statement aga,inst copying transformations of the sort

needed for the data discussed here that I know of is found in Kayne's

discussion of subject clitics in French; see Kayne (1974). Kayne writes:

In f~ct, if it is corr€ct that no language can have a complex
inversion ccnstruction unless it also has subject clitics, then
not only is the copying hypothesis wrong for French, but the
theory of grammar must be constrained so as to disallow the
formulation of a transformation placing a pronominal copy of the
subject to the right of the verb. If such a rule could be
formulated, the theory would be too powerful in that it would
permit the description of impossible languages. O·~

straightforward way of restricting the theory to this end would
be to prohibit the formulation ~! any transformation creating a
pronominal coPy of any constituent ••• Formally speaking, 'creating
a pronominal copy of the subject' would not be an elementary
transformation, but would rather involve copying the subject NP
and then pronominalizing the copy. This means that pronominal
copy transformations would automatically be excluded if
pronominalization transformations in general did not exist. In
other words, the copying hypothesis fur the complex inversion
construction in French depends crucially on the existence of a
transformational solution to the pronominalization controversy,
as opposed to an interpretive solution. (my italics--OJ)

(Kayne (1974), p. 89)

Of the two operations singled out by Kayne as being involved in the

creation of a pronominal copy of a constituent, the proposal for trace
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theory mentioned briefly in the text only makes use of one:

movement of the constituent to its 'landing site'. The trace left

behind, then, is a fully structured copy of the moved constituent (i.e.,

a 'layered t~ace·). It has simply been marked 'phonologically null' by

a general convention. This is quite different from a copying

transformation for clitics (subject or obje~t). In these two cases,

movement + pronominalization would be needed. I will assume with Kayne

that this is not allowed.

8. Sentences (1.16)b,c are grammatical, but their meaning is altogether

different from that of (1.15)a. It should be noted that, although they

are grammatical" they are a bit clumsy.

9. Kayne (1975) argues extensively against base-generation of clitics.

See in particular pp. 69-77. His arguments may be summariz~d as follows:

1) a theory of eli tics must account for the impossibility of c1itic

doubling in French; 2) an (accusative/dative) clitic must be restricted

to verbs which can take a (direct/indirect) object; 3) clitics can appear

attached to verbs to which they logically do not 'belong', e.g., in the

causative construction. Of these three arguments, tne first and second

essentially reduce to the problem of linking a clitic with an object

argument of a given verb. The last problem involves complicated issues

related to causative constructions~ This chapter is devoted to the

investigation of the first two problems. Different solutions to the

third problem can be found (for base theories of clitics) in Rivas (1977),

Strozer (1976), and Jaeggli (1978). The reader is referred to these,

although neither one of them is fully compatible with the analysis of
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clitics presented here.

IG. I will assume, following Rivas (1977), that clitics are introduced

by a phrase structure rule approximately as in (i):

( i) v ---> clitic + V

A slightly different alternative would be to consider clitics to be the

spelling out of certain features of the verb, as in (i1) below:

(i1)

(This is suggested informally in Chomsky (1979). ,I will assume

that (ii) is not the correct mechanism to express the relationship

between a verb and a clitic, and prefer (i) instead. On the other hand,

I believe (i1) is much closer to describing the relation between a verbal

stem and the inflectional element which expresses features of person and

number. That is, we might have:

(iii) [Vhab1-,· 3, sing., pres, ••. ] -~ (Vhabla]

The spelling out of agreement features on the verb must be kept distinct

from the association of an object clitic to a verb for a number of

reasons.

Although a clitic + verb combination functions as a very close unit

(see Kayne (1975) pp. 81-102), there are several reasons to consider

cli~ics to be words, separate from the verbs to which they are attached,

as opposed to agreement inflectlon. Clitics never affect the stress

pattern of the verb to which they are attached.

is accented):

Cf. (the stressed vowel

(iv) -'a. contando

b.

c.

cont'ndote

contlndotelo



(v) a.

b.

c.

dir~
Ite dire

te 10 dir~
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(The fact that in pre-verbal position clitics are separated from the

verb, while in post-verbal position they are attached to it is simply

an orthographic convention.) Verbal inflection, on the other hand,

enters seriously into considerations of stress determination. (See

Harris (1969». Cf.:

(vi)
,

a. hablo

b.
,

hablamos,
c. habla~e,
d. hablaria

Clitic pronouns also retain some inflectional similarities with other

wor~s. For example, the plural is generally formed by adding an ~.

Gender differences are marked with the contrast a/~ for feminine/

masculine, respectively. These are also found in independent words.

That 1s, clitics are different from agreement markers in that eli tics

retain certain features found in independent words which are not found

on agreement markers.

A further difference arises when we consider that clitic pronouns

are optional. The agreement marker, on the other hand, is obligatory.

That is, the verbal stem does not exist independently of the agreement

marker; at least, not in surface structures. But not all verbs have to

have object agreement markers, exactly parallel to subject agreement

markers on verbs.

Clitics are not always found attached to the verbs to which they

logically belong; e.g., in causatives and Restructuring predicates in
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general. Subject agreement markers, on the other hand, cannot wander off

to a different verb. They do not have the mobi.lity granted to clitics.

This is clear evidence in favor of a more independent syntactic 8tatus

for clitics, as compared to agreement markers.

I conclude, then, that clitics are more independent from the verb

than agreement markers on the verb. This fact, I want to suggest, should

be captured by using different mechanisms to introduce these elements into

a sentence. One of them, the agreement marker, should be inserted in as a

feature on a verbal matrix. The other, object clitics, should be

introduced as 'bound words', as in (i).

This does not mean, of course, that we cannot refer to Romance object

clitics loosely as 'object agreement markers'. But I think it is crucial

to maintain a distinction between these elements and agreement markers

like the verbal inflection which agrees with the subject.

This issue gains some importance when one considers languages

outside the Romance family, which have subject and object agreement

markers which share a lot more in common; e.g., Navajo. In those

languages the verb is always inflected to agree with both its subject

and object. Our decision to separate clitics from agreement markers in

Romance embodies the claim that there is a crucial difference between,

say, Spanish and Navajo. (For discussion, see Klavans (1979».

11. 'Government' being such a crucial notion in the theory of grammar,

Chomsky (1978, 1979, 1980), this modification has consequences which go

well beyond the facts discussed here. See Cnapter 4. For related

discussion, see Chomsky (1979), pp. 37-38, where the notion 'lexical

government' is invoked with respect to the Empty Category Principle.
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12. This seems to me co be a minimal assumption, necessary if lexical

inse~tion is to be (context)-free (as suggested recently by Chomsky in

class lectures. Cf. also Hendrick (1979) and Aoun (1979b»). Thus, a non-

sentence such as *John went Ma~ is blocked by the Case Filter, since

went does not s-gov£rn Mary, and therefore Case is not nssigned to that NP.

13. The possibility of attaining this result within a theory which

connected clitics with Case assignment mechanisms ~vas first pointed Qu.t to

me by Y. Aoun. See in particular Aoun (l979a)., y,here suell an approc:ch is

investigated in conn~cti0n with clitics in Arabic.

14. It is commonly sLatec that the animate specific direct object must

also be [+definite]. This is a mistake~ as has been pointed out in

various places. (Cf. Jaeggli (1978), Zubizarreta (1979». The object

may well be indefinite, as long as it is [+animate], [+specific]. An

example should suffice to prove this point.

(1) Buseo a una cocinera que sabe hablar ingles.
indicative

'I am looking for a cook who can speak English.'

(i1) Buseo una coeinera que sepa hablar iogles.
subjunctive

'I am looking for a cook who can speak English.

Both (i) and (i1) contain indefinite direct object NPs. The direct

object in (i) is specific, however, as evidenced by the indicative mood

on the verb in the relative clause. The a is allowed in this case. In

(11) there is no ~ because the indefinite direct object is not specific.

Notice that the verb in the relative clause is in the subjunctive mood,

a mark of the non-specificity of the head of the relative clause. We

conclude that uefiniteness is not a necessary requirement for the
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presence of a.

15. The reader may wonder where the NP in question gets the Case f~ature

[+accusative]. Recall that we assume that Case features are inserted in

all NP matrices freely. The rules of 'Case assignment', then, are in

fact rules which determine that certain Case marked NPs may occur in

certain syntactic contexts. So, when we say that this a may 'assign

accusative Case' in certain dialects (see below), what is really meant is

that in those dialects this a provides a Rufficient context for an

accusative marked NP. In other dialects, those in which this a is not a

Case assigner, it does not provide a satisfactory context. Rather, we

will assume that in those dialects the government feature in the verb is

required (as say, for accusative Case assignment in English).

16. Some of these sentences were pointed out to me by Jim Harris. For

an extensive study of the a object marker in Spanish, the reader is

referred to I$enberg (1968).

17. Donca Steriade has pointed out to me that Rumanian has a rule very

similar to (1.25). It is interesting to note, then, that clitic doubling

is also allowed in that language. Marie-Therese Vinet mentions that

there are some dialects of French which have a similar rule. They also

allow clit1c doubling.

18. In fact, it might be the case that there is nothing at all in that

position. This was claimed, for example, in Kayne (1969), when the

possibility of empty elements in syntax was still not widely contemplated.

I will assume, on the contrary, that a system with empty elements is
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preferable to one without. (Cf. Chomsky (1979), footnote 4, for relevant

discussion.)

19. For a different view, see Hendrick (1979), where PROs are argued to

occur in post-verbal position even in English.

20. Note that this analysis, while capturing Kayne's generalization, makes

a slightly different prediction. Crucially, it no longer requires the

presence of a preposition. Any alternative means of Case assignment will

do; it need not always be a preposition. So, for example, if there is a

language where clitic doubling is possible with objects which are not

preceded by prepositions, Kayne's generalization stated as in (1.18) is

falsified immediately, but not necessarily our analysis. We can easily

say that those NPs recei~e Case 'inherently' or perhaps because of their

9-role (or simply redundantly, as suggested in Aoun (l~79b)for many cases

of accusative Case assignment in Arabic). In fact, Danca Steriade has

informed me that Rumanian provides examples of this sort. Indirect

objects ~n Rumanian are not PPs. Rather, they are NPs inflected for

dative Case. These NPs get doubled. Cf.:

(i) Ion i-a dat bonboane Marie!.
J 3,s.-has given chocolates Mary-dat.

dat
'John has given Mary some chocolates.'

Bob Ingria points out that ~imilar examples can be constructed in

Greek, even with direct objects this time. In his view, there are good.

reasons tn believe that accusative Case can be assigned redundantly in

Greek to more than one complement NP.

21. For a detailed analysis of how complicated the semantic consequences
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of presence vs. absence of dative clitics can be, see Garcia (1975), in

particular chapter VII, pp. 274-409.

22. Allother posuibility is that they get 'inherent' Case. It is not

clear to me that this is in fact any different from saying that the

constituent is a l\P (in this instance). The reason why I have chosen

the PP alternative will become clear in later sections.

23. One might argLI,e that even in those cases there is a change in

acceptability. ThiB might be true, but the change is of a very different

status than the one observed in (1.54), (1.55). In general, clitic

doubling can be absent mo~t acceptably with those verbs which very clearly

involve a GOAL argument. So~e of these are: dar 'to give', deber' to

owe', enviar 'to send', mandar 'to send', llevar 'to take', suministrar

'to supply', repartir 'to distriDute', traer 'to bring', entregar 'to

deliver, to hand over', gustar 'to please', etc.

24. For discussion of thematic relations, see Jackeudoff (1972), Gruber

(1965). MOre recently, see Borer (1979), Borer (1980), and Rouveret and

Vargnaud (1978) for a slightly different approach to thematic roles.

25. Whether 9-role assignment is done via government or not is an open

question. Perhaps some Q-roles are assigned this way. But at least one

NP receives a Q-role from a verb without being governed by it: the

subject of a sentence. This requires some extra mechanism, aside from

government. Since it appears that at least some NPs must receive their

Q-role via a mechanism which does not involve government, the question

of whether 9-role assignment ever involves government will be left open
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here. For discussion of 'Q-positions', see Borer (1980).

26. Garcia (1976) provides a small list of idiomatic expressions which

do not cliticize. Some of them are:

(1) Ia. El gaucho mudo caballo.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

hizo sebo.,
tome mate.

tiene miedo.,
dio vuelta.

bt\sca camorra.

hizo fuego.

Although we agree with her that these expressions are indeed

uncliticizable, this fact may be due not only to the fact that these

expressions do not contain thematic NPs (which is our claim), but also

to the indefinite character of the 'direct objects' involved. As we

shall see later, accusative clitics are always interpreted as definite.

This is why I chose idioms with grammatically [+definite] objects, like

la pata in (1.57). In those cases, lack of ~definiteness cannot be the

factor which excludes cliticization. Rather, it must be the lack of the

correct Q-role.

27. This rule may in fact follow from more ,general principles of the

theory of Q-roles. Assume that Q-roles are assigned to j.ndices, as

recently suggested in Aoun (1980). Then, a Q-role assigned to a clitic

will automatically be transmitted to the complement NP, assuming that

it has the same index as the clitic. If it does not, then the sentence

will be ruled out by the Q-criterion, in the same way in which a sentence

in which (1.63) has not applied will be ruled out. We hope that an

analysis along these lines will make the statement of (1.63) unnecessary_
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The central idea expressed by (1.63), of course, would still be expressed

by thia simplified theory. This was pointed out to me by N. Chomsky.

28. For a view of seleetional restrictions compatible with this idea,

see Grimshaw (1977).

29. Ken Hale has pointed out to me that Romance clitics function roughly

as 'obviation' markers on tpe verb. That is, a non-reflexive clitic on

a verb basically signals that the complements of that verb are oon-

coreferential with the subject of the verb. This obviative function of

clitics extends to cases of doubling. That is, in a sentence like

(i)
, ,

Juan 10 via a el.
'John him saw P him.'

the pronoun in complement position is obligatorily disjoint in reference
•

from the subject NP. This is accounted for by our rule (1.63), under

the assumptivn that g~features carry indexes with them. (See also

foctnote 27.) The clitic, which according to our analysis has a governing

category, is specifiee as disjoint in reference from the subject simply by

the Binding Condition C, which stipulates that pronominals must be free

in their minimal governing category.

In Spanish, PPs act like governing categories for DR. SOt for

example, in the following sentence, the pronoun can be construed as

coreferent with the subject:

(i1) Luis hablar! de li.

Similarly, in (iii) the pronoun can corefer with either the subject or

the object lexical NP:

(1ii) Luis le hablar~ a Juan de ~l.

That is, these pronouns appear to obey Condition C with the PP as the
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minimal governing category. If we look at indirect objects, however,

coreferentiality is not possible. Cf.:

, I
*Luis

i
Ie regale un regale a eli

If we take the indirect object to be a PP, as argued in the text, this

behavior is unexplained. The pronoun should be able to corefer with

the subject, since it would be free in its minimal governing category.

In our analysis, on t~e other hand, direct and indirect objects get

their referential indexes via rule (1.63). The clitic is indeed marked

as non-coreferential with the subject by a simple application of Condition

c. So, pronouns inside indirect objects are obligatorily disjoint in

reference from the subject. Since no other prepositional object is co-

indexed with a c1itic in Spanish, all other prepositional objects behave

as expected from Condition C. It appears, then, ~hat rule (1.63)

provides a way to understand the 'obviative' function of non-reflexive

clitics in Spanish.

30. Perlmutter and Oresnik (1973) note a similar restriction in

Slovene. Their comments on this issue are instructive: "The +animate

marking that triggers the Orphan Accusative is no doubt related to the

fact that the strong forms of the pronouns can only have animate
I

reference. It is not clear, however, how this can be captured in the

present theory of grammar." (p. 439).

31. It is interesting to note that a strong pronoun may refer to an

inanimate object if it is the object of a preposition. Cf.:

(i)
,

Deje el libra sobre la mesa.

Dej' el libro sabre ~11a.
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(ii) Nos ~ncontramos en la casa de Antonio.

Nos encontramos en ~lla.

I am at a losd to explain this fact.

32~ Strozer (1976) presents some interesting speculations about the

change in word~order. She claims that the clitic word order reflects

. a stage of the grammar of Romance when these languages were SOV languages.

33. Since we do not clearly understand precisely what factor is causing

the ungrammaticality of (1.93), (1.95), we have no explanation for why

Leaving the direct object in complement position does not also result in

a grammatical sentence. It appears that direct objects can never be left

in object position. Cf.:

(i)
~*Paul lui presentera moi.

*Le recomendaron a mf.
*Le recomendaron at!.

(The Spanish sentences are acceptable in leista dialects which can

consider the Ie clitic as a direct object; but this is irrelevant.) I

have no explanation for this fact.

34. The reader should not confuse the symbol '~' with '?' at the

beginning of a Spanish interrogative sentence. '1' is a characterization

of the sentence's grammaticality. '~' is .~.symbol particular to Spanish

orthography, used at the beginning of all (grammatical) questions.

35. Maria Luisa Zubizarreta has mentioned to me that this restriction

apr1ies in precisely the same fashion to two other constructions which

might be plausibly analyzed in terms in Wh-movement (see Chomsky (1977»,

Cleft Formation and Tough-Movement. Cf.:
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(i1)

,
Es a Juan a quien vimos.

*Es a Juan a qui~n 10 vimos.

Juan es dificil de encontrar antes de las dace.

*Juan es dificil de encontrarlo antes de las dace.
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Indirect objects can be clef ted, and the expected difference in

grammaticality obtains:

(iii) Es a Juan a quien(le) regalaron todos esos libros.

Unfortunately, indirect objects cannot be tough-moved. Cf.:

(iv) *(A) Juan es dificil de regalar(le) todas esos libros.

Thus, the test is not complete in this case. (These facts are reported

in Zubizarreta (1979).

36.

(i)

(i1)

As is well known, the following sentences are ~ossible:

Las vi a todas.

Los vi a cada uno por separado.

That is, some bare quantifiers may be "doubled". This is also possible

in French. Cf."

(iii)

(iv)

Je lea 3i vues toutes.

Je lea ai envoy:es chacune dans un pays different.

(I believe Italian also contains examples of this type.) Chapter 2

contains a detailed analysis of these cases. Clearly, they cannot

involve the same factors as the sentences discussed in this chapter.

One clear difference is that these quantifiers appear alone, while those

discussed in the text appear within the NPs which they modify. I will

assume that QR applies only to quantified NPs; i.e., [NP+Q-NP]~

37. These sentences contain non-generic indefinites. Clitic doubling

of indirect object NPs is not possible with generics, however. I have
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no non-stipulative account of this. Cf.:

/*Les regalare todos mis libros a mujeres.

*Les entregaran las frazadas contaminadas a indios makas.
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(ii)
,

Regalare todos mis libros a mujeres.

Entregaran las frazadas contaminadas a indios makas.

38. The discussion 1n the text is a bit misleading in that it does not

mention differences in acceptability among the ungrammatical sentences

examined in this section. Our claim is that these differences) though

quite real, are never serious enough to affect the basic asymmetries

between clitic doubled direct objects and clitic doubled indirect objects,

which constitute the central concern of this section. Nevertheless, we

would like to include in this footnote our appreciation of the differences

we perceive among these sentences. We will reconsider here only cases

which involve extracted direct objects. We repeat that in every instance

the corresponding sentences with an extracted indirect object -- which

we will not review in this footnote -- are far better, as predicted by

our analysis.

Without any doubt, the most unacceptable cases are instances of

extraction of a doubled direct object wh-phrase (as in (1.101), (1.104)a,

and sentence (i)b in footnote 35. Ex.

(i) a.

b.

c.

, ~* ~A quien la viste?

*La chica a qcien la vi en el centro t •••

*Es a Juan a quien 10 vi.

These are completely unacceptable for me. It is interesting to note that

they improve somewhat in sentences like
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(ii) 71 ~A Qui{n me dijiste que la acabas de ver?

Why there should be this difference remains a mystelY. (Perhaps the

distance b~tween the wh element and the clitic in (ii) is relevant.)

Some clitic doubled quantified direct objects constitute the next

worse case of unacceptability. Cf.:

(iii) a. ?*No 10 vi a ninguno (de los chicos).

b. ?*Las encontre a algunas mujeres.

It is interesting to compare these senten~es with cases where the doubled

quantified direct object contains the quantifier todos. It seems to me

that a sentence like (iv)

(iv) ???Las vi a todas las mujeres

is slightly better than those in (iii). The contrast could be related to

the fact that the objects in (iii) must be interpreted as indefinite,

whereas it is possible to construct a d~finite reading of (iv). It was

pointed out that indefinites are not allowed in clitic doubled direct

object position. So, it might be the case that the sentences in (iii)

are ungrammatical for two reasons: because they contain a doubled

quantified NP, and a doubled indefinite NP. (iv) , on the other hand,

would be out only on one count. If thEre are speakers for ~hich sentences

like (iv) are fully acceptable, we might hypothesize t~at there is an

auxiliary quantifier-interpretation rule which does not involve

extraction; i.e., which does not leave a trace. Needless to say, this

proposal is extremely tentative, and constitutes little else than a

method to describe the subtle differences found in the data.

Sentences which contain a doubled wh-phrase in situ come next, as in

(v) :

•



(v) ~11*Lo viste a quien?
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These are perhaps only a bit worse than cases where an indefinite direct

object is doubled, as in (vi):

(vi) a. 777Lo vi a un chico.

b. ???La buseo a una chica que sepa ingles.

For me, the sentences in (vi) are about as bad as (iv).

Finally, least unacceptable are doubled focus constructions, as in

(vii) a. ??Lo vi a JUAN.

b. ?1La encontre a MARIA.

More than ungrammatical, these sound unacceptably 'redundant' to my ear.

39. Parallel to left-dislocated constructions there are also right-

dislocated constrcr~tions, which I will not consider since they are

irrelevant to the point of interest here.

40. This brief descriptiun is not meant to be exhaustive of fronting

processes in Spanish. For a more deatiled account of such processes,

see Rivero (1978) and Torrego (1979).

41. For arguments in favor of the same structure for hath con~tructious)

see Rivero (1978). For tArguments that they should differ, see Torrego

(1979). I will leave the question open here, since it is not crucial to

my argument. What is crucial is that in one case movement be involv~d)

while the other doe~ not involve movement.

42. For a different view about the Italian counterpart of this

construction, see G. C:nque (19/9). Cinque argues that Left-Dislocation

in Italian involves movement for a number of reasons. The most important

one concerns the fact that the relation between the dislocated phrase and
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the resumptive pronoun appears to obey restrictions usua~ly associated

with movement. It appears that in Italian these constructions obey the

Complex NP CO~lstraint (cf. (i)a), the Coordinate Structure Constraint

(cf. (i)b), and the Sentential Subject Constraint (cf. (i)c,d). Consider

the following examples given in Cinque (1979):

(i) a. *Anna, non possiamo diffondere Ia notizia che gli manca un
anne di vita.

b. *Da Piero, sana uscito e ci sana andato.

c. *D1 Carlo, che tu ne tema ancora la presenza e preoccupante.

In particular, compare (i)c to (i1), where the sentential subject has

been extraposed:

(ii) Di Carlo, e preoccupante che tu ne tema ancora la presenza.

In Spanish the situation is quite different. It has been noticed in

various places (e.g., Rivero (1978), Torrego (1979), and the references

given there) that left-dislocated structures violate the Complex NP

Constraint, as can be seen from the examples given below (iii) are from

Torrego (1979), (iv) is from Rivero (1978»:

(iii) a. Este curso, a quien se Ie va occurrir [la idea [de tomarlo]].

b. (A) esta nina, [la gente [que la canace].l no quiere darle
sorpresas.

(iv) El dinero, acepto (la pretension [de que 10 tienen ya]].

The Coordinate Structure Constraint does not appear to hold either.

Consider the following sentences:

(v) a. El libro, abri el escritorio y enseguida 10 encontre.

b. Ese curso, te vas un par de veces y segura que 10 pasas sin
problemas.

Of course, there are no violations of the esc of the following type:

(vi) *(A) Juan, me parece que 10 vimos y a Maria. fa Maria y.
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But this is an independent issue, which basically can be reduced to the

impossib~lity of (vii):

(vii) *Lo vimos y a Maria. fa Maria y.

As for violations of the Sentential Subject Constraint, their status

is not decisj ~Te enough. Consider the following sentences:

(viii) a. 7Ese libro, (que todav!a no 10 hayas encoutrado) me preocupa
mucho.

b. ? (A) Juan, (qtle todav!a no 10 hayan apresado) es un verdadero
milagro.

Nevertheless, ~here is a difference between these sentences and si~ilar

sentences with the sentential subject extraposed:

(ix) a. Ese libro, me preocupa mucho (que tOdav!a no 10 hayas
encontrado).

b. (A) Juan, es un verdadero milagro (que todav!a no 10 hayan
apresado).

I do not understand why there is such a difference.

In general, I think it is possible to conclude that Left-Dislocated

constructions do not involve movement in Spanish, but rather, they are

generated by the base in all relevant respects in their surface forms.

(This 1s the position taken in Rivero (1978) and Torrego (1979».

Topicalizations, on the other hand, do not violate the constraints.

Cf. :

(x) a. *Dinero, acepto [1a pretensi6n de que tienen _,__1.

b. Dinero, acepto que pretendan que tienen a

(xi) a. *Dinero, mi madre ha venido y tengo •

b. *Un lap1z, abri el escritorio y enseguida encontre

(xii) *Un lapiz, que no pueda enccntrar me preocupa mucho.

«x)a,b and (xi)a are from Rivero (1978». This is no surprise, of course,

if these constructions are analyzed as involving mo~ement.
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CHAPTER 2: BARE QUANTIFIERS

2.0 Introduction

It was noted in footnote 36 of Chapter 1 that a~though quantified

direc.t object NPe cannfJt be c1.itic doubled, bare quantifiers can.

Consider the following sentences:

(2.1) a. *Las v! a todas las mujeres.
'I sawall the women.'

b. *L08 mandarou a cada uno de Jos chicos 3 lugares diferentes.
'They sent each one of the children to different plac~s.'

(2.2) a. Las v! (a) todas.
'I saw them all. '

b. Los mandaron a cada uno a lugares diferentes.
'They sent each one of them to dif£ereut pla~es.'

The ungrammaticality of (2.1) was accounted fer in the preceding chapte~

by assuming that these quantified NPs are mo~ed by May's QR rule, and that

their traces are not properly governed given th~ vresence of a clitic. We

must now explain why the sentences in (2.2) are good.

In fact, this question extends beyond these cases in Spanish. WQ

find similar facto in Fren(;h. Recall that FI'ench never allows clitic

doubling, ei ther wi th quantified :~ I non-quaIl tif led tiP.3, as can be seen

below:

(2~3) 8 4 *Je lea a1 vu taus les efifants.
I sawaLl the childr~n.'

b. *Je leur a1 donn~ des bonbons ~ tous les enfants.
'I gave candy to all the children.'

(2.4) a. uJe les ai vu les ~nfants.

b. *Je leur a1 donn' des bonbons aux enfants.
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However, there are perfectly grammatical French sentences in which a bare

quantifier appears in post-verbal position in agreement with a clitic, as

in (2.5):

(2.5) a. Elle les lira taus.
'She will read them all.'

b. je leur at donn' des bonbons ~ tOllS.

'I gave candy to them all.'

Why are these allowed if neither (2.3) nor (2.4) are grammatical?

This chapter will be devoted to an examination of structures with

bare quantifiers. I will consider the French case in detail. It is in

fact the more problematic, given that doubling does not occur at all in

that language. The chapter is organized as follows. First I will

consider Kayne's analysis of this data, paYLng close attention'to see how
~

the main insights expressed there can be rendered in a more recent

theoretical framework. I will then present an alternative analysis which

will assign bare quantifiers the status of anaphors, as recently

suggested for Italian by Adriana Belletti. Several properties of the

constructions exemplified in (2.2) and (2.5) can be expressed rather

naturally within such an analysis.

2.1. Q-Post, L-Tous, and Clitic Placement

Let us begin by considering the French data in more detail. A

quantifier may ap~ear displaced from the subject NP that it modifies. Cf.:

(2.6) a. (Presque) tous les gar~ons ont 't' invit's.
'Almost all the boys have been invited.'

b. *Les gar~ons (presque) tous ont 't' invit's.
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c. Les gar~ons ant (presque) tous ~t~ invit~s.
'The boys have (almost) all been invited.'

d. Les gar~ons ant ~t' (presque) tous invit~s.
'The boys have been (almost) all invited.'

e. ?*Les gar~ons ant 't~ invit6s (presque) tous.

As can be seen in (2.6), a tous floated off a subject NP may occupy one

of several positions in a sentence. But only one Q may be associated

with an NP. Cf.:

(2.7) 8. *Tous les gar~ons ant tous 't6 invit~s.

b. *Tous les gar~ons ont ~t~ tous invit~s.

To account for these sentences, Kayne (1975) proposes two rules. The

first one, Q-Post, is stated as follows:

(2.8) x [NPQ (de) NFl y

1 2 3 4 5 --~ 1 0 0 4 2 5

This rule applies to a sentence like (2.6)a and yields (2.6)b. Since the

resulting sentence is ungrammatical ("in the absence of distinct pauses"),

Kayne assumes that "some other movement process 'will have to be involved

to account for the surface position of taus in all the other sentences"

(Kayne (1975) p. 45). This additional movement process is not stated.

We can assume that it is a particular instance of 'Move alpha', and for

definiteness'sake I will refer to it as 'Q-Float'. In some cases, the

output of Q-Float is not acceptable, either, as for example in (2.6)e.

This appears to be correlated with the heaviness of the Q. Consider the

slightly better (2.9), where the moved Q is heavier.
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a. ?El1e lira ces bouquins tous les trois.
'She will read all three of. these books.'

b. 111 va engueu1er ses enfants ce soir tous les quatre~

'He is going to scold all four of his children this evening.'

c. Les soldats ont 't~ prlsent's ~ Anne par ce gar~on tous les
deux.
'The soldiers were both introduced to Anne by this boy.'

This, in turn, appears to be related to the positioning of heavy adverbs,

as Kayne points Qut. Consider the following sentences which appear to

mirror these judgments:

(2.10) a. II aime bien Marie
'He likes Marie well.'

b. *11 atme Marie bien.

c. II aime Marie vraiment bien.
'He likes Marie really a lot.'

I will return to these facts later on.

Consider now how a sentence like (2.5)a is derived within this
\

analysia. The underlying structure is roughly ~s in (2.11):

(2.11) Elle lira [tqus - 1es].

Kayne (1975, pp. 40-45) argues that tous is moved by Q-Post out of the
I -- .

NP before Clitic Placement is applied, so that the latter in fact affects

a string as in (2.12):

(2.12) Elle lira [les] taus.

Clitic Placement applies normally to (2.12) to yield (2.5)a.

This derivation is to be preferred to one involving a direct

application of Clitic Placement to (2.11). Such a one-step derivation
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\JQuld involve extracting a modified pronoull, and leaving behind the

modifier. But not all modifiers allow this. For example, autre~, and

numerals, may not be "left behind" in this way. Cf.:

(2.13) a. El1e ne conna1t que nous autres.
'She knows o~ly us.'

b. *Elle noue conna!t autres.

(2.14) a. 11 ne voit que vous deux.
'He sees only you two.'

b. *11 vous voit deux.

In other words, different modifiers behave differently with respect to

the possibility of being "left behind" by Clitic Placement. This would

have to be captured, in a one-utep analysis) by disallowing extraction

with some set of modifiers, while allowing it with others. Kayne's point

is that this same division of modifiers would have to be established for

Q-Post (and Q-Float) from subject position. Precisely those modifiers

which can't be "left behind" by Clitic Placement (or Wh-Movement not

exemplified her~J but see later) are those which can't float off a

subject NP either. Cf. (Kayne's sentences (102)-(103»:

(2~15) a. 11s sont tous i~tel1igents.

'They [masel are all [mase] intelligent [mase].'

b. Elles sont toutes intel1igentes.
'They [fern] are all [fern] iIltelligent [fern].'

(2.16) a. *Elles sont trois intelligentes.

b. *Nous sommes autres intelligenLs.

(2.17) a. Tu les enverras chacune dans un pays diff~rent.
'You will send each one of them to a different country.'
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."
ces femmes, que tu enverras chacune dans un pays different, ...
'these women, each of whom you will send to a different
country, '

",

Elles iront chacune dans un pays different.
'Each one of them will go to a different country.'

This data is strong evidence in favor of a homogeneous treatment of

Q-Floating from subject position and quantifiers "left behind" by Clitic

Placement. I take this point to be an important insight which must be

expressed in any analysis of displaced quantifiers in Romance.

We can summarize the discussion so far as follows. Kayne assumes

that all Q's are generated by the PS rules "only as part of the determiner

structure of plural NPs" (Kayne (1975) p. 1). A transformati0n, Q-Post,

optionally moves them from this position to the right. Another rule may

move them even further. This system accounts for sentences like those in

(2.6) and (2.7). If we add to these rules the rule of Clitic Placement,

and assume that it does not extract a modified pronoun, we also account

for (2.2) and (2.5). (The interaction of Q-Post and Wh-Movement will be

considered below in section 2.2.)

Consider now the folloWing paradigm:

(2.18) a. Elle a voulu les lire tou~.

'She wanted to read them all.'

b. Elle a voulu tous les lire.

c. El1e a tous voulu les lire.

As with subject NPs, tous may not occur more than once:

(2.19) a. *Elle a voulu tous les lire tous.

b. *El1e a tous voulu l~s lire taus.
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c. *Elle a tous voulu tous les lire.

d. *Elle a tous voulu tous les lire tous.

In (2.18) we see that tous may also move to the left. But this is

possible only if it is associated to a clitic (or to a ~-moved element,

not shown above). Taus may not be moved to the left 1f the object is a

full NP. Cf.:

(2.20) a. Elle c. voulu lire tous ces livres.
'She wanted to read all these books.'

b. *Elle a voulu taus lire ces livres.

c. *Elle a tells voulu lire ces livres.

To account for these facts, Kayne posits a local rule, L-Tous, stated as

follows:

(2.21) L-Tous (Optional)

x V Q Y

1 2 3 4 --.,.1 1 j ~ 4

This rule produces left~ard dislocations of Q. Notice that it applies

only to a bare Q. This means, crucially, that it will not apply to a Q

inside an NP. (This is guaranteed if we assume the absolute version of

the A/A Principle. See below for discussion.) Rather, it can apply to

the output of Q-Post, which does extract a Q from an NP. A sentence

like (2.18)b can then be derived as follows:

(2.22) a. Elle a voulu lire [tous - les]

b. Elle a voulu lire [les] taus

c. El1e a voulu les+lire taus.

+Q-Post ~

+Clitic Placement ~

+L-Tous ~
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d. Elle a voulu tous les lire.

The impossibility of (2.20)b,c now follows from the local character of

L-Tous. To derive (2.20)b, L-Tous would have to apply to:

(2.23) Elle a voulu lire ces livres tous.
'She wanted to read these books all.'

But here the V, lire, and the Q, tous, are not contiguous. This lack of

continguity fails to meet the requirements imposed by the SD of the rule.

Thus, the rule cannot apply.

A brief digression is in order here. Notice that if Clitic Placement,

1being a movement rule, leaves a trace, this trace will have to be

considered invisible for the rule of L-Tous. In fact, the structure of

(2.22)c, supplemented with traces is as in (2.24):

(2.24) Elle a voulu les lire t tous.

This is strange, insofar as the trace is in a Case-marking context. Such

2
traces generally block local processes. But this trace will have to be

ignored, if we want to keep L-Tous as a local process.

Worse still, the trace of a wh element intervening between terms 2

and 3 of L-Tous also has to be ignored. Consider the following sentence:

(2.25) Les livres, que tu peux taus voir, sont formidables.
'The books, all of which you can see, are formidable.'

This sentence is derived as follows:

(2.26) a. Les livres, [ e - que] tu peux voir [tous - +WH], ...

b. Lea livres, [ e - que] tu peux voir [+WH] tous, ...



c. Lea livres, [+WH que] tu peux voir [WHe] tous, .

d. Les livres, [+WH - que] tu peux tous voir [WHe] .
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It appears then that the contiguity required by L-TollS is satisfied even

if wh-traces intervene. The only thing seen by th~ rule is le~cical

material. It seems noteworthy to point out that this situation seldom

occurs. Rather, wh-traces generally pattern with full lexical phrases~

agai~st PRO and traces left by NP-movement.

The two rules, Q-Post and L-Tous, form the core syste~ of rules

posited by Kayne to account for bare quantlfier phenomena. However, other

minor rules are involved. I will look at these more closely now.

We mentioned above that Kayne considers all tous as originating

under the Det node of an NP. L-Tous, however, 0n1y applies to bare Q's.

But exactly what constitutes a "bar~" Q is a rather tricky question.

Consider the following examples (see Kayne (1975), p~ 37):

(2.27) a. II les a envoy'es chacune dans un pays diff~rent.
'He sent each of them to a different country.'

b. II les a t;llacune envoy6es dans un pays difftrent.

These sentences show that some "bare" chacune's are moved by L-TollS. But

this is possible only if there is a clitic. Consider the following

sentences:

(2.28) a.
~ ~

II a envoye chacune dans un pays different.

b. *11 a chacune envoy~ dans un pays diff~rent.

Here a superficially bare Q may not be moved. To account for this

paradigm Kayne claims that the bare chacune of (2.28)a is produced by a
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rule ~hat deletes pronouns. This bare Q would involve the deletion of

a pronoun as follows: [Npchacune de Pronoun] ~ [Npchacune]. This

rule might b~ formulated as follows:

(2.29) [NP chacune- de- Pronoun]

1 2 3 10"

(2.29) is needed independently of (2.28), as can be seen from (2.30):

(2.30) /
a. Chacune habite dans un pays different.

'Each lives in a different country.'

b.
,

II parlait de chacune d'une fa~on differente.
'He spoke about each one in a different way.'

Rule (2.29) is ordered after L-Tous. This extrinsic ordering is crucial,

as will become clear below. At the point of application of L-Tous, the

structure of (2.28) would be (assuming Q-Post has not applied):

(2 .31)
~ ~

11 a envoye [chacune de Pronoun] dans un pays different.

The condition in L-Tous concerning bare Q will not be met by this structure.

Consequently this rule will not apply. Rule (2.29) applied to (2.31) will

then yield (2.28)a.

If Q-Post does apply to (2.31), the following structure will result:

(2.32)
~ /

II a envoye [Pronoun] [chacune] dans un pays different.

Here we see why Q-Post includes the optional term 3, de. Notice that the

pronoun deletion rule (2.29) also contains this term, a rather embarrassing

redundancy. The pronoun in (2.32) will be obligatorily cliticized,

yielding (2.27)a. Then, if L-Tous applies. the result will be (2.27)b.
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Thus, the paradigm (2.27)-(2.28) is accounted fer by the interaction of

Clitic Placement, Q-Post, L-Tous and the Pronoun deletion rule (2.29).

Sentences comparable to (2.28)a with tous instead of chacune do not

exist. But there do exist sentences with bare tout and no clitic. Some

examples from Kayne are:

(2.33) a. II a compris presque tout.
'He understood almost everything.'

b. Elle a Iu tout ~ haute voix.
'She read everything out loud.'

c. El1e photographiera tout.
'She will photograph everything.'

This tout is best translated as everything, while tous really corresponds

to all. This distinction is very important. Tout and tous cannot be

treated in the same way. If we analyze (2.33) as involving pronoun

deletion, we must distinguish tout from tous anyway. Note, however, that

for purposes of L-Tous, they both get analyzed as Q's. Crucially, tout

can undergo L-Tous. Cf.:

(2.34) a. 11 a presque tout compris.

b. Elle a tout lu 1 haute voix.

c. Elle a tout photographi'.

In fact t Kayne argues that tout should be given the structure [NP[Qtout]].

I will follow this suggestion in the analysis presented in the next

section.

Spanish has a stmilar distinction between the NP todo meaning

'everything', and the modifier todo/a/os/as meaning 'all'. This difference

shows up in an interesting contrast in River Plate Spanish. Consider the
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following s~ntences:

(2.35) a. Lo v! todo.
'I saw it all.'

b. V{ todo.
'I saw everything.

,

(2.36) a. El pastel de manzanas, me 10 com! todoj perc queda Ia torta
de chocolate.
'The apple pie, I ate it all; but there is still some
chocolat~ cake left.

,

b. ??Yo com! todo; perc queda la torta de chocolate.

(2.37) a. Com! todo 10 que hab!a sabre 1a mesa.
'I ate everything there was on the table.'

b. *Lo com! todo 10 que hab!a en 1a heladera.
'I ate it all what there was in the refrigerator.'

(2.35)a contains the modifier todo; it modifies the cliti~ 10.

Corre~pondingly, its meaning is 'I saw it all'. (2.35)b contains the NP

,todo; it means 'I saw everything'. (2.35)a cannot· have this latter

reading. When there is a clitic, we are dealing with the m~dif1er todo;

when there is no clitic, the UP todo is involved (at lease, as far as

direct objects are concerned). To bring out this difference in meaning

more clearly, I have added sentences (2.36)a,b. (2.36)a contains the

modifier todo. It aGs~~ts that I have eaten ull of the apple pie, but

that there is still some chocolate cake left. This is semantically a

perfectly plausible sentence. (2.36)b, on the uther hand, is odd, hence

the '11', which do not indicate low grammat1cality here. It first states

that I ate everything, and then goes on to say that there is still some

chocolate cake left, which could be taken as a contradictory sta~ement.

The sentences in (2.3i) bring out the difference We are discussing in yet
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another way. (2.37)a contains the invariant todo, meaning 'everything'.

It takes a modifying clause, 10 que habia sobre 18 mesa, a sort of

restrictive relative clause. The modifier todo, on the other hand,

cannot take such modifying clauses. This todo means 'all'. (2.37)b is

totally ungrammatical.

To account for these facts I will assume that only the NP todo,

'everything', undergoes QR.

does not undergo that rule.

The modifier todo, an (adverbial) adjective,
, --

Given this distinction, it is clear why

(2.35)a is interpreted as involving only the modifier todo. If that todo

were NP todo, it would undergo QR, and its trace would not satisfy the ECP,

given the presence of a c11tic. (2.3S)b, on the other hand, is grammatical

with the 'everything' interpretation, since there is no clitic. It is

impossible, on the other hand, with the 'all' interpretation, since there

is nothing for the adjectival todo to modify. (2.37) can also be accounted

for along these lines. Assuming that only NPs may take such modifying

clauses, we explain why doubling, as in (2.37)b, is compleLely impossible.

The distinction between two almost identical elements reveals itself to be

very useful, and rather well-mot1vated empirically.

Returning to French ~, note that pronoun deletion is in fact

possible with~, but only in some contexts, as can be seen from the

following sentences:

(2.38) a. II est ami avec taus.
'He's friends with everyone.'

b. I1 va penser ~ toutes.
'He will think about everyone.'

c. Tu peux compter sur presque toutes.
'You can count on everyone.'
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These sentences are derived from structures roughly as in (2.39) via rule

(2.29):

(2.39) a. 11 est ami [avec [taus - Pronoun]].

b. 11 va penser [~ [toutes - Pronoun]].

c. Tu peux compter [sur [presque toutes - Pronoun]].

But this process of pronoun deletion has to be prevented somehow in

sentences comparable to (2.28). We turn to this issue immediately.

Consider the following contrast given in Kayne (1975):

(2.40)
,

a. Elle a mis chacun dans un tiroir different.
'She put each one in a different drawer.'

b. *Elle a mis tous dans un tiroir diff~rent.

Chacun, but not~, can occur with a non-cliticized pronoun, as shown

below:

(2.41) a. Elle a mis chacun d'eux ~ 1a porte.
'She kicked both of them out.'

b. *Elle a mis tous eux ~ la porte.

c. *Elle a mis eux tous ~ la porte.

However, if the pronouns in (2.41)b,c are cliticized, the sentences

become grammatical. Cf.:

(2.42) Ella les a mis tous l la porte.

The ungrammaticality of (2.41)b,c can then be attributed to the

obligatoriness of Clitic Placement, within Kayne's analysis.

Crucial to this theory is the notion 'violation of the obligatoriness
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of a transformation T'. A transformation is applicable to some string if

there is a proper factorization of that string which meets the structural

description of the transformation. In a theory in which transformations

can be stipulated as 'optional' or 'obligatory', if the transformation is

optional it need not apply; if it is obligatory, it must be applied;

otherwise a violation 1s produced. This violation is interpreted as

assigning a ~ to the sentence. Kayne points out the importance of the

notion "applicability of a transformation to a string lt in order to

determine whether a violation of obligatoriness has occurred. If a

. transformation 1s not applicable to a string, then it makes little sense

to speak of a violation of the obligatoriness of T.

Consider now how (2.41)b 1s ruled out. Assume the structure of that

sentence 1s roughly as follows:

(2.43)
....
a la porte.

Clitic Placement is applicable to this string. Since it is an obligatory

rule, it must be applied. Notice that its application would constitute

a violation of the A/A Principle. Kayne provides an 'absolute'

interpretation of this principle. According to this interpretation, lithe

extraction by a transformation of a phrase of category! from within a

larger phrase also of a category A" is not allowed.·· (Cf. Kayne (1975,

p. 115). If applied to (2.43), Clitic Placement would extract an NP,

[NPeux] , from a larger NP, [NP tous eux]. However) the fact that the

actual application of Clitic Placement to this string will violate the

A/A Principle does not allow for a relaxing of the obligatory character

of that transformation. The transformation remains obligatory. Its
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non-application is still interpreted as a violation, and the sentence 1s

accordingly ruled Qut. (2.41)c is also ruled out because Clitic Placement

has not been applied.

Assuming now that Pronoun Deletion is ordered after Clitic Placement,

it will never get a chance to apply to a direct object pronoun modified

by tous. Clitic Placement will always bleed Pronoun Deletion; either

because it successfully removes the pronoun, or ~ecause the sentence is

assigned a * because Cl1tic Placemeut cannot be applied. Notice that the

only cases where Pronoun Deletion can apply to a pronoun modified by tous

is when the pronoun 1s contained in a Prepositional Phrase. Kayne

proposes to state Clitic Placement so as to be applicable only to pronouns

marked accusative or dative, plus ~ and y. Direct objects would be

marked accusative (say, in features, [+ACC]), while indirect objects would

be marked dative ([-ACe]). Notice that for this to work indirect objects

cannot have the same Case as other prepositional objects. That is, if

prepositional objects are oblique (as suggested in Chomsky (1978), for

example), then dative ~ oblique. If they were to be equal, a pronominal

object of a preposition would be indistinguishable from a pronominal

indirect object; and the correct disti.nction would be missed.

Following this suggestion, the rule would then be stated something

like this:

(2.44) Revised C11lic Placement

{

[PTO' +ACC]} z
X NP V Y

[Pro lpp

1 2 3 4 5 6 ~ 1 2 5+3 4 6
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It is interesting to note that the rule has to be stated as in (2.44).

Notice that it crucially distinguishes accusative and dative pronouns from

!£ and Z' a difference assumed all along in the theory of clitics developed

in Chapter 1.

Kayne points out that the rule of Pronoun Deletion, aside from

applying in (2.28)a, (2.30), and (2.37)a, can also be called upon to account

for the following paradigm:

(2.45) a. Aucune n'est 1ntelligente.
'Neither one of them is intelligent.'

b. *Tu ne connais aucune.

c. 11 n'est ami avec aucune.
'He isn't a friend of either one.'

d. Tu n'en conna1s aucune.
'You don't know either one of them.'

Assuming that aucune is always introduced as [aucune - ~], we can say

that Pronoun Deletion has been applied in (2.4S)a,c. (2.45)b is

ungrammatical because Clitic Placement has not been applied; that 1S t

for the same reason that (2.4l)b is Qut. (2.45)a is good because Clitic

Placement, as stated in (2.44), camlot apply to an en in subject position.

Pronoun Deletion thus gets a chance to apply. (2.4S)d is the grammatical

version of (2.45)b.

Now, (2.45)c is of special interest. Notice that en cannot be

extracted out of a larger PP. Cf.:

(2.46) a. *11 n'en est ami avec aucune.
'He is not a friend of any of them.'

b. *11 en compte sur l'auteur.
'He 1s counting on the author of it.'
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c. *11 s'en est broul11~ avec l'auteur.
'He had a valling out with the author of it.'

Kayne attributes the impossibility of this to the absolute formulation

of the AlA Principle. "Given a structure of the form [pp X [ppen)), ... ,

the extraction of the inner PP would. correctly, be prohibited by the

absolute formulation [0 f AI A] " (Kayne (1975), p. 116). Here then we

have another instance of the interaction between C1itic Placement and

the A/A Principle. In the previous case we discussed, the fact that an

application of Clj.tic Placement would constitute a violation of A/A did

not reduce its obligatoriness. In fact, failure to apply that rule led

to an ungrammatical result. In this instance, however, we see a different

result. According to the logic of the previous situation, keeping all

previous assumptions constant» (2.45)c should be ungrammatical. But the

facts contradict this prediction. Instead, the obligatoriness of Clitic

Placement appears to have been relaxed in this situation, and Pronoun

Deletion was allowed to apply, deleting en. In fact, Kayne writes: '~e

conclude that Clitic Placement with [NPaucune - en] 1s obligatory with

direct objects but not with prepositional objects" (Kayne (1975), p. 180).3

This amounts to saying that the obligatoriness of a rule need not be

uniform across different applications. More precisely, we can say that a

transformation T is uniformly obligatory when it must apply to all strings

which satisfy its structural description. In the account reviewed above,

C11tic Placement cannot be considered a uniformly obligatory rule. Rather,

it must be stated as follows:
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t
[Pronoun, +ACC]}

XNPVY Z
[en/y]pp
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a. OBLIGATORY

b. OBLIGATORY, except when
term 5 is contained in a
larger PP, then OPTIONAL.

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 5+3 4 6

These complications, 1 believe, are really artifacts of the analysis,

and do not reflect real properties of the data. In the next section 1

will attempt to give a different account of these facts. I will aim at

maximum generality, incorporating insights found in Klein (1976) and

Bellett1 (1979). The analysis will be much simplified; and it will

reflect rather different properties of these displaced quantifiers.

2.2. Bare Q's as Anaphors

Any analysis of eentences like (2.2), (2.5), etc. must express the

generalization that only those elements which can "float" off subject NPs

can be found displaced from, and modifying, a clitic. A solution which

treated Q-Floating from subject position as a different phenomenon from

what is going on in (2.2) and (2.5) would miss this important point.

Kayne's analysis captures this generalization by assuming that all Q's

are generated in DET position of an NP, and that there exists a rightward

movement rule which removes them from that position and relocates them

elsewhere in the sentence. This rule is Q-Post (aided by Q-Float). But

Q-Post is a rule beset with complications, as we saw in the previous

section. It performs up to three elementary operations: it deletes both

the Q and an optional P, and places the Q to the right of the category

which contains it. Furthermore, one of these operations, the deletioIl of

the P, is repeated by another rule, Pronoun Deletion, a rule almost as
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undesirable as Q-Post. These peculiarities of Q-Post become even stranger

when we consider that this rule appears to be very general (perhaps even

universal). Besides French, it exists in Spanish, English,

Italian, Persian, Rumanian, Japanese, Cebuano, Tongan, Samoan, and Papago,

to mention only Bome of the languages in which it appears to exist. (See

Baltin (1978), Belletti (1979), Bell (1976), and Chung (1976».

Compare this situation with what holds with respect to L-Tous. This

rule does not exist in English. As far as I know, neither does it exist

in Italian or Rumanian. It is not clear that it has an exact counterpart

in Spanish, either. There is clearly no rule which functions exactly as

the French rule does, as can be seen in the following sentences:

(2.48) a. II a to~s voulu les voir.

b.

c.

d.

?11 a voulu les voir tOllS.

Pedro ha Querida verlas todos.

4
*Pedro ha todos querido verlas.

Assuming this difference to be telling, I would like to suggest that

whereas Q-Post may well be a universal phenomenon, L-Tous is in fact

restricted to French. An analysis of these two phenomena should reflect

this difference in status. I will attempt to construct sech an analysis

by developing an alternative to Q-Post while basically maintaining the

rule of L-Tous as stated above as a rule particular to the grammar of

French.

An alternative to Q-Post ment~oned by Kayne in the first pages of

his book would constitute treating those taus not contained within an NP

as a kind of adverbial element to be generated directly in their displaced
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position by ~he base rules. In fact, as we saw earlier, displaced Q's

typically appear in adverb position. In this respect, Kayne writes:

" ••• the surface positions compatible with quantifiers moved from subject

are precisely those compatible with adverbs of various kinds," (Kayne

(1975), p. 46). A base analysis of 'floated' quantifiers for French has

been proposed in Klein (1976). There,~ (and all other quantifiers

which "float") are specified as [+AD\'ERB, +Q] 1n the lexicon, and they can

be inserted in any adverbial position allowed by the base rules. This

means that base-generation of displaced Q's does not involve expanding

the possibilities provided by the base rules. Of course, a base analysis

also has to claim that tous can also be inserted in NP-speci£ier position;

and there will also be a tout which can appear as a whole NP.

The core of such an analysis, to be sure, is the interpretive rule

which associates the displaced tous with th~ element that it modifies.

In a recent paper, Adriana Belletti has suggested that this relation

might well be an antecedent-anaphor relation (see Belletti (1979». She

has shown that this relation is sensitive to Opacity, a constraint on

anaphors. Consider in this respect the following Italian sentences:

(2.49)a-c are Belletti's; I have added (2.49)d.

(2.49) a. Quei ragazzi andranno tutti a1 cinema.
'Those boys will all go to the movies.'

b. Quei ragazzi hanno deciso di PRO andare tutti al cinema.
'Those boys have decided to all go to the movies.'

c. *Que! ragazzi hanno costretto Mario ad PRO andare tutti al •..
'Those boys have forced Mario to all go the movies.'

d. *Quei ragazzi volevano che Mario vada tutti al cinema.
'Those boys wanted that Mario all go to the movies.'
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(2.49)a is a case of a quantifier 'floated' in the same S as its

antecedent. (2.49)c is ungrammatical because tutti is free in the domain

of subject PRO, which cannot serve as its antecedent, being controlled by

singular Mario. This 1s a typical case of the Specified Subject Condition.

That is, sentence (2.49)c is ungrammatical for the same reason that the

following English sentence 1s no good:

(2.50) *John convinced Mary to shave himself.

Sentence (2.49)d is ungrammatical because tutti is contained in a tensed

sentence which does not contain its antecedent; that is, this sentence

violates the Tensed-S Condition and the Specified Subject Condition, just

like the following English sentence:

(2.51) *John said that Mary would shave himself.

(2.49)b, on the other hand, is grammatical, even if 'the sentence in which

tutti is contained does not also contain the plural lexical phrase which

tutti modifies. However, that sentence contains a PRO, controlled by the

appropriate NP. We can say that this PRO serves as the antecedent to

tutti in this sentence. That is, (2.49)b is similar to (2.52):

(2.52) John tried (PRO to shave himself).

I believe Belletti's insight about 'floated' quantifiers in Italian

also holds in Spanish, French, and English. Consider the following

~entences, all of which pattern just like the Italian sentences, and can

be accounted for in precisely the same way:
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(2.53) a. Esos muchachos se fueron todos al cine.
'Those boys decided to all go to the movies.'

b. Esos muchachos decidieron [PRO ir todos a1 cine].
'Those boys decided to all go to the movies.'

c. *Esos muchachos ob11garon a Juan a ir todos al cine.

d. *Esos muchachos querian que Juan vaya todos al cine.

(2.54) a. Lea gars sont al1~s taus au cinlma.

b.

c.

d.

Lea gars voulaient [PRO aller tous au cin{ma].

*Les gars ont fore' Jean a [PRO aller tous au cin~ma] .

~*Les gars avaient dit que Jean irait tous au cinema.

(2.55) a. The kids will all go to the movies.

b. The kids tried [PRO to all go to the movies].

c. *The kids forced John [PRO to all go to the movies].
~

d. *The kids said that John would all go to the movies.

Given this eVidence, then, I will adopt Be11etti's suggestion thac

floated Q's are anaphors. They must be linked to an antecedent, without

violating the Opacity Conditions. I wil~ assume that the Q is coindexed

with the element it modifies. This co-indexing process requires, just

like other co-indexing of anaphors, number, (person) and gender agreement.

These Q's appear in adverbial position. If we adopt Emonds's suggestion

that adverbs are categor1ally adjectives, we can assign these modifiers to

the category adjective, which would account for their inflectional

properties, best seen in Romance. Also, recall that we showed that in

Spanish these modifier Q~s could not take modifying clauses. This would

5follow if we assigned them to a non-nominal category.
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We can summarize the main points of this analysis of floated Q's

as follows. There is no rule of Q-Floating. Rather, displaced Q's, in

reality adjectives, are generated in (adverbial) position by the rules

of the base. These Q's are then linked to the elements they modify.

This linking requires person, number, and gender agreem~n~. r)isplaced

Q's are anaphors for the Binding theory (which embodies the ,ppacity

Condition). If they are not properly bound, they fail,to be interpreted
J" • '.

correctly. Thus, the coindexing rule can be considered optional, as

generally assumed. If it does not apply, the sentence is ruled out

because it contains an anaphor without an antecedent. This analysis in

fact claims that all that a child has to pick up from his linguistic

environment about displaced Q's is to learn that certain words are

displaced Q's. Universal Grammar will then state that floated Q's are

anaphors, and the distribution of these elements will follow from the

6
Binding Theory.

So far we have discussed Q's displaced from subject position. Let

us consider in the light of this analysis some of the facts mentioned

at the beginning of this chpater; i.e., those involving displaced Q's

which modify objectsA Consider the following two sentences:

(2.56) a. Las vf (a) todas.
'I saw them all.'

b. Los mandaron (a) cada uno a un lugar diferente.
'They sent each one to a different place.'

The structure of these sentences would be (details omitted):

(2.57) a. vi PRO (a) todas
i

fern
pl
Ace



b. LOS
imase

3 pl
Ace

mandaron PRO

L
a) cada unJmase

Ace
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a un lugar diferente.

(2.60) a.

The particle ~ carries with it the usual semantic value of animacy and

specificity discussed 1n Chapter 1. Notice crucially that the elements

agree also in Case features. This allows a insertion in the appropriate

cr~es, according to the rule 1iscussed in Chapter 1. We will see that in

French this agreement is crucial.

Consider next indirect object cases in Spanish.

(2.58) Lea regalaron libros a todos.
'They gave books to all.'

These are not problematic. Recall that we even get a full NP following

todos with indirect objects. Cf.:

(2.59) Les regalaron libros a todos los chicos.
'They gave books to all the children.'

I will assume that in sentences like (2.58) the todos is simply in the

NP position of the indirect object. 'Floated' quantifiers are not good

off prepositional phrases in Spanish. Cf.:

*?Habl~ con los muchachos todos.
'I talked to the boys all.'

b. ???Habl' con ellos todos.
'I talked to them all.'

The simplest analysis would be to say that (2.58) has the following

structure:

(2.61) Lea regalaron libros [pp a ~Nptodos]].
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(Recall that even witll ordinary indirect cbj ects agreement is required

between the clitic and the complement.)

Notice tllat this analysis is confirmed by the fact that with

indirect objects, the todos may take a modifying clause of the kind that

we saw wa~ impossible with a doubled todos iu direct object~ Consider

the contrasts in (2.62):

(2.62) a. Lea regalarou libros a todos.
'They gave books to them all.'

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Lea ragalaron libros a todos los que estaban ahl.
'They gave books to all who were there.'

Los vf todos.
'I saw them (inanimate) all.'

*Los vi todos los que me mostraron.
'I saw ell those which they showed meJ'

Los vi a todos.
'I saw them (animate) all!'

*L08 v! a todos los que estaban ahi.
'I sawall of those who were there.'

Turning now to French we find a slightly different situation.

Consider the following sentences, mentioned in section 2.0.

(2063) a. Elle lea lira tous.
'She will read them all.'

b. Je laur a1 donnl des bonbons ~ tous.
'I gave them all candies.'

According to the analysis ?resented here, their structure is approximately

as follows:

(2.64) a. Elle

f
leS!
masc
:3 pl

LAce

lira PRG ftOllSi
Imase

I ~l
~CC



b. Je leur
imase

3 pI
DAT

,/
ai donne des bonbons PRO touSil·

maSCj
pI
DAT
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"The a in (2.63)b is the result of a rule which spells out Dative Case.

We can see now why these are allowed despite the fact that clitic doubling

is not normally permitted in French; precisely because these do not

constitute real case~ of doubling. Rather, they ar~ possible given the

anaphor status of tous, and its categorial adjectival nature. Notice that

this ~ualys1s explicitly acknowledges the fact that tous will be fully

acceptable only when it is found in positions where adverbs are fully

acceptable, since this is where they wculd be generated by the base rules.

This analysis claims that the ~ in (2.63)b ie a Case mark, which

spells out dative Case on the tous. It is interesting in this respect to

note that it behaves differently from other prepositions. In section 2.1.

it was mentioned briefly that tous may be 'left behind' by Wh-Movement,

although few examples were given. Consider now the following sentences

from Kayne (1975):

(2.65) a. Cas livres, qu'il est important que tu lises tous, sont bons.
'These bookn, all of which it is important that you read, are
good. '

. b. : Ces gar~ons, que j'ai dit que 1a fille connaiss~it taus, sont
11.
'Those boys, all of whom I said that the girl knows, are there.'

In these sentences containin~ non-restrictive relatives, tous is 'left

behind' by Wh-Movement. The $entences in (2.65) involve moved direct

objects. But the same facts hold ~ith indirect objects. Cf.:
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(2.66) a. Ces femmes, ~ qui j'ai donn' des bonbons a toutes,
'Those women, to all of whom I have given chocolates, ... '

~"" , ,b. Ces generaux, a qui j'ai envoye des bombes a tous,
'Those generals, to all of whom I have sent bombs, 7

Crucial here is the fact that we get two ~'St one with a moved wh-element,

and one with taus. Within the analysis presented here, this is easy to

account for. The underlying structures of (2.66)a,b are roughly as

follows:

(2.67) a. Ces femmes, COMP j'ai donnl des bonbons [NP WH]i toutesi ,
DAT OAT

b. ~ ~ , ~
Ces generaux, COMP j a1 envoye des bombes [NP WH]i tousie

DAT OAT

--Dative marked elements then get spelled as having an ~ before them.

Now, similar behavior is~ observed with true prepositions.

Consider the following non-sentences from Kayne (1975):

(2.68) a. *Ces gar~ons, avec lesquels Marie sortira avec tous, ...
'Those boys, with all of whom Marie will go out,

b. *Ces filles-la, contre lesquelles Ie policier se fachait
toutes J •••

'Those girls there, against all of whom the policeman got
upset J ••• '

,
c. *Ces auteurs-la, de qui Ie professeur parlera de tous demain,

'Those authors, all of whom the professor will speak about
tomorrow, ••• '

These sentences do not improve even if a copy of the preposition carried

with the wh-element is added before the tous left behind. Cf.:

(2.69) a. *Ces gar~ons, avec lesqu~ls Marie sortira avec taus, ...
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b. *Ces filles-l~, contre lesquelles Ie policier se fachait
contre tautes, ...

c. *Ces auteurs-la, de qui le professeur parlera de tous demain, ...

Thus, if the solution to the problem posed by sentences (2.66) to the

Q-Post analysis consists in copying the preposition, then this copying

process will have to be restricted to~. It cannot be extended to the

other prepositions. This is a very clear case where indirect objects

differ markedly from tru~ prepositional phrases. It is interesting to

note that this phenomenon even distinguishes between the well-known two

different kinds of French a. Those which we analyze as marks of Dative

Case have been exemplified above. The other a, the one which introduces

complements which do not cliticize to dative clitics, we have analyzed as

real prepositions. (See Chapter 1.) And this a behaves like a real

preposition in this respect, too. Cf.:

(2.70) a. Je pense ~ elIe souvent.
'1 think about her often.'

b. *Je lui pense souvent.

,
c. *Ces femmes, auxquelles je pense (a) toutes souvent,

'These women, about whom I often think, ••. '

(For a discussion of these facts, see Perlmutter (1972».

The analysis presented here has no problem accounting for the

ungrammaticality of these sentences. All the sentences with repeated

prepositions simply would not be generated; there would be no source for

sentences with two identical prepositional objects. If the preposition

is not there, the problem reduces to capturing the fact that Q's don't

appear floated from prep9sitional phrases. This may be related to the
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fact that NPs in prepositional phrases can't serve as antecedents to

anaphors in French. I will assume that this is the correct way to rule

out Q-Float from PP's. Crucially, the analysis presented here makes the

right distinctions. It predicts that indirect objects should not behave

as other prepositional phrases; and this prediction is borne out.

Another instance where indirect objects in French do not pattern

with other prepositional phrases is found if we look at L-Tous. This

rule can move indirect object Q's, but not prepositional Q's. Consider

the following contrasts:

(2.71) Je
~ ,

a. leur ai ~arle a taus.
'I spoke to them all.

,

b. Je
.... ~leur ai a tous parle.

c. II a parl~ avec tous.
'He spoke with everyone.'

d. *11
;'

a avec taus parle.

e. II a pu compter sur toutes.
'He could count on everyon~.'

f. *11 a sur toutes pu compter.

Sentences (2.71)d,f are impossible to derive given the standard

formulation of L-Tous, since the V is not contiguous to the Q, a

preposition intervening. (2.71)b, on the other hand, shows that the

"~ found in indirect objects cannot be considered on a par with the

prepositions found in other sentences. This ~ does not count as a real

preposition. This is one more correct prediction made by the aIlalysfs

of indirect objects presented in Chapter 1.

Consider next the following much discussed contrast:



(2.72) /
a. Ella a mis chacun dans un tiroir different.

'She put each one in a different drawer.'
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b.
/

*Elle a mis tous dans un tiroir different.
'She put all in a different drawer.'

Assuming that taus cannot be generated as a full NP, but only in DET

position of an NP or in adverbial position, sentence (2.72)b is out

because the following structures are ungrammatical:

(2.73) a.
~

Elle a mis [Nptous [NPPRO]] dans un tiroir different.

b. ' Elle a mis PRO tous dans un tiroir difflrent.

(2.73)b is ungrammatical because PRO is governed. The addition of a
\

clitic, deflecting government from the PRO, makes the sentence

grammatical. Cf.:

(2.74) Elle lea a mis tous dans un tiroir diff'rent.

(2.74) can be ruled ungrammatical because the sequence [tous - PronouIl]

is generally not allowed in French, regardless of whether the pronoun is

phonologically null or not; cf. *tous~, *tous ~, *tous ~,

*toutes elles. Perhaps this should be enforced with a filter, as follows:

*[tous - Pronoun]. (Klein (1976) argues that this should be a property

of base rules.)

How come (2.72)a is grammatical? Recall that in Kayne's analysis

this sente~ce involved the Pronoun Deletion rule (2.29). Within the

-analysis presented here, I would like to claim that there is no Pronoun

Deletion rule. To account for this sentence, I will follow Vergnaud

(1974) and assume that the structure of phrases like the ones in (2.75)
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(2.75) a. chacune d'elles
'each one of them (fern)'

b. chacun de ces hommes
'each one of these men.'

is something like (2.76):

ces honunes
elles

(2 •76) -N
------------------ .N N

SP0N ~
I ,

[Qchaque] un(e)

The de is inserted by a rule approximately as in (2.77):

(2.77) o ---.. de / +N = B
N

(A late rule then converts chaque un(e) into chacun(e». A crucial feature

of this structure is that chacun is the head of the NP. Assuming

complements to be optional, we obtain a constituent structure as in (2.78)

for chacun(e) alone:

(2. 78)
:I

N
I
N

-~Spec N
I I

[Qchaque] un(e)

My claim is that this is what one finds in (2.72)a. Notice that this

analysis unites the fact that de appears with chacun and not with tous,

and the fact that chacun may appear alone. Both are reflections of the

nominal character of (one subpart of) chacun. This allows it to be the

•head of an Nt and requires de insertion. Taus in French is never the
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head of an NP. .We,... thus never find *tous d' eux *tous de ces .hommes. This

is why it ;cann~ 9ccu~ as a single NP, which is the structure which would

be required by (2.73}b. This analysis of the difference,between (2.73)a

and b dispenses with the messy rule of Pronoun Deletion, but we still have

an adequate account of the data which that rule was meant to describe.

Further evidence for this analysis of chacun(~) comes from the fact

already noted above that when it occurs without a clitic it cannot be

moved by Q-Float, as seen in (2028)b repeated here as (2.79):

(2.79) , "*11 a chacune envoye dans un pays different.

1£ in fact bare chacun{e) is a headed NP, we would not expect it to be

moved .by L-Tous, just as other headed NPs are not moved by that rule.

In this way we can account for the different properties of chacun(e)

and~ without recourse to ad hoc rules like Q-Post and Pronoun Deletion.

2.3. Further Speculations

I would like to finish this chapter with some speculations about one

possible implication of the view of floated quantifiers expressed here.

Balt1n (1978) noticed that the relation between heads and modifiers which

are discontinuous in surface structure obeys the following construal

schema.

(2.80)
~

NP - X - Modifier

Thie schema says that at the level at which construal takes place, the

head must always be to the left of the modifier. Baltin exem~lifies the

validity of this schema by considering the outcome of the interaction of

subject post-posing rules and Q-Float in many languages. He shows that
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whenever the output of this interaction violetes the construal schema,

the resulting sentence is ungrammatical. Consider the following 'English .

non-sentence:

(2.81) *There had all hung on the mantelpiece the portraits by Picasso.

There-Insertion and Q-Float have applied in this sentence in such a way

that (2.80) is no longer respected. The sentence is correctly predicted

to be ungrammatical. (Baltin shows similar cases in French, Persian,

and Rumanian.) The same result can be shown for Spanish. Consider the

following sentence:

(2.82) Todos los estudiantes llegaron muy tarde.
'All the students arrived very late.'

The quantifier can appear displaced from the subject, as in (2.83):

(2.83) Los estud1antes llegaron todos muy tarde.
'The students arrived all very late.'

Now, Spanish freely allows sentence final subjects. Thus, instead of

(2.82) we can also have:

(2.84) Llegaron muy tarde todos los estudiantes.

But we cannot have a version of (2.83) with a post-posed subject:

(2.85)
9

*~leg&ron todos muy tarde los estudiantes.

This is evidence from Spanish in support of Baltin's schema.

Now, Baltin prOVides no reason for why the relation shown in (2.78)

should hold of floated quantifiers. I would like to suggest that this
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relation holds because the displaced Q is an anaphor, as stated above

following Belletti's idea. This would make the construal schema less

mysterious. Stated as in {2.80), one might wonder why it isn't exactly

the other way around, with the head to the right of the MOdifier. If the

schema is unrelated to everything else, that possibility is wide open.

On the other hand, if the schema is essentially a reflection of the

antecedent-anaphor relation, it would be impossible for one to go one way

and the other to be diametrically opposed. This view theu makes an

interesting prediction. If a language appears to violate the construal

schema, then it should also appear to violate conditions on antecedent-

anaphor relations. Insofar as there is a correlation of this sort, then,

our analysis is ~on£irmed. I do not know of any well-studied

counterexample to this claim.

Inquiring further, we might wonder why floated quantifiers should

behave as anaphors. It is unclear why this should hold. There is

nothing inherent in displaced quantifiers which would easily warrant

their anaphoricity, at least at first sight. Upon closer inspection of

the Romance examples, however, we find one feature of these constructions

which might provide a clue. Recall that the displaced quantifier must

agree in number and gender with the NP which it modifies. We might

speculate that it is this agreement process which is in fact responsible

10
for the anaphor status of these elements. More generally, suppose we

assume that all elements which enter into agreement relat~u"s with

another major constituent contain an anaphoric AG element a [~person,

8 gender, ¥ number]. This element must find an antecedent which is non-

distinct to it in those features. This relation obeys all the conditions
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normally found to hold between antecedents and anaphors. It might be,

then, that displaced quantifiers are anaphors because they contain

11AG, which is an anaphor. This would make the anaphoric status of

these elements less mysterious. The iiea that AG is an anaphor has many

interesting consequences which we hope to explore in a forthcoming study.

We leave it as an open suggestion here.
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FOOTNOTES: CHAPTER 2

1. This assumption is by no means uncommon. I t is entirely consi.s tent

with the spirit of Kayne's analysis. For explicit statements to this

effect, see Quicoli (1976) and Rouveret and Vergnaud (197,8).

2. See Jaeggli (1980) for an account of one such instance in English,

involving to contraction.

3. Kayne tries to relate the reduced obligatoriness or Clitic Placement

in this case to the reduced ob1igatoriness of Clitic Placement with

indirect objects, discussed in Chapter 1. This is a bit unlikely, in

that whereas there are instances of non-cliticized pronominal indirect

objects, there are NO instances of non-cliticized (non-deleted) en or y.

These two morphemes simply cannot appear uncliticized. Therefore, there

is really no good reason to consider that Clitic Placement is optional

for these elements in any case, except to make the Pronoun Deletion

analysis work.

4. Rivas (1977) argues for the existence of a Spanish ru~e which

displaces a quantifier over a V, as evidenced by the following sentences

(see Rivas (1977), pp.

(1) a. Los quise ver a todos.

b. A todos los quise ver.

c. A todos quise verlos.

But it is not entirely clear that this is parallel to L-Tous. Notice

that this rule cannot position the Q in the same places that L-Tous in

French does, as seen clearly in (2.48)d. The impossibility of that
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sentence, moreover, cannot be argued to be due to the supposed

impossibility of adverbs in that position, sin~e in fact adverbs are quite

possible in that position in Spanish (as in French), Cf. :

(ii) a. Pedro ha prohibido term1nantemente ver los regalos de Navidad.

b. Pedro ha terminantemente prohibido ver los regalos de Navidad.

(iii) a. Hemos decidido unanimamente retirarnos de esta reunion.

b. Hemos lmanimamente decidido retirarnos de esta 'ceunion.

The diffsrence between French and Spanish exemplified in (2.45)t then J

appears in fact to be due to the fact that Spanish simply does not have

th~ L-Tous rule, which is a rule particular to French.

The constructions in (i) above might be analyzed as left-dislocations.

Notice that a subject NP may appear between the fronted Q and the rest of

the sentence. Cf.:

(iv) A tados, Pedro los quiere ver.

On the other hand, a subject placed to the left of a todos in e.g., (i)

must be pronounced quite clearly with dislocation intonation. Normal
\

intonation is not possible. Cf.:

(v) a. Pedro, a todos, los quiere ver .

.b. ?*Pedro a todos los quiere ver.

Whatever the status of these constructions may be, it is clear that they

are not identical to those produced by French L-Tous. This is consis~~nt

with the idea that this rule is language-particular.

5. One could go further and explore the connection between this

construction and sentences like the following:

(i) Las frutas, las quiero bien{madUras. }
*maduro.
*maduros.
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Notice that agreement between the predicate adjective and the element

it modifies is obligatory here, too. I will leave this question open

for future research.

6. Baltin (1978) suggests that it is possible to predict from independent

semantic principles which quantifiers may appear displaced from their

heads. If this is correct_ the child's task is further simplified. All

that a child has to do is to discover the meaning of certain phonological

strings, and to categorize them appropriately. This is the bare minimum

which must be assumed.

7. The comparable sentences in Spanish are ungrammatical. Cf.:

(i) a. *Estos libras, que es importante que tu leas todos, son buenos.

b. *Esos muchachos, que dicen que esa chica CQticce (a) todos,
estan aca.

(il) a. *Esaa mujeres, a qu1enes les he dado bonbones a todas, ...

b. *Esos generales, a quienes he enviado bombas a todos, ..

One might attempt to explain the absence of (ii) by relating them to tIle

difficulty of floating Q's from lexical indirect objects, as in:

(iii) a. ?*Les di bonbones a esas chicas (a) todas.

b. *?Les envie bombas a esos generales (a) todos.

But it is possible to float th~m off direct objects, especially if the

quantifiers have another constituent orl whic~ to "lean on." Cf.:

(iv) a. ?Vi a los chicos todos en el cine.

b. ?Puse los papeles todos en el cajon.

However, even in these cases they cannot be left behind by Wh-Movement.

Cf.:

(v) a. *Los chicos, que vi (a) ~n el cine, ...
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b. *Los papele~, que puse todos en el cajon,

This difference between French and Spanish remains unexplained in both

my analysis and Kayne's acalysis. See, however, Steriade (1980) for some

interesting &uggestions in this respect.

8. Act"slly, Vergoaud (1974) posits a rule which assigns genitive Case

•to the N. The ~reposition de is then taken to be a sp211ing out of this

Case assignment.

9. This fJentence is acceptable, but only wj.th distinct right-di.slocation

intonation, with a pauue between tarde and los estudianteso In that case,

todos is constr~ed with the pre-verbal subject PRO, which acts like a

resumptive p~onoun for the right-dislocated constituent. (On PRO

subjects, see Chapter 4.)

10. This idea was suggested to me by Ken Hale.

11. This approach makes an interesting prediction.. If a language has

two types of displaced quantifiers: one which contai~s AG and the one

without it, the latter should violate Opacity ~uch more ~asily (perhaps

Ireely) than the former. Dutch may be such a language, according to

Eric Reuland (personal communication). (See ~so Reuland (1979) for

further discu~sion of the idea that AG is an anaphor.) Notice, however,

that morphological inflection, such as we find in P~mance, is not always

a necessary feature of anaphoric Q's. English, for example, appears to

have anaphoric ~'s -- as evidenced by (2.55) -- but there is no overt

inflection on all, etc.
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CHAPTER 3: SUBJECTS IN FRENCH

3.0. Introduction

It is well known that pronominal subjects in F~~:lCh share all the

charact~r1stic behavior of object clitics (see Kayne (1975), chapter 2,

gection 4; especially pp. 84-90, and footnotes 12 and 15.) In Chapter 1,

we presented a theory of object clitics which closely linked their

appearance to strict subcategorization features. In this chapter we

develop an analysis of French subject clitics along ~imilar lines. In

this case, c11tics will be related to inflection. (Cf. Chomsky (1979»).

The chapter is structured as follows. In section, 1, we consider the

clit1c status of pronominal subjects in French, and compare these with

their Spanish (and Italian) counterparts. We also consider the

distribution of strong forms and weak (clitic) forms. Following this,

the relationship be~een clitics and agreement will be investigated.

And finally, we will look at the referential properties of subject

clitics. Section 2 will be devoted to an examination of post-verbal

subjects in French in the light of the analysis of subject clitics

proposed in the previous section.

In preparing this chapter, we have consulted extensively Kayne

(1972), from which we have taken most of the data as well as several

substantial points of analysis.

3.1. Pronominal Subjects in French

There is a class of pronouns in French that is, morphologically

distinct from both the strong forms, which occur in NP position, and the

object clitics discussed in Chapter 1. These express the 'subject'
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function. A list of these, which we shall call subject weak forms, is

given in (3.1) next to the familiar strong forms:

(3.1) subject weak forms strong forms

je mot ' I '

tu toi 'you,sg. '

11/elle lui 'he/she'

nous nous 'we'

vous vous 'you, pl.
,

ils/elles eux 'they'

The class of weak fo~s also includes ~ and ~, which do not have strong

forms. It is shown in Kayne «1975), pp. 84-90) that these weak forms

share all the characteristic behavior of object clitics. We will

reproduce below the main evidence presented there to this effect, and

compare this with the rather clifferent behavior of pronominal subjects in

Spanish and Italian.

Nothing can intervene between a weak form and the verb, even if

flanked by a pause (excepting object cl1tics en/~, and the negative

particle !!.!.) :

(3.2) 8. *11, souvent, va au cinema.
'He often goes to the movies.'

b.

c.

*ru, paratt-il, ne veux p~s partir.
'You, it appears, don't want to go.'

*Elle, qui est man affiie, voudrait te voir.
'She, who is my friend, would like to see you.'

Compare this to sentences with a non-pronominal lexical NP subject:
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(3.3) a. Jean, souvent, va au cinema.

b. MArie, pa4ait-11, ne veut pas partir.

c. Mme Vincent, qui est man amie, voudrait te voir.

Subject pronouns in Spanish and Italian pattern with (3.3), against

(3.2). Cf.:

,
(3.4) a. El, a menudo t va a1 cine.

b. Lui, spesso, va al cinema.
,

no quieres ir.c. Tu, me parece,

d. Tu, mi sembra, non vuoi partire.
,

e. Ella, que es m1 amiga, te quiere ver.

f. Lei, che e una am1ca mia, ti vuol conoscere.

A yeak fo~ cannot be conjoined to another NP:

(3.5) a. *Jean et je voulons aller au cin~ma.
'John and I want to go to the movies.'

b. *Marie et 11s veulent jouer au futbol.
'Marie and they want to play soccer.'

Nor can they be conjoined to each other:

(3.6) WIle et elles veulent partir en vacances.
'They[masc.] and they[fem.] want to take a vacation.'

This is clearly possible with full NPs:

(3.7) Marie et Jean veulent partir en vacances.

Once again, pronominal subjecta in Spanish and Italian pattern with full

NP s in French.
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(3.8) a. Juan y yo queremos ir a1 cine.

b. Gianni e 10 vogliamo andare a1 cinema.

c. Ellos y elIas se fueron de vacaciones.

d. Lui e lei sono andati in ferie.

Strong forms, on the other hand, may be conjoined in French. Cf.:

(3.9) a. Jean et lui part1ront b1entot.
'Jean and he will leave soon.'

b. Lui et Jean partiront bient6t.
'He and Jean will leave soon.'

W~ak forms may not be modified:

(3.10) a. *119 taus partiront bientot.
'All of them will leave soon.'

b. *118 deux partiront b1entSt.
'The two of them will leave soon.'

This contrasts with strong forms and non-pronominal NPs:

(3.11) a. Tous lea gar~ons partiront bientbt.
'All the children will leave soon.'

b. Eux taus part1ront b1entbt.

c. Eux deux partiront bientot.

It comes as no surprise to see Spanish and Italian pronominal subjects

pattern with (3.11), contra (3.10):

(3.12) Todos ~a. el1as se iran pronto.

b. Ellas ~dos se iran enseguida.

c. Tutti loro partiranno presto.

d. Loro due partiranno subito.
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Weak fo~s may not be contrastively stressed:

(3.13) a. Lui partira le premier.
'He will leave first.'

b. *11 partira le premier.

Finally, weak forms do not appear in other ~p positions, where strong

forms and non-pronominal NPs may occur:

'3.14) a. J'ai achet' ~a po~r toi/*tu/Jean.
'I bought this for y~u/Jean.'

b. 11 faut parler avec lui/*11/mo1/*je/Jean.
'One must talk to him/me/Jean.'

, ~ ... / / -c. Je telephonerai volontiers a toi *tu Jean, mais pas a ton frere.
'1 will gladly telephone you/Jean, but not your brother.'

In all these ways, then, weak forms behave much more like object

clitlcs than like subject non-pronominal NPs. In surface structure, at

least, they are not in the configuration [S[NPweak form] .•. ]. They are

syntactically more closely bound to the verb.

The position of subject clitics, however, is slightly different from

the position of object clitics. Subject clitics appear before the

negative particle~, while object clitics may not precede~. Cf.:

(3.15) a. Je ne Ie veux pas.
'I do not want it.'

b. *Je Ie ne veux pas.

Furthermore, weak forms do not enter into any constraint on elitic

sequences, of the sort investigated in Perlmutter (1971).

The evidence presented above indicates that weak forms are not NPs,

at least at surface structure. In fact, th~re is no conclusive evidence
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1which requires that these forms ever have NP status. Instead, we will

assume that such weak forma are generated as part of the node

INFL(ection). This node is generated by the following base rule of French:

(3.16) S --.-,.. NP INFL VP

From that position, I will assume that it is cliticized onto the verb by

a very late obligatory rule, which applies after S-structure on the left

side, roughly as follows':

(3.17) X SeL V Y ~ X SCL+V y

(Following Kayne (1972), I will use the symbol ~CL for the set of weak

forms in (3.1».

(3.18) INFL --+ (SeL)' INFL

where INFL contains tense and agreement markers which finally end up on

the verb. If this is the only place where weak forms can be generated,

all of the properties of these fo~s mentioned above will be accurately

described, assuming NP status to be crucially involved in every inE',tance.

The obligatory c11ticization rule (3.17) will ensure that its final

landing site is the correct one.

Further, assume following Chomsky (1979) that INFL is a pos9ible

governor. This would be the case if the set of possible governors were

othe set of X elements. If an SCL is present in preverbal position,

INFL would not govern the subject NP. INFL would not c-command that

position. If no SCL is present, on the other hand, I will assume that

INFL in fact does govern subject position. In other words, a non-branching
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INFL does no t r..0 unt, when computing c-command. This means tha t if an SCL

is present in pre-verbal position, the subject position is allowed to

contain a PI«l. In that case, subject position is not governed, and it

thus becomes licit for PRO's. That is, the following structure is well-~

formed:

(3.19) PRO [ SCL INFL ] VP

According to this analysis, then, French does have some phonologically

null subjects. This is only possible, however, when there is an SeL to

"absorb" government. The following examples

(3.20) a. *Est partie

b. *Vient.

c. *Parlons avec lui.

are ungrammatical, according to our proposal, be(~ause INF:i. governs

subject position.
2

A PRO is therefore not allowed in those positions.

Consider in this light the distribution of strong and weak forms.

Strong forms are almost never allowed in subject position. Cf.:

(3.21) a. *moi/je n'aime pas ~a.

'I don't like that.'

b. *toi/tu aurais du le faire.
'You should have done it.'

c. *lui/il ne mange que des chocolats.
'He eats only chocolates.'

Weak forms are obligatory in these sentences. How can we capture this

fact? If we assume that when there is a weak form, there is a PRO in

subject ([NP,S]) position. one possi~ility which immediately comes to
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mind is to account for these contrasts in terms of the Avoid Pronoun

Principle d1scudsed in Chapter 1, and repeated below:

(3.22) Avoid pronoun if PRO is possible.

A PRO is possible in [NP,S] position only if there is a subject clitic

in the sentence. The Avoid Pronoun Principle, then, together with our

analysis of subject clitics,accounts for the paradigm given in (3.21).

It is noted in ~ayne «1972) p. 91) that "with third person pronouns,

STRONG FORM DELETION may fail to apply in emphatic environments." One

example of this is given above in (3.13)a. We might ask why this

possibility should be restricted to third person pronouns .. Why

shouldn't it be pos9ible with first and second person pronouns, too? In

this respect, Kayne clearly asserts: "the corresponding sentences with

'moi' and 'toi' are impossible" (cf. Kayne (1972), p. 118, footnote 48).

Within Kayne's analysis of these facts, one has to allow the rule of

STRONG FORM DELETION to fail to apply sometimes when the subject is third

person. Within our. analysis, we might try to provide the following

account. Assume for a moment that the SCL must agree in person with the

PRO in subject position. (This agreement process will be discussed in
: I

much greater detail below.) Then, given the following structure

(3.23) A SeL V •.•

if the SCL is first or second person, A can only be pronominal (i.e.)

PRO or pronoun). There are no simple non-pronominal first or second

person full lexical NPs. The Avoid Pronoun Principle is inflexible in

these cases. Whenever possible, a PRO must be used instead of a lexical
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pronoun. And when the persons involved are first or second person, this

is always possible. If A is third person NP, on the other hand, it is

not necessarily a pronoun. It could be a non-pronominal lexical NP.

Not all third person NPs are pronominal. For example, the two following

sentences do not mean the same thing:

(3.24) a. Pierre ne mange que des oranges.
'Pierre only eats oranges.'

b. II ne mange que des oranges.
'He only eats oranges.'

It 1s not always possible to substitute a PRO for a third person NPI

Our claim is that this is the factor which makes the Avoid Pronoun

Principle less strict in these ca~es, allowing, under special

circumstances (special emphasis, intonation, etc.) sentences like (3.13)a.

A compound NP which contains a first or second person ~ronoun as one

of its conjuncts behaves as a first or second person plural NP. In those

cases, mol, to! are in fact allowed in subject position. Cf.:

(3.25) a. J'esp~re que ni mot ni mes enfants ne verrons ces temps-la.
'r hope that neither I nor my children will see those times.'

b. Jean et to! irez au cinema.
'Jean and you will go to the movies.'

,
(3.25)a is from Grevisse (1964. p. 411). This is not surprising if we

consider that PRO is not allowed in those positions. In other words,

the distribution of strong forms in subject position appears ~o follow

quite straightforwardly from the Avoid Pronoun Principle.

Let us consider next the relationship between SeL's and agreement.

Recall that we assume that INFL contains tense and agreement markers
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which finally end up on the verb. Kayne (1972) showed that if there is

a subject clitic, the verbal inflection agrees with it and not

necessarily with the NP in subject position. In sentences which contain

only an NP in subject position, or only a clitic, it is hard to tell what

the verb is agreeing with. On the other hand, if we get both in one

sentence, it becomes far easier to decide. It 1s impossible to have both

a pre-verbal subject clitic and an NP in subject position. Cf.:

(3.26) a. *Jean 11 veut partir.
'Jean wants to leave.'

b. *Les filles elles n'aiment pas les oranges.
'Girls don't like oranges.'

These sentences are possible only as instances of Left-Dislocation, with

a pause between the initial NP and the following subject clitic. However,

it is possible to have both a SeL and an NP in subject position in

sentences which have undergone a rule which places the SCL in post-verbal

clitic p~s1tion, found in the construction known as 'Complex Inversion'.

This COtlstruct1on occurs in interrogatives, both wh questions and yes/no

questions. Some examples from Kayne (1972) are given below:

(3.27) a. Pourquoi Jean ast-11 part1?
'Why did this girl do that?'

b. Pourquoi cette fille a-t-elle fait eela?
'Why did this girl do that?'

c. Depuis quand ce gar~on est-il malade?
'Since when 1s this boy sick?'

d. A quel1e heure Ie prisonnier changera-t-il d'avis?
'When will the prisoner change his mind.'

These cases do not constitute instances of Left-Dislocation. For
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convincing arguments to this effect, see Kayne (1972), in particular

footnote 30. The sentences in (3.27) all contain a subject NP and an

SCL, both of the same grammatical person. Consider ~ow the following

sentences (from Kayne (1972), numbers (54)-(57»:

(3.28) a. Pourquoi Jean et moi ne devrions-nous pas partir tout de suite?
'Why should[l pl.] Jean and I not leave immediately?'

b. Pourquo1 Jean et moi ne devrait-on pas partir tout de suite?
'Why should [3 s.] Jean and I not leave immediately?'

In (3.28)a, the subject NP and the seL are both first person plural. But

in (3.28)b, the subject NP is first person plural, but the SCL on is

grammatically third person singular. Cf.:

(3.29) a. On doit partir.
'We must leave.'

b, *On doivent partir.

In (3.28)b, the verb agreement is clearly with the SeL. The following

ungrammatical sentence confirms this point:

(3.30) *Pourquoi Jean et moi ne devrions-on pas partir tout de suite?

(3.28)b and (3.30) show clearly that verb agreement is with respect to

the SCL and not the NP in subject position.

How can these facts be captured? An account of these facts requires

that we address ourselves directly to the relationship between SeL's and

agreement. Notice that SCL's are actually involved in tuo agreement

processes. In the complex inversion' construction, SeLls must agree in

person, gender, and number with the subject NP. Cf.:
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(3.31) a. Jean est-il parti?
'Has John left?'

b. *Jean est-elle partie?

c. *Pourquoi cette fille a-t-11 fait cela?

d. *Depuis quand ce gar~on 8uis-je malade?

(3.31)a is grammatical because 11 agrees with Jean; when this agreement

does not hold, as in (3.31)b where the SCL is feminine, the sentence is

ungrammatical. (3.31)c is out on similar grounds. (3.31)d is

ungrammatical because ce gar£on is third person, while the SeL, ~J is

first person. I will assume that this agreement process is expressed in

the grammar by co-indexing both elements with a special index which I

will call an ~-1ndex (for agreement-index). I will assume that the same

a-index is assigned quite generally to all elements not distinct in Case

sharing the same features of person, number, and gender. A special

process will then establish that an SCL must bear the same a-index as a

nominative NP. This process will rule out the ungrammatical sentences

in (3.31)b-d. In each of those sentences, the seL does not share an

a-index with a nominative NP. Given this condition, we must say something

special about~. In (3.28)b, on must have the same a-index as the

nominative pre-verbal NP. This would normally not be the case, given

that those two elements differ on features of number and person (at

least). Let us assume, then, that the special property of on is that it

can have the same a-index as a first person plural NP. Once this is

stipulated, sentence (J.28)b will be allowed.

SCL's also enter into a second agreement process. As we saw above,

the verb agrees with SeL's, and not directly with subject NPs. We can
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capture this agreement process informally by saying that the verbal

3inflection must agree with the closest A-indexed nominative element.

Assuming that SeL's are always closer to the verb than full NPs, as

seems natural, the verb will always agree with the SCL if it is

present. If a sentence does not contain an SCL, the verb will agree

with the subject NP. This is 1n ~~ct the situation which obtains

(except for the special.behavior of ~, see below). Senten~e (3.30),

then, would be ungrammatical because this second agreement process is

not respected. ~~e verb ts not agreeing with the closest nominative

element, namely on, but l'ather with the subject NP.

To summarize, we are claiming that SeL's are involved in two

distinct agreement processes. One of them holds between subject NPs

and SeL's, as evidenced by the sentences in (3.31). It requires that

both elements have the same a-index. The other proces~ holds between

an SCL and verbal inflection, because of the fact that verbal

inflection always agrees with the closest nominative element, and SeL's

are always the closest nominative elements to a verb, if they are

present. This process is obligatory. The ungrammaticality of sentence

(3.30) may be taken as evidence for this process.

Our informal account relies heaVily on an accurate characterization

of nominative-marked elements in French. For example, it crucially

assumes that SeL's are marked nominative, as well as subject NPs. ~hile

the claim that subject NPs are assigned nominative Case is familiar

eno~.Jgh . to pass as uncontroversial J it is not so with SeL' s. Why are

these elements marked with Case at all? We will turn to an examination

of nominative Case marking in French next.
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To begin, let us aasume that nominative Case is assigned to an

element adjacent to INFL by the following rule:

(3.32) c< ~ [+nomina tive 1 / INFL

If there is no SeL, the [S, NP] po~ition will be adjacent to INFL. NPs

in that position will thus get assigned Case by (3~32). If there is a

SCL intervening between INFL and subject position, it will be assigned

nomi~ative Case, and the r~ in subject position will be left without

Case. This provides us a way to rule out sentences (3.26)a.b. Those

seu.tences are unr;raDbllatical bec.ause the NPs in subject position are not

Case marked. The Case filter then rules them out. In other words, rule

(3,J~) will assign nominative Case to subject NPs in the absenC2 of

seL's; otherwise, that Case will be assigned to the clitic.

Additional support fo~ rule (3.32) is to be found when we consider

that F~ench does not normally allow lexical material to intervene

betw~£n the V and the subject NP unless that material is flanked by

pauses as in (3.3) for example. (See Kayne (1972), footnote 76.) We

will ad~pt here Kayne's suggestion that, when allowed, those elements

are placed in their position very late, perhaps after nominative Case

assignment has taken place. In fact, if they are not flanked by pauses,

sentences of that type are \logrammatical. Consider the following

examples £ro~ Kayne (1975), pp. 20-21:

(3.33) a. *Jean bientot partira.
'Jean will leave soon.'

b. *Cette fille sans doute arrivera demain.
'That girl without doubt will arrive tomorrow.'
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c. *Scn ami souvent va au cin~ma.

'His fri.end goes tv the movies often.'

d. *Marie tr~s mal chante.
'Marie sings very poorly.'

e. *Le comit~ malheureusement a vot~ contre.
'Unfortunately the committee vcted against (it).'

Returning now to Sells, our claim that £CL's are assigned nominatlve

Case is suprorted by the fact that they only occur in tensed sentences.

(See Kayne (1972), footnote 75; also, Kayne and Pollock (1978), footnote

27). Consider the following UIlgrammatical sentences:

(3.34) a. *Jean veut 11 aller au cin~ma.
'John wa.nts to go to .the movies.'

b. *Pou~ nous pouvoir aller au cin'ma, 11 nOllS faut encore
30 Francs.
'To be able to go to the movies, we still needs 30 francs.'

A straightfurward way to capture this fact is to assume that SeL's must

be Case marked nominative. This is not possible in non~tensed sentences.

Thus, if they occur in non-tensed sentences, the result is ungrammatical.

Consider now some examples of the complex inversion construction. Cf.:

(3.35) a. Jean est-il parti1
'Did John leave?'

b. Pourquoi cette fille a-t-elle fuit cela?
'Why did this girl do that?'

Theae sentences contain, according to onr previous assumptions) two

nominative elements: the NP in subject position and the pust-verbal SCL.

How is this double marking to be accomplished? Let us assume that there

is a g~neral convention which allows nominative Case to be transmitted

via a ..-1nd1ces. It (',an be stated approAimately as tallows:
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oc ~ [+nominative] 1f c-commanded by a nominative element ~ .
a a

Given this convention. sentence (3.35)a would be derived as follows

(irrelevant details omitted):

(3.37) [Jean] [11 - INFL] €tre partie
a a

+SCL-Inversion ~

[Jean]
a [[e]SCL

a
- INFL] ~tre+il partie

a

+Nominative Case ass1g~ent ~

[Jean, +NOM] [[e] - INFL] ~tre+il partie
a a

[Jean, +NOM] [eel - INFL] €tte+[il, +NOM] partie
a a

Jean gets nominative Case via rule (3.32). Notice that the trace of the

SCL 1s transparent. It does not count as an element intervening between

INFL and oc for rule (3.32). (This is quite in accord with the normal

behavior of traces with respect to adjacency.) i~ gets nominative Case

in post-verbal position via the nominative Case transmission conventi.on

(3.36).

Consider next the fol~owing sentence:

(3.38) Est-il parti?
'Has he left?'

According to our analysis, the underlying structure of (3.38) is

approximately as in (3.39):

(3.39) [PRO] [i1 - INFL] etre parti.a a
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To derive (3.38) from (3.3Q), we must assume that Nominative l:ase

assignment can apply before SCL-Inversion, as follows:

(3.40) [PRO] [11 - INFL] ~tre parti.
a a

+Nominative Case assignment ~

[PRO] [(il,+NOM] INFL] ~tre partiea a

+SCL-Inversion ~

[PRO] [[e] - INFL] ~tre+[il,+NOM] parti.a a

This derived structure is allowed since PRO is neither c-governed nor

does it have Case. Notice, however, that in this derivation the rule

of Nominative Case assignment was a~lowed to apply before 5CL-Inversion,

in the opposite order than the one found in the derivation in (3.37) .
•

If SCL-Inversion were ~quired to apply before Case assignment in this

last derivation, I will assume that the output would be ruled out

4because PRO would be assigned Case. According to this analysis, then,

the rules of Nominative Case assignment and SCL-Inversion must be left

~nordered with respect to each other.

To summarize, this analysis claims that the distribution of SeL's

and full lexical NPs is a function of the nominative Case assignment

rule for French. Nominative Case is assigned to an element immediately

adjacent to INFL, or to an element which has the same a-index as another

c-commandlng nominative element in the same sentence. Such a proposal

accounts for the ungrammaticality of sentences like (3.26) and (3.33)

because the subject NP does not get Case. Sentences with complex

inversion are allowed because nominative Case can be transmitted down to

the clitic in those instances. This transmission of Case employs rather
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crucially the notion of an 'agreement' index, which we introduced in

order to describe the agreement process wh~ch is found to hold between

non-pronominal subjects and SeLls, when they both cooccur in a sentence~

It is necessary, therefore, to investigate this notion a bit more

carefully. In particular s' we might ask if these indices are reducible

to referential indices of the more familiar kind. To answer this question,

we must look at the referential properties of SCL's. We turn to this

issue next.

It is not hard to show that the relation which holds between two

elements which have the same a-index is in fact not at all the same

relation as the one involved in intended coreferentiality. To this

effect, Kayne writes: "The relation between the pl.-e-verbal NP and the

post-verbal subject pronoun is not the normal pronominalization

relationship" (Kayne (1972), p. 82; see also p. 101). This can be

seen clearly when we compare the possible antecedents which an SCL can

have in the complex inversion construction with those which can occur

in well-known cases of intended coreferentiality. For example, ~l way

have cela, ce que 5 as a-antecedents (=agreement antecedents; that is,

they both have the same a-index), but not as coreferential antecedents.

Consider in this respect the following sentences from Kayne 1(1972):

(3.41) a. Pourquoi cela est-il faux?
'Why is that false?'

b.
/

Pourquoi ce que je dis te deplalt-il?
'Why does what I say bother you?'

(3.42) a. *Cela
i

est faux parce qU'ili ne correspond pas a 1a v{rit:.

'That is false because it does not correspond to the truth.'
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b. *ee
i

qu'elle dit ne vous int~resse pas et iIi ne m'int{resse,

moi non plus.
'What she says does not interest you, and it does not interest
me either.'

NPs of the type eela, ce que 5 are not possible coreferents for the seL

11. The same is true of sentential NPs. Cf.:

(3.43)
,

a. Que Jacques ait d1t cela ne vallS interesse-t-il pas?
'Doesn't it interest you that Jacques has said that?'

b. *Que
i

Jacques ait dit cela ne vous int{resue surement pas,

et iIi ne m'int€resse pas, moi non plus.

'That Jacques has said that surely does not interest you,
and it does not interest me either.'

Similar contrasts can be found with rien and tout. Consider the following

sentences from Kayne (1972):

(3.44)

(3.45)

a. Pourquoi rien n'est-il tomb~?

'Why hasn't anything fallen?'

b. Depuis quand tout est-il en ordre?
~Since when is everything in order?'

a. *Rten
i

n'est tomb~ ?arce qu'il (n')~tait (pas) soutenu par

des clous.
'Nothing fell because it was held up by nails.'

b. *Tout
i

est en ordre aujourd'hui, mais demain iIi sera en

dlsordre.
'Everything is in order today, but tomorrow it will be a
mess. '

And certain idioms pattern the same way:

(3.46) a. 1 ~ ~ ,.., / "Pourquoi assistance a-t-el e ete pre tee a une personne si
m'chante?
'Why haa assistance been given to such an evil person?'
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~ ~ ". / "*Assistance
i

a ete pretee a cette personne-ci bien qu'elle
i

n'ait pas et6 pret~e ~ cel1e-la~
'Assistance was given to this person here, even if it was
not given to that person there.'

These sentences show that the relation which holds between an NP of a

certain type and the SCL with which that NP agrees within a sentence

cannot be considered identical to the relation which might be expected

to hold between that NP and a SeL in another S. The SeL's contained in

s's which do not contain the NP are not capable of coreferring back to

those NPs. On the other hand, some SeL's appear to be capable of

coreferring to an NP outside the S which imm~diately contains the SCL in

question. Ex.:

(3.47) Jean est malade parce qulil
i

a bu beaucoup trap de vine

'Jean is sick because he drank too much wine.'

Kayne noticed that those NPs which cannot be possible antecedents for

SCL's also cannot enter into coreference relations with full pronouns.

Cf. :

(3.48)
~ ~

a. *Cela
i

m'interesse parce que tu as parle de lui
i

,

'That interests me because you talked about it.'

b.

c.

d.

*Ce
i

qu'elle a dit, je pense souvent a lui
i

•

'What she said, I think about it often.'

*Que tu 90is malin n'int6resse personne; on ne pense plus
i

l lui
i

.

'That you are mischievous does not interest anybody; one
doesn't think about it anymore.'

*Toutiest tombl parce qu'elle slest appuyle sur lui
i

,

'Everything fell because she leaned on it.'
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5
For some reason which x-emains unclear to us, NPa of the type cela,

ce que S, [S], and ~, cannot be coreferential with lui. Assume we

state this by saying that these IWs cannot be coreferential with

[Pron~m1nal]NP' where [Pronominal] = Pronouns & PRO. Furthermore,

assume we never allow SeL's to enter into any coreferentiality relation~

seL's only appear to enter into such relations because when they are

present a PRO is also present, and PRO's are indeed allowed to enter into

such relations. In other words, the real structure of (3.47) is the

following, with the referential index On the PRO.

(3.49) Jean
i

est malade parce que PROi 11 a bu beaucoup de vin.

We can then reduce the ungrammaticality of the starred sentences in

(3.42)-{3~46) to the ungrammatical-ity of (3.48), whatever the Cduse of

those stars may be. Whatever is said to account for the ungrammaticality

of ~3.48} will suffice to exclude the ungrammatical sen~ences in (3.42)-

(3 -l6).

It is interesting to consider at this point how this result is

attained within the analysis of subject clitics offered in Kayne (1972).

Kayne realized clearly that there is "no reason to have subject clitics

involved in coreference relationships" (Kayne (1972)>> p. 101). The

analysis of subject clitics in Kayne (1972) involved positing a lexical

strong form in subject position which would ultimately be deleted if

there was a SCL. Corefe=ence relations could then be establish~d with

respect to this ultimately deleted pronoun. Such pronouns were deleted

by a special rule, STRONG FORM DELETION. Our solution constitutes but a

slight modification of this basic insight. Consider now the interaction
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between this deletion rule and the rule of Stylistic Inversion.

The rule of Stylistic Inversion moves a subject NP to post-verbal

position in wh questions and other instances. (See Kayne (1972), Kayne

and Pollock (1978), and Kayne (1979a) for further discussion.) For

example, it has applied in sentence (3.50):

(3.50) Quand partira ce gar~on?

'When will that boy leave?'

This rule cannot move a strong form to post-verbal position., Cf.:

(3.51) a. *Quand partira lui?

b.
, ~ ,

*C est Jean que preferes toi?

Kayne (1972) acco~.ts for this by stipulating the following extrinsic

order between Stylistic Inversion and Strong-Form deletion:

(3.52) 1) Strong-Form Deletion

2) Stylistic Inversion

Thus, by the time Stylistic Inversion gets a chance to apply, the strong

forms will have been deleted. (There is still the problem of why the

weak forms, which Kayne generates along with the ~trong forms and would

consequently be at this point represented as [0-SCL]NP' can't be

stylistically inverted; but see Kayne (197~, footnote 71 for a possible

solution to that problem.) It is impossible, then, to generate the

ungrammatical (3.51), since Strong-Form deletion will always bleed

Stylistic Inversion.

Within a more recent model of the organization of the grammar,
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however, there may be reasons tc doubt that the ordering given above in

(3.52) is the correct one. This is so fOI' two reasons. Kayne has

clai~~d repeatedly that Stylistic Inv~rsion should in fact not be

considered 'stylistic' in the sense of Chomsky & Lasnik (1977). Rather,

he has argued that it is best seen as an instance of the rule schema

'Move oct. (See Kayne &Pollock (1978), and especially Kayne (1979a).

The ordering given above would entail that some deletion rules apply

before 'Move Oft: " a claim which does not receive support from <-I. \.y other.

deletion process. In fact, if we follow Chomsky & Lasnik in claiming

that all deletion processps occur after S-structure, it would be

impossible to achieve the ordering mentioned in (3.52). Notice further

that in this case there is another reason to suppose that Strong Form

Deletion occurs after S-structure. Recall that it is the strong forms

which carry coreferential indices. If we want these represented in LF,

we will not want to erase them until after S-structure.

It appears, then, that within the model of the organization of the

grammar presented in Chomsky and Lasnik (1977)" it would be extremely

difficult to repeat the account given in Kayne (1972). It is clear, on

the other hand, that this difficulty stems from model-specific technical

details of that solution. Within a different framework, the basic

insight of that solution can be expressed just as well, although in a

slightly modified form. This is precisely what we claim to have done in

the account we gave above. Sin~e in our solution there is no deletion

rule involved at all -- instead, PRO is allowed under quite restrictive

conditions in some representations -- the problem does not arise at all.

Within the account presented above, SeL's never enter into
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coreference relations. Only pronouns in [NP t S] position enter into

coreference relations. Why should this be so? How can we express the

fact that SCL's nevar enter into coreference relations? In other words,

what is the difference between SeL's and other pronominals7 This

question is especially intriguing in view of the fact that we allowed

object clitics to enter directly into coreference relations. See

Chapter 1, section 3; especially footnote 29.

Let us assume that only elements which have a Q-role can enter into

coreference relations. This c1.aim is supported by the behavior of non-

thematic NPs with respect to pronominalization. Cf.:

(3.53) a. *Jim kicked the bucket
i

, and Peter picked it. up.
1

b. *Jtm kicked the bucket
i

and Peter kicked it
i

too.

These sentences are acceptable only if the string kick the bucket is not

interpreted idiomatically. They are impossible in the idiomatic

interpretation. Let us assume, as seems natural, that the idiomatic

interpretation 1s only possible if the NP the bucket is not assigned a

9-role. It clearly cannot be assigned the Q-role given to non-idiomatic

objects of the verb to kick, since it does not have that Q-role.

Assuming that only elements which have g~role8 can enter into coreference

relations, we can easily account for these facts in a straightforward

manner.

One way of expressing the fact that SCL's do not enter into

coreference relations, then, would be to claim that they do not have

9-roles. Instead, the NP subject position is assigned a Q-role (or,

alternatively, is marked as a Q-position). This approoch would
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distinguish subject clitics from object clitics in a natural way, given

that the latter do have Q-roles, as argued in Chapter 1. One way of

capturing this difference would be to say that there are two ways of

associa'cing a 9-role with an expression. One involves s-government.

All the complements s-governed by a verb receive a Q-role determined by

particular properties of that "lerb. An object clitic would then

naturally receive a 9-role, given that the strict subcategorization

feature is associated with the clitic. Subjects, on the other hand, are

not assigned Q-roles via government. (See Chapter 1, footnote 25.)

Assume instead that subject position, that is [NP,S], is marked as being

a thematic position. If this is the case, SCL's would then precisely

miss being assigned a Q-role. They are not s-governed by anything, nor

do they occupy [NP,S] position. Thus, they will not receive a e-role.
6

Not having a 9-role, they will not enter into relations of coreference

perhaps becaus~not having a Q-role, they will also lack referential

indices.

To conclude this section we will consider briefly the behavior of

one subject clitic which we have not discussed yet: ce. Ce is a

peculiar SeL in many ways. First, it has an extremely limited

distribution. It occurs primarily with the verb ~tre 'to be'. Consider

the following sentences from Kayne (1972):

(3.54) a. CI~tait vrai.
, I twas true.'

b. Ce n'est pas faux.
'It is not false.'

c. Ce sera Jean qui gagnera.
'It will be Jean who will win.'
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With most verbs it is not a possible subject:

(3.55) a. *Ce correspond tres bien a ce qulil a dit.
tIt corresponds very well with what she said.'

b. *Ce compte 6noruJment.
'It counts enormously.'

~ /
c. *C'evoque lea annees 30.

'It evokes the 30's.'

In these cases what is possible is ~:

(3.56) a. Ca correspond tres bien a ce qu'i1 a dit.

b. Ca compte {norm~mento

c. Ca 'voque les ann~es 30.

7
On the other hand, ~ cannot occur directly before ~tre:

(3.57) a. *Ca est faux.

c: ~ *Ca est un type intelligent.

~ is n0ver a clitic. It is not an SeL. It can also appeal' in object

position; cf. Je comprends~. It cannot appear in the position of an

object clitic; cf. *Je £a comprends. It is best d~scribed as a full NP.

Assuming ce to be an SCL introduced only before etre, and assuming ~

and ce to have exactly the same feature-bundle specification, excepting

category type, we can capture the distribution of ~/ce through the Avoid

Pronoun Principle. (See footnot~ 8.)

Another pecularity of ce is that it is never found in the complex

inversion construction. Ce never appears as the inverted element in that

construction. Cf.:
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(3.58) a. *Pourquoi cela est-ce faux?
'Why is that false~'

b. *En quoi ce qu'il dit est-ce insense?
'How is what he says s~~seless?'

c. *Pourquoi ce gar~on n'est-ce pas un bon ~leve?
'Why is that boy not a good student?'

But ce can undergo SCL-Inversion. Cf.:

(3.59) a. Est-ce vra1?
'Is it true? '

b. Est-ce "-a Paris que tu habites?
'Is it in Paris that you live?'

Given the analysis of SeL's presented above, we can account for these

f"eta as follows: Assume that ce does not have an a-index. This is a

special property of ~, which distinguishes this clitic from the other
...

SeL ,·s which we have been considering. The sentences in (3.58) will n01;v

be blocked either because ce will not receive Case in post-verbal

position, since it does nOl have an a-index through which it could

inherit Case from cela, etc., or because cela, etc. will not get Case,

as&umi~g that the nominative Case assignment rule does not 2ssign

nominative Case to ce b~fore it moves. The sentences in (3.59), on the

other hand, will be derivable by first assigning Case to ce and then

moving it to post-verbal position. They contain PRO's in pre-verbal NP

position, which need no~ in fact, must not -- get Case. (But see

footnote 4.) Thus, we have an account for the impossibility of ce in

the Complex Inversion construction.

The assumption that ce does not have an a-index, though qu.ite

stipulative, provides an account for another special property of ce.
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We saw above that verbal inflection always agrees with a~ SeL, if there is

Olle. There is one exception to this rule~ With ce, the verb may agree

with a post-verbal plural predicate nominal. (Cf. Kayne (1972), footnote,

56.) Conside~ the following examples:

(3.60) a. C'est tous des salauds.
'They are all bastards.'

b. Ce sont tous d~s salaud£.

Recall that we stated above that verbal inflection agrees with the closest

a-indexed nominative element. Sentences (3.60)a,b t then confirm our

assumption that ce does not carry an a-index. If it did, the verbal

inflection would always have to agree with it. Sentence (3.60)b would

then ~e impossible. (In particular, compare (3.60)b to (3.30»). (We

L'ust assume that in (3.60)a, the verbal inflection has simply ch,csen r.he

unmarked alternative: 3rd person singular.)

This conclude~ our analysis of French pronominal subjects. There

18 a lot here which deserves much more analysis than we have been able

to provide. Our intention is not to provide an exhaustive analysis of

these elements. Rather, we wanted to suggest some possible ways of

looking at subject clitics in the spirit of our analysis of object

c11t1cs in Cha~ter 1. The analysis of SCL presented above has interesting

consequences for the treatment of poat-verbal subjects in Frencll. As we

will see, it iorces us to adopt a rather different approach to that tupi~

than is us\:ally assumed. We turn to an examination of such issues next.

3.2. Pos t-Verbc;.'. Sl1bj ects in FrenclL

French does not normally allow subjects to appear in post-verbal
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position. However, there are at least three major constructions in

which this :l.s possible. One of them, which we have alr~ady discussed

above, involves the post-position of an SCL. A second one, which we

will call the 'presentative' construction, is exemplified by sentences

like 11 est arr1v~ trois gar£ons. And the third one occurs in cases

like Quand partira ce gar£on? In the first construction, the inverted

subject is an SCL. In the second and third, it is a full NP. The

second always contains an instance of the SCL 11; whereas the third one

never does. In this section, we will examine these three ~onstructions

in the light of the theory of subject eli tics presented in the preceding

section.

Post-verbal SeLls occur in yes/no questions, as in (3.61):

(3.61) Partira-t-il?
'Will he leave"!'

and in wh questions, as in (3.62):

(3.62) Quand part~ra-t-il?

'When will he leave?'

They do not occur in embedded sent~nces. The rule which places an sc~

in post-verbal position is apparently a root process, in the sense of

8Emonds (1976). Cf.:

(3.63) a. *Je ne sais pas quand partira-t-il?
'I don't know when he will leave?'

b. Je ne aais pas quand 11 partira?

The c11t1c is attached immediately to the right of the leftmost verb.

Cf. ~
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(3.64) A quelle
;

a. heure est-elle arrivee hier soir?
'At what time did she arrive last night?'

b. Que voulait-il manger?
'What did he want to eat?'

c. A qui donnera-t-il ce cadeau?
'To whom will he give that present?'

(3.65) ~ hier soir?a. *A quelle heure est arrivee-t-elle

b. *Que voulait manger-(t)-il?

c. *A qui donnera ce cadeau-(t)-il?

The rule which moves the SeL to post-verbal position must be

distinguished from the rule known as 'Stylistic Inversion', which moves

subject NPs to the right in sentences like (3.66):

(3.66) Quand partira ce gar~on1
'When will that boy leave?'

This is argued extensively in Kayne (1972), where it is sho~~ that there

are a number of properties which differentiate these two constructions.

We will mention some of these below.

Stylistic Inversion does not occur in yes/no questions. Cf.:

(3.67) *Partira ce gar~on?

'Will that boy leave?'

Stylistic Inversion does occur in embedded sentences. It is not

limited to root contexts. Cf.:

(3.68) Je ne sais pa~ quand partira ce gar~on.

'I don't know when that boy wi] leave.'

And Stylistic Inversl~n does not move the NP immediately to the
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right of the leftmost verb. The subject NP is moved to a different site.

Compare the following sentences with (3.64):

(3.69) a. A quelle heure est arrivle Marie hier soir?
'At what time did Mary arrive last night?'

b. Que voulait manger ce jeune homme?
'What did that young man want to eat?'

c. A qui donnera ce cadeau ton frere?
'To whom will your brother give that present?'

These facts and many other very convincing arguments are presented in

Kayne (1972) as evidence that "the inversion of subject NP [in instances

of Stylistic Inversion] and that of subject clitic must be described by

means of two distinct transformations" (Kayne (1972), p. 70). The

following rule is given there to account for SCL-Inversion:

(3.70) x
+Q

---? X
+Q

[NpY] V+SCL

Adopting the basic content of this rule, we will state it in a slightly

stmplified form compatible with our analysis of SeLls:

(3.71) x SCL V Y ~ X V+S CL Y

This statement of the rule will obviously overgenerate. In particular,

s1nc~ we have left the ~ element in (3.70) unstated, it will apply to

a 'declarative' structure. We would like to suggest that this should

be allowed. A convention which applies after S-structure (perhaps in LF)

. 9
will then interpret sentenc~s with a post-verbal clitic as [-declarative].

This rule is involved 1n producing sentences with simple inversion,

as in (3.61), and also c~ses of complex inversion. The other mechanisms
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involved in the generation of sentences with complex invelsion were

presented in the previous section. This concludes our discussion of

SCL-Inversion.

We c.lnsider next the case of pres~ntatives. An example is given

below:

(3.72) II est arrivl trois filles.
'There have arrived three girls.'

The 'logical' subject of this sentence is trois filles.

The traditional generative analysis of these sentences derives them

via a rightward movement rule, called NP-Extrap(osicion) in Kayne (1975).

This rule can be statad informally as follows: "Let us say that l\lt'-

Extrap moves an 1'lP from subject position to direct objec.t position [ ... lit

(Kayne (1975), \'>. 380). More recently it has been suggested tha~ Ittb.e

rightward movement of the subject NP in (2)[=(3.72)], (called NP-

Extrap(osition) in Kayne (1975», can, however, simply be considered

another instance of 'Move NP (to the right)'; there is no need for a

separate rule" (Kayne (1979a), pp. 710-711). The rule of 'lw1ove NP (to

the right)' itself might be further simplifi~d to 'Move 0< ' (see Kayne

(1?79a), footnote 2). A sentence like (3.72) would then be derived as

follows:

(3.73) a. [NPTro1s filles] 3tre arriv~.

+Move NP (to the right) ~

b. [NPe ] atre arriv~ [trois filles] .

+Il~Insertion, Cliticization, and Agreement ---)-

c. 11 est arriv6 trois filles.
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the rule of II-Insertion can be stated as follows:

(3.74) X NP V Y
+tens~

1 2 3 4 ~ 1 il 3 4

Within a movement analysis, this rule must be assumed to be part of the

transformational mapping between D-structure and S-structure. Its

principal effect is to nullify a potential violation of the Nominative

Island Condition of Chomsky (1978). Under the assumption that the il

is inserted in subject position, II-insertion removes the unwanted trace

which appears after NP-movement, as shown in (3.73)b,c. It is clear that

given the analysis of SeL's presented in the preceding section, this

analysis of presentat1ves is no longer available. But before we propose

a different account of this construction, we would like to point out two

of the properties associated with it.

As is well known, there is a definiteness restriction associated

with the presentative construction~ The post-verbal NP cannot be

[+definite]. Cf.:

(3.75) a. *11 est arrive Ie gar~on hier soir.
'There arrived the boy last night.'

b. *11 l'est arriv' hier sair.
'There arrived him last night.'

This is similar to the restriction found in existential sentences in

English. Cf.:

(3.76) a. There 'rlas a man in the bathtub.

b. *There was the man in the bathtub.
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In French, this definiteness restriction is shared by the i1 y a

construction, a3 pointed out in Kayne (1979a). Cf.:

(3.77) a. II}' a un livre sur la tableG
'Ther~ is a book on the table.'

b. *I1 yale livr~ sur 1a table.
'There is the book on the table.'

A second restriction concerns transitive structures. NP-Extrap does

not apply readily in transitive structures (see Kayne (1975), p. 330).

Cf.:

(3.78) a. *11 mangera cette tarte trois filles.
'There will eat this pie three girls.'

b. *11 manger~ trois filles cette tarte.

This makes NP-Extrap appear to be structu~e preserving, in the sense of

Emonds (1976). More recently, however, Kayne reports some occurrences

of NP-Extrap which do not appear to be structure preserving. (These

sentences are attributed to Heriau (1~76) in Kayne (1979a), p. 715). Cf.:

(3.79) a. 11 prend corps dans ce pays une grande esp~rance.

'There is taking shape in this country a great hope.'

b. II reste encore disponible un bon nombre de pla~es.

'There remain still available a good number of seats.'

c. 111 lui a tr~vers' l'esprit une id~e s1 extraordinaire que ...
'There crossed his mind such an extraordinary idea that ... '

We will return to these sentences below.

As mentioned above, the theory of subject clitics developed in

section 3.1. no longer admits of an analysis of the presentative

construction as involving rightward NP-movem~nt plus II-insertion. In
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our analysis subject clitics are never NPs. Thus, il-inse~ ~on would

never nullify the violation caused by the empty trace in subject

position. In our analysis, il is generated only under INFL. This would

constitute the first problem in trying to adopt this analysis within our

framework.

A further problem ar1~les when we consider the effect of the pres~nce

of the clitic on subject p0sition. Recall that given our analysis, if an

SCL is pr~5~nt, subject po~ition is not c-governed. Assume there is a

condition on traces which requires approximately the following:

(3.80) [Npe] must be c-governed.

(This ~~ondition is similar, though not identical, to the version of the

ECP offered in Chapter 1. The one in Chapter 1 involves s-governmentj

this one involves c-government. See Chapter 4 and the Conclusion for

further discussion.)

Support for this condition comes from a consideration of the

ungrammaticality of the follcwing sentences:

(3.81) a. *Quand 11 est parti Jean?
'When did Jean leave?'

b. *Quand est-11 parti Jean?

In these sentences, the rule of Stylistic Inversion has left a trace in

subject position. If we interpret the presence of an SCL as meaning

that this position is not c-governed, we can account for the

ungrammaticality of these sentences if we assume (3.80). Assuming this

is correct, we can no longer derive presentativas via NP-movement. The

trace wuuld violate (3~eO), given the presence of the subject clitic.
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Similarly, wh movement from [NP,S] position is not allowed if there is

a subject clitic. Cf.:

(3.82) a. *Qui 11 est aT~iv'?
'Who has a~rived?'

b. *Qui est-il ~rrivel

Consider in this light the following sentences mentioned above in

footnote 1:

(3.83) a. II semble etre fatigue.
'He seems to be tired.'

b. Tu sembles avoir trop dormi.

They appear to show that SeL's may undergo Raising. This would be

inconsistent with our analysis of SeLls, unless we want to complicate

the rule of Raising to include these elements. But this complication

would be ad hoc, and in fact, as we shall see, quite unnecessary_

The traditional analysis of these s~ntences would have the initial

structure of (3.83)a be something as in (3.84) (irrelevant details

omitted):

(3.&4) [el semble 11 ~tra fatigu6.

The i1 would then raise into the empty initial position, giving (3.83)a.

We must assume, on the other hand, that the clitic is generated in the

sentence in which it appears in surface structure, since we cannot have

it undergo Raising. We must assume, then, an initial structure as

follows:

(3.85) [e] [11- INFL] semble [ X ~tre fatigu'].
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We can ask, now, what is X? Assume X=PRO, and that this PRO wldergoes

Raising. If there 1s no clitic upstairs, the PRO will end up in an

illicit position. There must be an SeL to prevent INFL from c-governing

and assigning Case to the raised PRO. If the PRO does not raise, the

sentence will be out because the [el in subject position will not be in

a licit position. (It will not satisfy the requirements of the Binding

Conditions, and (3.80) will also rule it out.) If a PRO is generated in

subject position of sembler in place of X, the sentence will be out

because the PRO in initial position will lack a Q-role, assuming that

the [NP,S] position of sembler is not a Q-position. In short, within

our analysis a sentence like (3.83) is derived as follows:

(3.86) [e] [il - INFL] semble [PRO etre fatigue].

+Move,O< ~

PROi [il - INFLl semble [[eli etre fatigu~l.

This is the only derivation allowed. All other possibilities will be

ruled out by independent principles. Notice that the [e] in embedded

subject position is c-governed by sembler, thus satisfying (3.80). ,See

Chomsky (1979) for further discussion of government relations in Raising

constructions.) (This trace clearly does not satisfy the ECP as stated

in Chapter 1. See Chapter 4 for discussion.) Raising, then, provides

no support for the NP status of SeL's under this analysis.

Returning to our analysis of presentatives, it is clear that we

must assume that the post-verbal subj~ct in sentences like (3.72) is

generated in post-verbal position. This involves no increase in the

power of the base rules. It is perfectly compatible with our theoretical
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framework in which lexical insertion is optimally context-free. Under

this analysis, a sentence like (3.72) would have the following underlying

structure:

(3.87) [PRO [11 - INFL] [ etre arriv~ [trois gar~ons] ] ].

If the SeL is missing, PRO will receive Case and be c-governed, which is

not permitted. This will rule out the following ungrammatical sentence:

(3.88) /*Est arrive trois gar~ons.

The function of the 11 within this analysis, then, is to allow a null

PRO subject in these sentences.

There is empirical evidence which supports a base analysis of

presentatives over a movement analysis. (See Herschensohn (1979) for

several arguments to this effect. The solution presented there is

identical in spirit to the one developed here. Below we mention some

of the arguments given there, but not all.)

Not all intransitives particirate in the presentative constructi,)n.

Only a subset of them do. Intransitive verbs in French can be divided

roughly into two sets: those which take the auxiliary etre 'be' (like

arrive~ 'to arrive', £artir 'to leave', etc.) and those which take the

auxiliary avoir 'have' (like dormir, 'to sleep', sourir 'to smile',

parler 'to talk', etc.). Only tho~e which take ~tre are allowed in

10presentatives. This 1s clearly seen in the following contrast:

(3.89) 11 est
~

a. arrive trois gar~onSG

'There have arrived three boys. I

b. 11 est parti beaucoup de filles.
'There have left many girls. ,
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(3.90) a. *11 est/a dorm! trois gar~ons.

'There slept three boys.'

b. *11 est/a souri beaucoup de filles.
'There smiled many girls.'

This shows that this construction is cons~rained by lexical properties

of verbs. We agree with Herschensohn that it would be inappropriate to

restrict the rule of 'Move NP (to the right)' either by specifying the

lexical items which allow it in its Structural D~scription or by marking

the verbs which do not alloH it as rule exceptions in the lexicon. We

assume these solutions are disallowed on general theoretical grounds.

The first one because transformations such as 'Move NP (to the right)'

are not allowed to refer to lexical items in their SD's; they may refer

to constituents. The second one is undesirable insofar as rule

exception features are undesirable.

We propos~ to account for this restriction as follows. Assume that

verbs in the class of verbs of the arriver type do not have a thematic

[NP,S] position.!! In other words, for these verbs, [NP,S] is not a

9-posit1on. Instead, they assign a Q-role ~o an elem~nt in [NP,VP].

(See Chapter 4 for a further development of thiR idea with respect to

Spanish and Italian.) On the other hand, the class of dormir type

verbs does not assign a thematic role to an element in [NP,VP] position.

Rather, [NP,S] position is a 9-position for these verbs. The NPs in

post-verbal position in (3.90), then, would not receive a 8-role in that

position. The Q-Criterion discussed in the Introduction and Chapter 1

would then rule those sentences out~ Thia problem would not arise in

the case of (3.89). The NPs in post-verbal position are provided with

a 9-role by those verbs. Thus, the sentences are allowed. Our claim,
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then, is that the lexical difference between arriver-type verbs and

do~ir-type verbs is best expressed in terms of Q~positions~ We would

like to poin~ out that if we are on the right track about the

distribution of Q-positions in these two ~lasses of verbs~ this would

const~.tute still another problenl for the movement analysis. The Q-

Criterion allows movement only from a Q-position to a non-thematic

position. Other types of movement will violate the biuniquenecs of

e-assignment. (See Borer (1980) for a detailed exposition of the

ge~eral properties of the theory of g4~role assignment.) This would not

allow movement from the [NP,S] position of arriver (a non-Q-position) to

the (NP,VP] position of that verb (a Q-position).

This analysis, we would like to claim further, provides an insight

into why Kayne's rule of NP-Extrap, though generally structure-preserving-
..

in the sense of Emonds (1976) (see Kayne (1975), pp. 330-333), appears at

times to be non-structure-preserving. Let us assume thaL instead of

stipulating structure preservation, we maintain that it follows from

other independently motivated principles of the theory of grammar.

Consider in this light the examples in (3.79), which I repeat here for

convenience:

(3.91) ~

a. 11 prend corps dans ce pay::; une gratlde esperal1ce.•

b. II reste encore disponible un bon nombre de places.

c. 111 lui a travers~ l'esprit une idee 81 extraordinaire que ...

Assume these to be base-generated pretty much in the form given above

(minor details ignored). Notice that the element which occupies the

[NP,VP] position immediately to the right of the verb is never a thematic
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NP in these sentences. Prendre corps is really a lrozen expression, in

which corps does not count as a thematic object in the same sense as

une aspirine does in the sentence Jean a pris une aspirine. In fact,

when the object of prendre is thematic, the presentative construction

is no good. Cf.:

(3.92) *11 prendra une aspirine trois filles.
'There will take an aspirin 3 girls.'

The same considerations apply to (3.91)b,c. In fact, the last sentence

is particularly interesting in that the NP l'esprit is in fact more

thematic than corps is in (3.91)a. Consequently, the sentence is worse,

though better than (3.92). The difference might be attributed to the

fact that in the case of (3.91)c, the Q-role involved is one which may

be assigned independently of structure. 'Locative' may be considered a

sort of 'inherent' 9-role. Let us assume that verbs assign only one

(non-inherent) 9-role to complement_position. This Q-role would go to

une aspirine in (3.92) or to cette tarte in (3.78). The other NP, then,

would remain without a Q-role. Assuming that no other Q-role is assigned

to them through some other mechanism, the sentences will be ruled

ungrammatical by the g-Crit~rion. In an important sense, then, we are

deriving the Structure-Preserving Hypothesis. In fact, we do better.

We can account for those cases which previously had been attributed to

the SPH, but we can also account for the cases which have been put forth

12
as problematic for that hypothesis, namely (3.91).

We have been discussing the distribution of Q-roles in

presentatives. Consider once again, in the light of this discussion,

the structure (3.87), repeated here with Q-role specifications ohown:
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Noti~e that PRO does not have a Q-role, given that [NP,S] position in

this structure is not a Q-position. (We have indicated this with a

[-9].) Assuming PRO to be a referential expression, the Q-Criterion

would be violated. But this is only the case if in· fact this PRO is a

referential expression. The following sentences seem to indicate that

this PRO is not a referential expression.

(3.94) a. II est arr1v6 trois jolies filles hier soir; mais Pierre ne
~les a pas encore rencontrees.

'There arrived three pretty girls last night; but Peter
hasn't met them yet.'

b. *11 est arriv~ trois ;olies filles hier soir; mais Pierre ne- /l'a pas encore rencontre.

In (3.94)a, the pronoun les refers back to trois jolies filles. (The

sentence may be slightly questionable because we have a definite pronoun

\
referring back to an indefinite NP. The contrast between the a and the

~ sentence, however, is not affected by this. It is this contrast that

we are interested in.) In (3.94)b, the pronoun is singular. It cannot

refer back to trois jolies filles. But neither can it refer to the

singular PRO in subject position. This impossibility can be described

rather neatly if we assume that that PRO is not a referential expression.

It does not carry a Q-role. Recall our previous assumption that only

elements which carry a 9-role may enter into coreference relations. It

appears, then, that we are justified in assuming that the PRO in (3.93)

does not carry a 9-role.

We will claim, then, that (3.93) does not re1ult in a violation of
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the 9-Criterion because the PRO is not interpreted as a referential

quantifier. That is, we posit the following rule which applies to [-Q]

PRO' s:

(3.95) [PRO,-Q] ~ Ex (where Ex the existential quantifier)

This existential quantifier has scope over the rest of the sentence. It

must bind an elem~nt in the sentence; otherwise the structure is ruled

ungrammatical because it contains a quantifier which does not bind

anything. If we assume that this quantifier binds the phrase in [NP,VP]

position, we get an explanation for the definiteness restriction

discussed above. A definite NP in that position would conflict with the

existential quantifier. This is the reason why the sentenczs in (3.75)

are ungrammatical. A similar account can be given for the sentences in

(3.77), assuming that the subject position of sentences in the 11 y a

construction is also filled with a [-9] PRO. Furthermore, this analysis

can be extended to English, to account for (3.76)b. Notice that this

would involve inserting the there in place of a [PRO, -Q, +Case] after

S-structure, with the insertion probably accomplished by the rule given

13
in Chapter 4, section 2. Failure to insert there would result in a *

because the structure would contain a PRO in an illicit position. While

we do not intend this to be more than a suggestion for further study of

there sentences in English, we believe these ideas might provide a

fruitful avenue for research.

One obvious question for which a base analysis of presentatives

must provide an answer concerns the assignment of Case to the post-

verbal subjects. Given a structure as in (3.87), only the clitic gets
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How can we assign Case

to the post-verbal NP? Is a special mechanism needed? We would like to

suggest that we already have a way of assigning nominative Case to that

NP. If we assume that this NP has an ~-index, we can invoke convention

(3.36). Nominative Case would then be transmitted via the a-index from

the SCL. The SeL will get Case directly from INFL. This is preferable

to an analysis in which these NPs are assigned Case in post-verbal

position by some direct mechanism, insofar LJ we independently must

allow Case transmission via a-indices. This analysis would then predict

that an 11 is indispensable in the presentative construction. If the il

is not there, with its a-index, the NP in post-verbal position would not

get Case, and the sentence will be ruled out. (Notice that nothing has

to be said to make sure that the NP shares an a-index with the 11. If it

doesn't, the sentence will be blocked. If it does, the sentence will be

grammatical.) This analysis of Case assignment allows us to account for

an interesting contrast noted in Kayne (1979a). Consider the following

sentences:

(3.96) a. *11 pourrait arriveL des gar~ons [sans arriver des filles].
'There could arrive some boys without (there) arriving any
girls.'

b. II pourrait y avoir du pain [sans y avoir de l'eau].
'There could be some bread without (there) being water.'

The difference between these two sentences is that in one case, in (3.96)a,

the post-verbal NP in the embedded clause, des filles, is the subject of

the sentence, while in the other, in (3.96)b, de l'eau is the object of

avoir. As the object of a transitive verb, de l'eau will receive Case

by a-government from avoir. des filles, on the other hand, will not
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receive Case in such fashion. In fact, our analysis above states that

it will not receive Case unless there is an il in the same sentence.

Since it is found in an infinitival clause, there is no i1 from which ~t

car. inherit Case. 'J'hus, the sentence is ruled out by the Case filter.
14

fhis result would not be available in an analysis which does not link

the assignment of nominative Case to post-verbal subjects in

presentatives to the presence of 11 in those sentences. Our proposal,

in terms of Case transmission via an a-index, provides just such a

necessary link.

This concludes our examination of French presentatives. Although

we have undoubtedly left many questions without an adequate answer, we

feel that our basic hypothesis has enough interest to deserve careful

consideration. We turn now to an examination of Stylistic Inversion.

The third construction with post-verbal subjects in French which

we wish to discuss is exemplified in the following sentence:

(3.97) Quand partira ton ami?
'When will your friend leave?'

The rule responsible for deriving this sentence is stated as follows in

Kayne (1972):

(3.98) [s A (que) NP X 1 ~ [s A (que) X NP ]
+WH

More recently, Kayne and Pollock (1978) have offered a simpler version,

stated as in (3.99):

(3.99) NP X

1 2 ~ e 2 1
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The first two terms of the rule in (3.98) are missing in (3.99). This

leads to massive overgeneration, as expected. To control this, Kayne

and Pollock (1978) propose the following filter:

(3.100) Mark as ungrammatical any sentence containing an empty

subject position not immediately prec~ded by the trigger

, twa, +F} (que)'.

(+F is a feature which subjunctive clauses have in COI1P.) According to

rule (3.99), then, the structure of (3.97) is the following:

(3.101) [Quand [[e] partira (ton ami]]].

Kayne (l979a) claims repeatedly that rule (3.99), Stylistic Inversion, is

not a 'stylistic' rule, in the sense of Chomsky and Lasnik (1977).

Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) call a rule 'stylistic' if it applies after

S-structure. Saying that (3.99) is not stylistic in this sense means

that (3.99) applies before S-structure, perhaps as an instance of 'Move~'.

What arguments are there in favor of the non-stylistic character of

Stylistic Inversion? We will look at these next. Before we do so,

however, a word of caution is in order. It is important to keep in mind

that these arguments assume that rule (3.99) is operative in at least two

constructions: 1) 1n presentatives; and 2) in Stylistic Inversion. This

crucial assumption is not e~ceptable to us, given the analysis of

presentatives developed above. Therefore, those arguments which depend

on the application of (3.99) to presentatives to show that (3.99) is not

stylistic will necessarily lack all force within our account. What must

be shown is that there are applications of (3.99) involved in derivations
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of sentences like (3.97) which must be considered non-stylistic. We do

not know of any such arguments.

One way of showing that Stylistic Inversion is not stylistic would

be to show that it interacts with another rule which is clearly not

stylistic. For example, if it should feed a rule which we know cannot

be stylistic, we would have a very strong argument. One of the arguments

given in Kayne (1979a) is of this form. "The nonstylistic character of

French rightward NP movement is further indicated by the applicability of

Clitic Placement (Cl-Pl) to its output: [ .•• ] II (Kayne (1979a), p. 712).

Unfortunately, the example used to illustrate this point is a presentative .
•r

Cf. (Kayne's (5»:

(3.102) ~

II en est arrive trois.
'There arrived three of them.'

If we look in Kayne (1975), all of the examples of the application of

CI-Pl to the output of NP-Extrap are also presentatives (see Kayne (1975),

pp. 382-383). Given a base theory of presentatives, sentence (3.102) has

no bearing on the question of whether the rule which derives (3.97) is

stylistic or not. It is simply irrelevant to this issue. If we

consider instances of Stylistic Inversion which do not involve the

presentative construction t on the other hand, Cl-P 1 carlnot apply to the

output of that rule. Consider the following sentences:

(3.103) ""a. L'homme avec qui je craia que trois filles ant soupe
s'appelle Georges.
'The man with whom I think that three girls had dinner
is called G. I

b.
/

L'homme avec qui je crois qu'ont soupe trois filles
s'appel1e Georges.
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*L'homme avec qui je crois qu'en ont soupe trois s'appelle Georges.
'The man with whom I think that three of them had dinner is
called G.'

The sentences in (3.103) simply show that ,Stylistic Inversion can apply

to trois filles in this construction. In (3.104), I have replaced filles

by en, and cliticized it. The result is ungrammatical. If this instance

of Stylistic Inversion feeds CI-Pl, the wrong result would be obtained.

A second often-quoted argument in favor of the nonstylistic character

of Stylistic Inversion has to do with the fact that this rule feeds 11-

Insertion. But once again, II-Insertion is a rule involved in the

derivation of presentatives. It has no role in the derivation of

sentences like (3.97). In fact, it must not apply in the derivation of

(3.97), if we are to rule out the ungrammatical (3.105):

(3.105) *Quand il partira ton ami?

(See below for further comments.) Given the analysis of SCL's and

presentatives proposed ahove, this argument has no force.

On the other hand, claiming nonstylistic status for Stylistic

Inversion poses a number of problems, as we see it. One of them has

already been mentioned above. Given an analysis in which II-insertion

saves a structure from the Nominative Island Condition (or the ECP) ,

why is II-insertion not allowed in (3.l05)? Kayne (1972) provides an

account of why that sentence is out if the 11 is generated as part of

the NP which also contains ton ami. (The clitic could not be left

behind; consequently it would always get deleted in post-verbal

position.) But if we allow II-insertion independently as we must if we
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assume a movement analysis of presentatives, what is to prevent it in

(3.l05)? Notice that we cannot say that it is ordered before Stylistic

Inversion, because then we would run into trouble with presentatives.

We could split up the rule of Stylistic Inversion, and say that part of

it applies before II-insertion (that part which produces presentatives)

while the other one applies after II-insertion. But this comes very

close to our analysis. But no justification would be given for the

split. It would constitute a completely ad hoc move.

If II-insertion cannot be invoked to save structure (3.101) from

the NIC, or the ECP~ how is such a structure to be saved? This brings

us to the second problem caused by the assumption that Stylistic

Inversion is not stylistic. If this is the case, representations such

as (3.101) will enter the right-side (the LF) of the grammar. Under the

assumption that this side contains conditions which disallow the

appearance of an unbound trace in subject position, why is (3.101)

allowed?

Kayne (1980) suggests the following solution to this problem. He

proposes that there is a movement rule of LF ~lich moves a post-verbal

subject to a position c-commanding the trace in subject positio~. This

solution strikes us as unsatisfactory in at least two ways.

First, why is this rule limited to non-presentative instances of

Stylistic Inversion1 In other words, why are presentatives saved by !~

insertion while other instances of Stylistic Inversion are saved by this

movement rule1 Note that the following derivation should be quite

possible:



(3.106)
~

[[Trois gar~ons] ~tre arrive]

+Stylistic Inversion ~

[[eli ~tre arriv~ [trois gar~onsli]

+LF-Movemant ~

[[Trois gar~onsli [[eli ~tre arriv~ [e];]]
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This.derivation would produce the ungrammatical sentence:

(3.107)
/

*Est arrive trois gar~ons.

We might assume that filter (3.100) stars this sentence. But the same

result obtains even if we fill the CO~W with a wh element. Cf.:

*PourquoieSLparti trois gar~ons? In order to block the derivation in

(3.106), one must somehow restrict the application of the LF movement

rule to precisely those cases of Stylistic Inversion involved in the

derivation of non-presentatives. This appears to be a complication of

the analysis, instead of reflecting some property of the languFge.

Our second objection concerns the trace left by the LF movement

rule itself. We do not know enough about the output of Stylistic

Inversion in these constructions; therefore, our objection should best

be called a 'doubt'. It is not clear that the trace of the LF' movement

rule will itself not violate the ECP. If the output of Stylistic

Inversion is adjunction to VP, there is a chance that it will. In that

case, while solving a problem, the rule would create another one.

In light of these observations, we would like to suggest that

Stylistic Inversion is indeed stylistic~ It applies after S-structure.

We assume Kayne and Pollock's filter (3Q100), now stated on the left
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side of the grammar 0 It is hoped that this filter will follow from

other independently motivated principles, but unfortunately we have no

suggestions about this at this moment. As far as we can see, this

decision does not affect the main content of Kayne and Pollock (1978).

In other words, a stylistic Stylistic Inversion would still provide

strong support for a successive cyclic analysis of Wh-Movement, as

convincingly argued in that paper.

The decision to consider Stylistic Inversion a stylistic rule

requires that we consider condition (3.80) as part of the left side of

the grammar. This is so since it crucially restricts the application

of Stylistic Inversion to sentences without an SeL. Cf. (3.81).

Therefore, it must be ordered after Stylistic Inversion. This means it

m\!st'be part of 'the left side' (the phenology). For further discussion

of this~condition, see Chapter 4 and the Conclusion.
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FOOTNOTES: CHAPTER 3

1. One might consider the apparent possibility of Raising subject

clitics as evidence in favor of NP status of such forms. That subject

clitics can be raised might be argued on the basis of sentences like (i):

(i) a. II semble etre fatigul, n'est-ce pas?

b. Tu sembles avoir dormi trope

c. Je semble etre tree content, mais je ne Ie suis pas vraiment.

We will return to these sentences in the next ·sect~.on, where an analysis

which does not involve movement of the clitic will be presented.

2. As for the impossibility of traces in subject position 1.n these

sentences, see section 3.2.

3. This should not come as a surprise, in light of the comments on

agreement offered towards the end of the preceding chapter. We believe

it is possible to consider the agreement element in the verb as an

anaphor which seeks a nominative antecedent. See Chapter 4 for further

comments in this direction. Unfortunately, we are unable to pursue

this idea further here. See also Reuland (1979).

\

4. An alternative analysis, perhaps preferable to the one adopted in

the text, would involve allowing Case-marked PRO's, as long as they are

not c-governed. Given that there is an SCL, they wouldn't be c-governed.

This analysis would then be compatible with our assumptions regarding

empty subjects in Spanish and Italian. See Chapter 4, section 2. We

could then assign Case to the PRO via rule (3.32), and the il in post-

verbal position would get Case via convention (3.36). This analysis
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would not require that we allow free ordering of the rules Nominative

Case assignment and SCL-Inversion. We could assume that the order given

in (3.37) is the only one available.

5. It is suggested in Kayne (1972) that these NPs are not appropriate

antecedents because they lack a head noun, assuming that the rule

determining the possibility of coreference depends on the presence of a

lexical head noun. (See Kayne (1972), p. 101.) Although this might

work for cases like ce que S, or cela, it is not clear that it will work

for rien or assistance. We prefer to leave open the question of how to

best characteriz~ the ungrammaticality of (3.48).

6. Crucially, it can't be the case that they receive a Q-role simply

because they have the same a-index as a phrase which dues receive a 9-

role. In other words, ~-indices do not transmit Q-roles. This is

another sense, then, in which ~-indices differ from referential indices.

See Chapter 1 for further discussion of 9-role transmission via

referential indices.

7. It is possibl~ to find two types of counterexamples to this claim in

Gr~vi9se (1964). (See Gr~visse (1964), pp. 461-62.) One of them involves

the verbal forms ~, soit, and serait. Cf.:

(i) II faut que ~a soit vrai.

Ca sera magnifique.

~

Ca serait reuss!.

The other one involves the group tout £a. Cf.:

(ii) Tout ~a est s1 neuf.

We have no account for the acceptability of (1). (i1) may be related to
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the fact that ~ and ~ appear to alternate according to the Avoid

Pronoun Principle. ~ is used only when ce is impossible. Ce, bein2 an

seL, cannot be modified by tout. So ~ is allowed in that case.

8. For an interesting discussion which attempts to explain why this

rule is a root process, see Safir (1980). It is not entirely clear to

me whether that account is compatible with the analysis of SeL's

presented here or not.

9. This decision is supported by the fact that SCL-inversion occurs not

only in interrogatives but also i.n other non-declarative structures. See

Dubuisson & Goldsmith (1975).

10. This ~'ass includes all passives, since etre is always present in

passives. Cf.:

(i)
~ ~ /

II a ete mange beaucoup de pommes.

11. We must now assume that sentences like those in (i)

(i) Jean est partie

Marie est arriv~e.

Nous sommes arriv/s.

are derived from structures with post-verbal subjec~s, as in (ii):

(i1) [e] INFL etre parti [Jean].

+NP-Preposing ~

[Jean] est parti [e].

Movement would occur from a Q-position to a non-Q-position. The derived

structure satisfies all conditions.

Far from being a problem, such an analysis might yield an important
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insight into the choice of the auxiliary ~tre found in these structures.

12. h similar approach to English there sentences might provide

interesting results with regard to the following sentences pointed out

in Kayne (1979a).

(1) There reached his ear the sound of voices and laughter.

At this point, there hit the embankment a shell from our own lines.

There entered the room an indescribably malodorous breath of air.

There crossed her mind a most horrible thought.

We will not pur3ue this question here. See also in this connection

Stowell (1978).

13. Thus, we agree here with Stowell (1978), footnote 13. Our solution

to the Jefiniteness restriction in fact expresses a basic insight due to

Milsark (1974), also accepted in Stowell (1978).

14. Ka~Ae (1979a) presents a similar analysis (see page 713). He

interprets the contrast in (3.96) as evidence for a movement analysis of

presentatives. We find this argument unconvincing. The analysis

presented in the text will also account for the following pair of control

sentences found in Rouveret and Vergnaud (1978), 31so cited in Kayne

(1979a) :

(1) tei, 11 tombe rarement beaucoup de neige sans pleuvoir.
'Here, there falls rarely much snow without (it) raining.'

*Ici, 11 p1eut rarement·sans tomber beaucoup de neige.
'Here, it rains rarely without (there) falling much snow.'

Kayne pointd out that the Italian counterpart to (3.96)a is sharply

out. Cf.:

(11) *Potrebbero arrivare dei ragazzi [senza arrivare delle ragazze].
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So is the Spanish:

(iii) *Podr!an llegar los muchachos sin llegar las chicas.

This contrast is accounted for given the analysis of nominative Case

assignment in those languages presented in Chapter 4. Crucially, notice

that if the embedded infinitfves are tensed, both sentences become

grammatical. Cf.:

(iv) a. Potrebbero arrivare de! ragazzi senza che arrivino delle
ragazze.

b. Podr{an llegar (los) muchachos sin,que lleguen (las) chicas.
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CHAPTER 4: THE EMPTY CATEGORY PRINCIPLE

4.0. Introduction

The preceding chapters have centered around issues concerning the

distribution of PRO. We assumed tentatively, following ~homsky (1979),

that the following condition holds of PRO (but see below for a more

detailed discussion) :

(4.1) PRO cannot be governed.

This condition allows us to capture adequately the distribution of PRO,

we argued. This adequate characterization further allowed us to give

simple and explanatory accounts of many facts which before had required

more complicated mechanisms such as rule obligatoriness, rule ordering,

and special deletion rules, and to account for many other facts whi.ch had

not been considered before.

This element which we call PRO is in fact simply a phonologically

null pronoun. It is not the same as a trace. A trace does not contain

pronominal features. This distinction is crucial. Evidence for it was

given in Chapter 1, where it was shown that if PRO = trace, an adequate

analysis of the restrictions on extraction of doubled direct objects

would not be possibleo Given this distinction, we can inquire about the

conditions on traces. Some traces, the traces of NP-movement which are

not marked for Case, are anaphors for the Binding Tl1eory. However, not

all traces fall in this category. There is evidence that those traces

which are the result of movement from a position within S to a position

outside the S which immediately contains them -- as happens in cases of

Wh-MOvement, for example -- are not considered anaphors for the Binding
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Conditions. Rizzi (1978b) argues that traces of Wh-Movement are not

anaphors for the sse. Freidin & Lasnik (1979) extend this to the NIC.

It appears, then, that wh-traces are exempt from the Binding Conditions.

We can then ask: are there any general conditions on the distribution

of (wh) traces? Chomsky (1979) answers in the affirmative. The Empty

Category Principle is proposed as a condition on all traces. This

chapter consists of an examination of this condition.

The Empty Category Principle has been mentioned briefly in previous

chapters. The discussion in this chapter will be organized as follows.

I will first consider the original statement of this condition in Chomsky

(1979). I will consider the status of so-called 'empty' subjects in

Spanish and Italian, part~cularly in connection with other properties

such as: the option of having post-verbal subjects, violations of

Chomsky and Lasnik's *that ~ filter, and the lack of expletive particles

such as English it, and there. Extraction of subjects will be examined

next, paying careful attention to differences between English, Spanish,

and Italian. An alternative version of the Empty Category Principle will

be put forth, taking into account the material discussed above. This

alternative version will be stated in terms of the notion of

'identification', which will be defined appropriately. I will show that

this version is preferable to the Pisa version on methodological and

empirical grounds. I will conclude witn a consideration of the

consequences of this principle for other principles of the theory of

grammar, such as subjacency and recoverability of deletions.

4.1. The Plsa ECP

The original statement of the Empty Category Principle is as in (4.2):
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The notion 'proper government' is defined as follows:

(4.3) 0( properly governs (!J iff ex governs (3 , and

(1) etC is [+V, +N]; or

(i1) ~ is coindexed with ;S.

Configurations of proper governm~nt, then, are the ones shown below:

(4.4) a. V (el

b. N [e]

c. A [e]

d. P [el

e. NP
i [eli

Notice that for (4.4)e to be a configuration of proper government, the NP

must govern the trace. This is an extension of the original notion of

government, which restricted this relation to [+V, +N] elements of type 0

(i.e., V, N, A, P). (Cf. Chomsky (1979), Lecture 1, (13), (14)).

We will return to this point below.

Consider now how this condition captllres the ungranunaticality of

(4.5):

(4.5) ~~o did you say that t arrived late?

Re~all that the Binding Conditions do not apply to wh-traces. We cannot

rule out (4.5) via the Nominative Island Condition, or any translation of

that condition. We want to say that wh-traces are free from the effects

of such conditions, whether they are in subject position or not. So we
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This is where the ECP steps in.

a
The ~ in (4.5) is neither governed by a [±V, +N] t nor is it coindexed

with a governing NP, assumin~ the intermediate COMP has the following

structure:

(4.6)

Recall that 'government' requires minimal c-command. (See the

Introduction, and Chomsky (1979), (13)). The trace in COMP in

(4.6) would then not govern the ~ shown in (4.5). This t would not meet

the ECP, and the structure would be out. The extraction of an object, as

in (4.7)

(4. 7) What did you say that John wanted t?

does not encounter such problems. The ~ is governed by the verb wan~,

1thus meeting the requirement of proper government imposed by (4.2). The

familiar *that £ effect of Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) can now follow from

the ECP; at least, as far as English is concerned.

Consider in this respect the following two sentences:

(4.8) a. Chi hal detto che t ~ arrivato ieri?
'Who did you say arrived yesterday?'

b.
~ ,

Quien dijiste que llego ayer?
'Who did you say arrived yesterday?'

These two sentences show the well-known fact that Spanish and Italian

both "violate" the *that t filter. If this filter is to be derived from---
the ECP, as claimed above for English, this result must also be derj.ved.

(It clearly would not suffice to get only the effects of that filter in
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English. Recall that a filter based account had a good story to tell

about (4.8)a,b: it could invoke ~ deletion.) Chomsky (1979)

proposes to derive this result by saying that Italian (and presumably

Spanish, too) differ from English in the following way. The INFL(ection)

in these languages has the additional property that it can co-index the t

subject position. In English, this is impossible. This coindexing saves

these structures from the ECP. INFL would then govern subject position,

and be co-indexed with it. This would satisfy the ECP. Thus, we get an

account of this striking difference between English on the one hand) and

Spanish and Italian on the other.

One might say correctly, I think, that it was the ungrammaticality of

sentences like (4.5) which provided the main motivation for the discovery

of the Empty Category Principle. This showed that the theory of Binding

did not contain all the necessary and sufficient requirements which

traces must satisfy. Sentence (4.5) does not violate any principle of

the Binding conditions. But it is clearly ungrammatical. Its

ungrammaticality had to be attributed to some other yet-to-be discovered

property. The matter was complicated by the existence of languages in

which parallel sentences are grammatical, as seen in (4.8). This showed

that any attempt to rule out (4.5) by modifying the Binding Theory could

not be correct. For example, assume we say that (4.5) is ungrammatical

because of the effects of the Nominative Island Condition (see Chomsky

(1978», extending this condition to wh traces, which would still be

~une to the effects of the other component of Opacity, the sse. We

would then have to claim that the NrC, so defined, does not hold in

Spanish and Italian. But the NIC does appear to hold in both of these
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languages t if we ignore these facts and look elsewhere. For example, if

we look at extraction of subjects by Move NP out of tensed sentences, we

find the result ungrammatical.

(4.9) a. *Questi ragazzi sembrano che t sono stanchi.
'*These kids seem that are tired.'

b.
,

*Estos chicos parecen que t estan cansados.

Compare these to the grammatical (4.10):

(4.10) a. Quest1 ragazzi sembrano t essere stanchi.
'These kids seem to be tired.'

b. Estos chicos parecen t estar cansados.

In (4.9) the traces would be nominative anaphors. If nominative anaphors

are not allowed t their ungrammaticality would be explained. The NrC gives

good results here. In other respects t too, like disjoint reference, the

NIC holds in Italian and Spanish just like it does in English. It was

evidence like this that led to the assumptions underlying the ECP: that

is, that there is a condition which applies to all traces, regardless of

whether they are Case marked or not t and that that is the appropriate

place to state the difference between Spanish and Italian on the one hand,

and English on the other.

Given this motivation for the principle, one can then go on to ask

how it interacts with other processes in the grammar. This is precisely

what is done in Chomsky (1979). I would like to mention here some

of the problem areas which he singled out. The sentences given above

basically illustrate the interaction of the Empty Category Principle with

Wh-Movement. There are other extraction processes in the grammar, as is
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well-known; and an interesting question is whether their traces are also

checked by ECP or not. For example, does the ECP hold for extractions

via QR t an LF movement rule which interprets quantifiers? Evidence from

Spanish was presented in Chapter 1 to provide an affirmative answer to

this question. We might wonder, then, what happens in cases like the

following:

(4.11) Everyone expected that {some of thet talks would be too difficult.
l certain J

If wide scope interpretation is possible here -- as sometimes claimed

why don't we observe that ~ effects? And if wide scope is in fact

impossible here, due to the ECP, we can go on to ask what happens in

Spanish or Italian. They should differ. But it seems that in fact they

do not. How is this apparent contradiction to be solved?

Another problem put forth by Chomsky concerns focus. If we assume

that a sentence like (4.12)

(4.12) JOHN saw Bill.

gets interpreted as in (4.13)

(4.13) [The x such that x saw Bill] = ,John.

then we have to look at sentences in which an embedded subject is focussed,

as in (4.14):

(4.14) John said that BILL liked Mary.

This sentence would have the following LF representation:
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(4.15) [The x such that John said that x liked Mary] ~ Bill.

In other words, we get an instance of long extraction of a subject; the

kind of process we saw was not allowed with wh movement.

I mention these problems here because I would like to return to these

issues below. They are directly related to our claim (supporting Kayne's

2
statement) that the ECP holds at the level of Logical Fonn.

The problems mentjoned above are problems for any theory which claims

that something like the ECP holds at the level of LF. As we will see later

on, they are not specific to the formulation given in (4.2), or to the

auxiliary mecha~isms which go along with that formulation. I would like

to consider now some problems connected more closely to this particular

statemenc of the ECP.

To begin wi.th, It~ us consider in some detail the analysis of

sentences like those in (4.8). Their relevant structure would be as in

(4.16) below:

(4.16) a.

b.

[[COMPChiilhai detto[[[ti][che]] t i INFLi e arrivato ieri]]

/ , 3
[(COMPQuieni] dijiste (S[COMP[ti][que]] t i INFLi llego ayer]]

The ECP would be satisfied since the empty category in subject position

is properly governed by INFL, since both Spanish and Italian would have

the special property of co-indexing INFL with the subject (and assuming

that this INFL otherwise governs the subject).

Perlmutter (1971) pointed out that there appears to be an interesting

generalization to be made about languages which allow sentences like (4.8).

They all share the following property: they freely delete subject
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pronouns. Restated in the terms of Chomsky and Lasnik, the generalization

might read as follows:

(4.17) The *that ~ filter is valid for all languages that do not have

a rule of Pronoun Subject deletion, and only these.

If this generalization in fact holds, we would want an analysis of (4.16)

to reflect it. More generally, we want to be able to express the fact

that long movement of subjects is possible only in those languages which

freely drop their subject pronouns. Let us see how this is expressed in

the inflection coindexing hypothesisr.

Consider in this respect simple sentences as (4.18):

(4G18) a. Baila bien.
'He/she dances well.'

b. Anda muy ocupada.
'She is very busy.'

c. Estamos cansad{simos.
'We are very tired.'

d. Quiere poder ser millonaria.
'She wants to be able to be a millionaire.'

A co-indexing analysis would assign the following structures to these

sentences:

(4.19) a. [e]NP INFL
i

baila bien.
i

b. [e]NP INFL
i

anda muy ocupada.
1

c. [e]NP INFL! estamos cansad{simos.
i

d. [e]NP INFLi quiere [ PROiPoder [ PROiser millonaria].
1
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These structures are possible, one can claim, because Spanish has the

property of being able to index an empty subject with INFL. Fnglish, on

the other hand, lacks this property. Therefore, an empty NP in subject

position will violate the ECP. This is why English lacks empty subjects,

accoLding to this analysis.

It should be noted that the sentences in (4.18) have a precise, if

at times ambiguous, interpretation of their subject NP,. Thus (4.18)a

means either 'He dances well' or 'She dances well', but not 'We dance

well', etc. That is, its subject is clearly understood as 3rd person

singular. One might say that this is reflected in the verbal inflection.

Notice next that (4.18)b is understood as having a feminine subject NP.

It means only 'She is very busy (these days)', and it cannot mean anything

else. This is reflected in the feminine inflection on the adjective

ocupado/~. (4.18)c shows the same point for plurality. (4.l8)d is an

interesting case in that it shows that agreement must be able to be

transmitted through the PRO's involved in control structures. That

sentence is understood as having a feminine subject for the higher verb.

It cannot mean 'He wants to be able to be a millionaire' .

I 'dll assume that these properties are to be stated on the subject

NPs. This means that those subject NPs would have to contain features

for number, gender and person. But this would make them identical to

PRO's! And PRO's would not be allowed in those positions, since they are

governed positions. Therefore, one would have to assume a rule of PRO

deletion, perhaps as follows:

(4.20)
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ThiR rule would convert structures with PRO subjects into structures as

in (4.19). Notice further that this rule wo~ld have to be ordered after

the application (in LF) of the rules which determine control, but before

the principle which restri=ts PRO to ungoverned positions appliesv This

ordering is crucial. Notice also that the rule constitutes an addition

to the type of operations deletion rules can perform. In fact, Chomsky

and Lasnik state quite clearly that [e]NP is different from the result

of deletion. (See Chomsky & Lasnik (1977), p. 453.) Thus, this would

be a special type of deletion rule. Such a system is quite possible,

although it does contain some complications which one might try to avoid.

A much more serious problem to the coindexing hypothesis was

pointed out recently by Luigi Rizzi. It involves the behavior of the

quantifier nesauno. Spanish shows identical effects, with its

counterpart, ninguno. I will il1ustr~te Rizzi's point wi~h Spanish

examples.

Consider the following sentences llhich display the distribution of

ninguno in simple sentences in Spanish:

(4.21) a. No vina ninguno.
'No one came. I

b. *Vino ninguno.

c. Ninguno vino.
'No one came. I

d. *Ninguno no vino.

(4.22) a. No veo £ ninguno.
'I don't see anyone.'

b. *Veo a ninguno.

c. ?A ninguno veo.
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d. *A ninguno no veo.

The generalization is rather straightfo~]ard: a pre-verbal ninguno does

not tolerate a no attached to the verb; whereas a post-verbal ninguno

requires it. Let us assume that this is captured by a rule which deletes

the no if there is a pre-ve~bal ninguno. This is certainly true at the

descriptive level. (Perhaps these facts can also be made to follow from

the ECP, but I will leave that possibility open at this point.) Such a

rule might be stated as follows:

(4 .23) no --+ ,,/ ninguno __ X

In LF, the meaning of ninguno is combin~d with no to form -Ex; i.e.,

There is no x or It is not the case that there is an x. Thus, the LF of

(4.21)a,c would be:

(4.24) a. NEG (Ex) [x vinal

b. NEG (Ex) [vino xl

Following Rizzi (1980) and Kayne (1979), I will assume that: t.he no is in

effect a sort of 'scope mark.ert
'. That is, the rule which ;>l"eposes the

quantifier adjoins it to the sentence contdining the nu. Thj.s rule might

be stated tentatively as follows:

(4.25) Adjoin nin~uno to [s no .•• ]

Consider in this light the following sent~nce:

(4.26) No quiero que venga ninguno.
'I don't want anyone to come.'
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This s~ntence would have the following LF, according to (4G25):

(4.27) NEG (Ex) [quiero [que venga x]]

sentence.

Rizzi noticed that this was in fact a possible interpretation for that

But, consider now the following sentence:

(4.28) 4
No quiero que ninguno venga.
'I don't want that no one come.'

This sentence means something quite different. It cannot have the

following interpretation:

(4.29) *NEG (Ex) [qu1ero [que x venga]l

Rather, it receives the following interpretation:

(4.30) NEG [quiero [que NEG (Ex) (x venga]]].

This difference can be seen clearly if we follo~ both (4.26) and (4.28)

with th~ sentence: Quiero que venga alguien 'I want somebody to come' 0

Cf.:

(4.31)

(4.32)

No quiero que venga ninguno; quiero que venga alguien.
'I don't want anyone to come; I want someone to come.'

No quiero que nlnguno vengaj quiero que venga alguien.
'I don't want that no one come; I want someone to come.'

(4.31) is a contradiction. One is saying that one wants nobody to come

and then asserting the contrary. (4.32), on the other hand, is ok~ One

is saying that it is not one's wish that nobody show up; that in fact one

wants someone to show up.
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Rizzi (1980) aptly summa~izes these results by saying that the

following configuration is allowed:

(4.33) Operator
i

... [s que ••• V ••• t
i

... ]

where the situation depicted in (4.34) is excluded:

(4.34) *Operator
i

..• [S que t
i

VP]

This looks exactly like the that ~ filter in English. But this would be

allowed by the INFL co-indexing approach. Spanish and Italian should

allow the configuration in (4.34), since the ~ in subject position could

be co-indexed with INFL in those languages, according to the analysis

given for (4.16). In fact, what these sentences show is that the analysis

of long extraction of wh-elements via INFL co-indexing does not generalize

to at least one type of quantifier in these Innguages: ninguno/nessuno.

Assuming that we want to give an ECP account of these facts, we must

conclude that the co-indexing approach cannot be correct.

This is crucial data against the proposal that INFL co-indexes a

preverbal subject position in Italian and Spanish, and that this

co-indexing can satisfy (4.3)11 to qualify as 'proper government'. We

ean ask further if (4.3)1 is sufficient for the ECP. ld other words, are

there extractions from object position which meet (4.3)1 but which should

be ruled out by the ECP? I think there are at least two cases which would

support an affirmative answer to this question.

The first case has already been discussed in this work. It concerns

the extraction of clitic-doubled direct objects. Recall that in Chapter 1

we argued that they should be treated via the ECP. This was supported by
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the observation that many extraction processes appeared to be constrained

in the same way_ Consider now how the ECP as stated in (4.2)-(4.3) would

fare with one of those sentences:

(4.35) *A qu16n 1a viste t?
'Who did you see?'

We want to say that this sentence is ungrammatical because the trace in

it does not satisfy the Empty Category Principle. However, recall that

the following configuration

(4.36) _•• V [e] •••

1s indeed a conf~guration of proper government for the ECP as stated in

(4.2)-(4.3). Therefore, this trace would be properly governed on that

account. and the sentence woul~ be ruled grammatical. The account

presented in Chapter 1 tentatively assumed a slightly different version

of the ECP precisely in order to avoid this problem. We stated the ECP

as follows:

(4.37) [Npe] must be s-governed.

where ~-government was defined as the relation holding between a strict

subcategorizat1on feature and an NP. (I will return to this notion in

section 4.4.) The trace in (4.35) does not meet this version of the ECP,

since the doubled NP is not s-governed. the subcategorization feature on

the verb having been absorbed by the clitic. Thus we would get (4.35) to

be a violation of the ECP. In effect, the intuition behind this idea is

to say that an empty category requires a proper antecedent. A

subcategorization feature can count as such if it is linked to the trace
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co~~ectly. A category, on the other hand, is not enough. It is not

enough for an empty category to find itself 1n a particular structural

configuration with one member of the set of possible governors. A further

notion appears to be needed, one which crucially brings into play the idea

of an antecedent. (These ideas will be developed more precisely in section

4.4.)

Kayne (1979) prese~ts another case which might be interpreted as

pointing in the same dir~ction. He notes that there are certain

exp~essions 1n French which present subject/object asymmetries in their

distribution. NPs of the form de N... can appear only in certain negative

environments. Cf.:

(4 .38)
~

a. Jean n'a pas trouve de 1ivres.
'Jean didn't find books.'

b. *Jean a trouv'de livres.

These NPs cannot appear in subject position, as can be seen in (4.39):

(4.39) a. wDe livres n'ont pas lt~ trouv: par Jean.
'Books were not found by Jean.'

A tJ' 1b. *De gateaux ne me dep airaient pas.
'Cakes would not disgust me.'

This immediately suggests an ECP analysis. In fact, Kayne proposes such

an analysis, assuming (as was done in Kayne (1975» that those NPs have

th~ following structure: [NP[e] - de - N] this structure entirely

comparable to that of the phrase 'beaucoup de livres'. Then, (4.38)a

would differ from (4.39)a in that in one case the empty category would

be governed by V, while in the other it would not, as can be seen in

(4 .40) :
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(4.40) a. Jean n'a pas trouv{ [NP[e] - de - livres].

b.
/ , /

[NP [e] - de - livres] n'ont pas ete trouve par Jean.

Assuming t~1s empty category to be subject to the ECP, we get the desired

distinction between (4.40)a and (4.40)b. Consider now the fact that

(4.38)a.b differ in grammaticality as they do. An ECP account of this

difference would also be desirable. But it 1s not forthcoming if one

adopts the version of the ECP given in (4.2)-(4.3). The structure of the

ungrammatical (4.38)b is the following one:

(4.41) Jean a trouv~ [NP[e] - de - livres].

If we say that the empty element in (4.40)a is licit because it is

properly governed by the V, then why should it be illicit in (4.41)? Its

structural position is identical. This difference would remain mysterious

under such an account.

Assume instead that we incorporate into the ECP the notion of

'antecedent', as argued above for the case of clitic doubled NPs. We

might then say that this empty element requires an antecedent negative

element. (Kayne (1979) points out that other negative elements besides

~•••pa8 provide a context where these negative elements can appear, e.g.,

J!ma1s, tant.) If the antecedent 1s not there, the [e] is not licit, even

1f governed by the V. Notice the striking similarity with the clitic

doubling case. Basically what 1s common to both is that government by V

is not sufficient. Both cases require something extra: one a

subcategorization feature linked to it, and the other a negative element

5linked to it.

Let us summarize our discussion of the ECP as stated in (4.2)-(4.3).
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Rizzi's data showing the properties of nessuno, which we repeated here for

Spanish ninguno, show that the idea that co-indexing of pre-verbal

subjects with INFL is what allows Italian and Spanish to escape the 111

effects of ECP, when subject extraction is involved, cannot be correct.

Some other mechanism must be found to explain why Spanish and Italian

permit such long-movements while English does not. On the other hand,

data from Spanish concerning extraction from eli tic doubled positions and

data from French concerning certain NPs which contain empty elements

strongly suggest that lexical government alone is not sufficient for

'proper government'.

These empirical shortcomings of the ECP as stated in (4.2)-(4.3) are

accompanied by a certain theoretical awkwardness. Since its first

statement in Chomsky (1979), the ECP has always been considered as

being closely linked to the notion 'recoverability of deletion'. This

link is easily seen in the second clause of (4.3), the one' which mentions

co-indexing. But this is not true for the other case, proper government

via lexical government. Eere the connection is less explicit, more

obscure. One wonders then why the ECP has such disparate portions: why

one part specifies lexical government while the other one mentions

co-indexing. It's not clear why lexical government should be sufficient,

or how this relates to recoverability. The ECP as stated above is not
o

,

really a fully unified condition, neither technically nor conceptually.

In the next sections, I will consider these issues more closely. First

I wil!' examine empty subjects in Spanish and Italian. Then I will

consider extraction of subjects and objects. I will finally state a

different version of the ECP which will attempt to avoid these
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shortcomings, while integrating the insights found in the version

discussed above.

4.2. Null Subjects in Spanish and Italian

Spanish and Italian both have the following two related -- though

logically independent -- well-known propert:les:

(4.42) a. A pronominal subject is not normally phonologically spelled

out. This occurs only under emphasis.

b. Free inversion of a subject NP.

Insofar as these two properties appear to be related in a principled

fashion -- which indeed seems to be the case -- we want our analysis of

these two facts to tie them together. The analysis mentioned above

accomplished this in a strikingly simple and elegant way_ The basic

idea, which we retain valid, is due to Taraldsen. (See Taraldsen (1978).

His idea 1s that this has to do with agreement. The intuitive idea is

that one can drop the subject in these languages because there is overt

agreement. One implementation of this idea is to use co-indexing with

INFL. But we saw in the preceding section that this proposal runs into

several problems. I would like to suggest here that there is another way

of tmplementing this idea which avoids those problems.

Consider once again the sentences in (4.18), repeated here for

convenience:

(4.43) a. Baila bien.
'He/she dances well.'

b. Anda muy ocupada.
'She is very busy.'
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d.

Estamos cansad!simos.
'We are very tired.'

Quiere poder ser millonaria.
'She wants to be able to be a millionaire.'
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The optimal underlying representations for these senten~es would be

representations in which tha subjects expressed the understood pronominal

characteristics particular to each sentence. That is, representations as

1n (4.44):

(4.44) a. [PRO, 3s, +FEM] baila bien.

b. [PRO, 38, +FEM] anda muy ocupada.

c. [PRO, Ip, -FEM] estamos cansadisimos.

d. [PRO, 38, +FEM] quiere poder ser millonaria.

These representations would not be allowed if INFL in Spanish (and

Italian) governs the subject NP position. Let us assume, then, that INFL

in fact does not govern this position. This would allow PRO's in pre-

verbal subject position in Spanish and Italian, since these PRO's would

then not be governed. But, what reason is there to believe that INFL

does not govern subject position in these languages?

The most important reason, in fact, is the existence of sentences

like (4.43), an optimal analysis of which appears to require PRO in

subject position. But since these ar~ the sentences at issue, we might

try to find other considerations which make this analysis plausible.

One obvious consideration relates directly to Taraldsen's original idea.

In these two languages, INFL is directly expressed on the verb. That is,

it is really a feature of the V. An analysis which generated these

elements outside the VP (as in S ~NP INFL VP) would then have to
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attach the INFL to the verb via some process similar to English Affix

Hopping. Now, there 1s no evidence for such hcpping devices in Spanish

or Italian. Better still, there is no evidence that INFL is ever outside

the VP in these languages. The simplest analysis in this case would

consist of saying that INFL is generated as part of the verb, as in

[VSTEM + INFL]. If INFL is in fact found only in that position, it would

clearly not govern subject NP position, just like the V does not govern

that position. We would then have the option of having a PRO there,

which 1s the desired result.

English, on the other hand, does present some evidence for Affix

Hopping. For example, Tense is sometimes realized on a main verb, as

in (4.45):

(4.45) John walks too fast.

sometimes on a Modal, as in (4.46):

(4.46) John will walk too fast.

I will assume here some variant-of the standard analysis of the English

auxiliary system as presented 1n Chomsky (1957). The expansion of S in

English, then, would be something like the following:

English would lack null subjects, according to this account, b~cause

INFL governs the subject positio~. A PRO in that position would be

governed, and we assume that this is not allowed. (See below for the

6precise statement of this. )
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Notice that our proposal, though clearly in the spirit of

Taraldsen's idea, executes it just the opposite way. It claims that PRO

subjects are possible only when INFL does not govern the subject position.

If INFL 1s generated directly on the verb, where it is overtly expressed,

and if the verb does not govern subject position, this option becomes

possible. Within this analysis, the connection between overt inflection

and the possibility of null subjects is not very direct -- certainly less

so than in Taraldsen's original proposal. In fact, there are languages,

such as German and Dutch, which are a bit of an embarrassment for an

analysis which posits a very direct connection. These languages have at

least as much verbal inflection as Spanish; and yet they do not allow null

subjects. Given an analysis which correlates the possibility of null

subjects directly with the presence of a heavily inflected verb, we would

expect both of these languages to allow null subjects. But this is not

the case. Within the approach sketched above, on the other hand, the

correlation is not so direct. It is mediated through the position of

INFL. German and Dutch may differ from Spanish in that in those

languages INFL in fact does govern subject position. This would be the

case, for example, if the rule expanding S in those languages were:

S --. NP VP INFL. 7 Insofar as there is evidence in favor of such an

analysis, our claims concerning empty subjects are strengthened, not

embarrassed, by German and Dutch. The important point is that an

inflected verb does not always allow null subjects. It does so only if

INFL does not govern subject position. And this may vary among languages~

even among those in which the verb is heaVily inflected for person,

number, and gender.
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Consider now the distribution of lexical subject pronouns in

Spanish. It is well-known that subject pronouns are used in Spanish

only in special circumstances. It is instI'ucti'le in this respect to

consider what the traditional grammar of the Real Academia Espanola has

to say about subject pronouns. Cf.:

d ~ NLas des1nenc1as personales e la conjugacion espanola son tan
claras y vivaces que casi siempre hacen innecesario y redundante
el empleo del pronombre sujeto. [ •.. ] Sin embargo, el sujeto
pronominal se emplea correctamente en espa~ol pur motivos de
lnfasis expresivo, 0 para evitar alguna ambigUedad posible, seg~n

las circunstancias particulares de cada caso.

RAE, Esbozo de una nueva gra~tica ..., 8
p. 421 .

This clearly indicates that the distribution of subject pronouns is

guided by what could be considered "functionalH considerations. The

simplest thing to say about them would be to express the fact that they

appear only when it is impossible to leave them unpronounced. We have a

principle which essentially expresses this idea: the AVOID PRONOUN

PRINCIPLE mentioned in Chapter 1 and repeated here for convenience:

(4 .48) Avoid lexical pronoun if PRO is possible.

We found evidence for this principle. when considering object clitics. '~e

can invoke it once again here, since it expresses precisely the

generalization we want to capture. Notice, however, that this is

possible only in an analysis in which null subjects in Spanish are

treated as PRO's. It is only then that we can invoke principle (4.48).

~e fact that we can generalize a principle needed for independent cases

to cover these facts only 1f we assume the analysis put forth above

constitutes internal evidence in favor of this analysis.
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Our decision to consider INFL as non-governing subject position in

Spanish and Italian ~ediately raises one important question. Consider

the following simple sentences:

(4.49) a. El hermano de Mafalda se llama Guille.
'Mafalda's brother is called Guille.'

b. II suo fratello 81 chiama Gianni.
'His/her brother is called Gianni.'

These two sentences contain non-pronominal lexical pre-verbal subjects.

These NPs must be marked with Case, nominative Case, in order to meet

the Case filter. Recall that in "On Binding" nominative case was

assigned via government from Tense -- in our terms, Inflections --

approximately as follows:

(4.50) NP ~ [+Nominative] / if governed by INFL.

But we are claiming here that INFL does not govern the pre-verbal subject

position in Spanish or Italian. So we cannot invoke rule (4.50) to

assign nominative Case to the underlined phrases in (4.49). Instead we

must find an alternative method.

The need for an alternative method is highlighted by the fact that

in these two languages the Case bearing subject NP is not always found in

the same structural position. (See below for more details.) A structural

Case assignment rule does not appear to be the appropriate way to account

for this. Instead, we will assume a slightly different procedure.

The simplest procedure would be to let nominative Case be assigned

freely to a~ NP. If the NP 1n question already had a Case specification,

we will assume that the resulting configuration, [NP, +NOM, ~CASE], where
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[OCCaee] ~ +NOM, will be morphologically uninterpretable, and the sentence

would block because of this. (This is in the spirit of Vergnaud (1979),

where it is suggested that the Case filter is really a morphological

well-formedness condition.) We will then assume that this nominative

marked NP must agree in person and number with the inflec~Lonal element

on the verb. That is, suppose that there is a rule which states:

(4.51) A [+NOM,NP] must agree in person and number with the verb,.
otherwise *

(The directionality of this particular mechanism is misleading; it should

be ignored.) This two-step procedure for nominative Case assignment, free

assignment of Case plus filter (4.51), will give the desired results.

Notice crucially that subjects of infinitives will not pose a

problem. We know that Rubjects of infinitives do not (normally) receive

nominative Case. But our rule of free nominative Case assignment might

assign the subject of an infinitive this Case. This would be an

undesirable result if we did not have the means to declare it ungrammatical.

But in fact, (4.51) will rule it out, since there will be no agreement,

given the uninflected nature of infinitives in Spanish. (This account can

easily be extended to Portuguese, it seems to us. That language has

inflected infinitives; and those infinitives in fact can take nominative

subjects. See Rouveret (1979) and Zubizarreta (1980». Thus, we see

that even a brief consideration of infinitives in fact supports our theory

of nominative Case assignment for these languages. We conclude that

nominative Case assignment does not necessitate government of the pre-

verbal subject position from INFL in Spanish or Italian. We can maintain
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our analysis where tuat position is ungoverned, and claim tflat a PRO

appears there when this position is phonologically null.

Notice that this theory of nominative Case 'assignment' would allow

for nominative marked PRO's. This might seem to be some cause for

concern, but in fact nothing goes wrong if we allow this possibility.

Further, there are empirical advantages which can be derived from this

option. Notice that in a Left-Dislocation construction) an empty subject

in Spanish and Italian can act as a resumptive pronoun. Consider the

following sentences:

(4.52) a. Juan, dudo que compre esa casa.
'John, I doubt he will buy that house.'

b. Gianni, non credo proprio che possa comprare quella casa.
'Gianni, I really don't think he can buy that house.'

In these sentences, the null subjects of the embedded clause are

functioning as resumptive pronouns,. for the dislocated NP in topic

position. Within our analysis, those null subjects would be PRO's. If

PRO's can be allowed to function as resumptive pronouns, however, one

must somehow xestrict this option to PRO subjects of tensed sentences.

A PRO subject of an infinitive cannot function as a resumptive pronoun.

Cf. :

(4.53) a. *Juan, es impossible (PRO llegar a tiempo).

b. *Gianni, ~ tmpossibile (PRO arrivare in orario).

c. *John, it 1s impossible (PRO to get there on time).

These sentences cannot mean:

(4.54) It is impossible for John to get there on time.
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But there ia nothing wrong with this meaning. It simply appears to be the

case that a PRO subject of an infinitive cannot act as a resumptive

pronoun for Left-Dislocations. This is easily accounted for within our

analysis 1f we claim that ~esumpt1ve pronouns for such const~uctions must

9
be Case marked. The PRO's found in s~bj~ct position of infinitivnl

structures are never Case marked, even in our analysis,.' The PRO sulJjects of

tensed S's in Spanish and Italian, on the oth2r h~~d, have a Case feature.

This brings forth the correct distinction.

Since we are now allowing Case marked PRU's, we might ~onder what

exactly is the condition which restricts the distribution of this element.

This is an important question ~lhich we have been avoiding up to now.

Thus, we might as well bring it up here in a brief digression~

Let us begin by reviewing those positions in which PRO is allowed.

PRO 1s found as the subject of an infinitive, where it is not governed

by INFL, no~ is it Case marked. We h~ve also said that PRO is found j~

the position of the gap in a structure with a clitic: [[cliti~ + V]

••• ] • In th:J.s position, the PRO in fac t is c-governe·.,i. Tha t is, the verb

c-commands it. But it is not assigned Case. Case is assigned to the

clitic. So, in these two positions PRO is free of Case assigned by a

c-governin~ ~ategory. Finally, PRO is also allowed as subject of tensed

sentences in Spanish and Italian, and the1'e it is Case markeu,. but not

c-goveI~ed•

Consider now the positions in which we crucially want to disallow

PRO's. The first that comes to mind is subject position in English. We

do not want to allow for the possibility of a PRO subject in English.

But notice that precisely in that case PRO is c-governed by the element
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which would assign it Case. This is the crucial difference between

English, on the one hand, and Spanish and Italian on the other.

Let us then take advantage of this difference, and state the

condition on PRO as follows:

(4.55) *(PRO, +CA5E] if it is c-governed.

This will prevent pp~ in subject position in English while at the same

time allow f~ in all other cases which we have considered.

Returning to Spanish aDd Italian, consider next the following

sentences:

(4.56) a. Vino Juan
'Juan came.'

b. Lleg~ Maria ayer a las dace.
'Maria arrived yesterday at noon.'

We can now inquire as to their appropriate stru~ture. Our assumption is

that sentences like Vino, or E arrivato have the structure [PRO vino] and

[PRO e arrivato]. Where do the post-verbal NPs fit?

In Italian there is evidence from the cliticization of ne that

certain post-verbal s~bjects are structurally under VP. (For a detailed
I

discussion of the syntax of B£, see Belletti and Rizzi (1980), where

several arguments are given in favor of the structure to be proposed

below.) It 1s possible to cliticize a ne from a direct object NP. Cf.:

(4.58) a. Ho letta tre libri.
'I have read tl!~ee books.'

b. Ne ho letta tree
II have read three.'
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Similarly, some post-verbal subject positions allow ne cliticization. Cf.:

(4~59) a. Sona arr1vati tre ragazzi.
'Three kids have arrived.'

b. Ne sono arrivati tree
'Three have arrived.'

The class of verbs which allow this process has a number of other

interesting properties. (For ~ full discussion, see Burzio (1979,1980».

I will assume that the structure of (4.59) is basically as in (4.60)

(irrelevant details omitted):

(4.60) s
/".

NP VP
I ~

PRO V NP

6~
sana t re ragazzi

arrivati

A question concerning this structure immediately comes to mind: is this

representation basic or derived? That is, 1s (4.60) the outcome of the

PS rules, or 1s it derived via a transformational rule? Let us consider

both possibilities.

If (4.60) is a derived structure, it must have come from a structure

10
roughly as follows:

(4 .61) S

NP~VP
I ~

Tre V NP
ragazzi I I

sono e
arrivati
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(4.60) would be derived from (4.61) via a substitution transformation.

Notice, however, that the base already allows for structures as in (4.61).

We could therefo~e generate the subject in post-verbal position directly.

We would not have to extend the base rules to do this. Furthermore, we

can undermine one more instance of substitution. Optimally, we would

like to say that movement is always adjunction, and never substitution.

This is a welcome result, in that it limits the types of movement

operations. Instead of two types of movement, we can claim that there is

only one type: adjunction. Assume, then, that structure (4.60) is a

base-generated structure. I will further assume that in these cases the

post-verbal NP position is designated as a 9-position. The pre-verbal NP

is not a a-position. (See Borer (1980».

Is there any internal motivation for structures of this sore in

Spanish? There is none of the type found in Italian, since Spanish lacks

the clitic nee There is different evidence, concerning intonation, which

points to similar results. Consider the following two sentences, shown

with their standard intonational pattern.

a.(4 .62)

51 ---....
~

Vino Juan ayer de tarde.

----....,.j.rl-t ~
b. Vino ayer de tarde Juan.

The ~ sentence would be a base-generated structure in our analysis. It

has the typical 1ntonation pattern of a sentence in what might be called

~anonical word order. It patterns exactly like the following transitive

sentence:



(4.63)
~ ----.

Juan compro una casa ayer.
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(4.62)b, on the other hand, patterns like the following sentence:

(4.64)
------rl.-. •

~Compro una casa ayer Juan.

(4~.63) 1s clearly a base-generated structure, while (4.64) is clearly a

derived structure. (4.62)a patterns like (4.63), the base generated

structure. (4.62)b, on the other hand, patterns like (4.64), the derived

structure. We can capture these facts by assuming the following structures:

(4.65) a. S

NP VP

I ~
PRO V NP Adv

II~
vino Juan .ayer de

tarde

b. S

NP VP

pia vp~ NP

~
V NP Adv
ll~

vino e ayer de Juan
tarde

c. S

NP~VP
I ~

Juan V NP Adv

,I,~ I
compro una ayer

casa

d.

NP~VP
pia vp~ NP

~ I
V NP Adv Juan

IA I
.. campro una ayer

casa

The intonational break between 'tarde' and 'Juan' in (4.62)b and 'ayer'

and 'Juan' in (4.64) is due to the adjunction structure, we can say. The

basic structures, as in (4.65)a,c have the normal intonational pattern.

This brings us to adjunction structures. Consider the following
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sentences:

(4.66) a. Hanna parlato tre ragazzi.
'Three kids have talked.'

b. Llamaron todo el d[a los amigos de Ana.
'Ana's friends called all day long.'

If we test for ne cliticizat10n in Italian, the result is unacceptable. Cf.:

(4.67) *Ne hanno parlato tree

This can be accounted for if we assume an adjunction structure of the

following type:

(4 .68) s
~~

NP VP
I ~

PRO VP NP

hJno~
1 t

tre ragazzipar a 0

(See Belletti & Rizzi (1980) for an analysis of ne extraction which

considers this in detail.)

I will assume an identical structure for (4.66)b. This is confirmed

by the fact that this sentence has what we saw above was the typical

intonation for adjunction structures. There is a change in intonation

between 'dia' and 'los amigos ••• '.

There is one aspect of these structures which we have not discussed.

This concerns the PRO's in subject position. Recall that both Spanish

and Italian allow these PRO's there because INFL does not govern that

position. In the case of (4.65), we can simply assume that they are

generated as such. In the case of (4.68), however, we cannot assume that
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this is generated as such by the PS rules. Adjunction structures are not

produced by the base. Rather, this is the result of a movement rule. If

this is so, however, at some point in the derivation of (4.G8) there must

have been a structure ap~roximately as in (4.69):

(4.69) S

NP ---------- VP
j
e VP NP

hadno ~~
1 t tre ragazzipar a 0

This structure contains an improperly bound [NPe], on anybody's account.

I will assume that there is a rule of PRO insertion basic function of which

is to save this structure. We can state the rule as follows:

(4 • 70) ~ PRO

Notice that if this rule applies to an [e] anywhere but in an ungoverned

position, the result will be blocked by the principle which restricts

PRO's to ungoverned positions. This allows us to state it as generally

as in (4.70). We might even consid~r (4.70) the Spanish and Italian

analog of there and it insertion in English. We could say that the rule

is a universal rule, perhaps stated in a general fashion as follows:

(4 • 71) ~ pronominal

where pronominal • PRO + pronouns. The fact that Spanish and Italian

insert PRO where English inserts there can be considered to follow from

the Avoid Pronoun Principle. Once again, a PRO 1s found instead of a

phonologically filled pronoun. A pronoun is avoided because a PRO is
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permitted. English can't insert a PRO: it would violate (4.55).

Therefore, it inserts real pronouns which are free of this restriction.

This way our analysis relates the possibility of null subjects to the

lack of expletive there 1n these languages. This mechanism then gives

us structur~s like (4.68) from structures like (4.69).

These pre-verbal PRO's must be linked somehow to the post-verbal

subjects in those sentences. This linking is necessary to fill the

requirements of the 9-Cr1terion. Let us consider each case separately.

Recall that in structures as in (4.60) we are assuming that the

post-verbal position is a Q-position, while the pre-verbal one is not.

This means that the PRO in pre-verbal position is not assigned a a-role

automatically. However, since PRO's are R-expressions, the Q-Criterion

requires them to have a Q-role. Therefore, let us assume that the

linking is what provides this NP with a Q,-role, thus satisfying the

9-Criterion.

Adjunction structures, on th~ other hand, behave in quite the

opposite fashion. The pre-verbal NP 1s the 9-position. The post-verbal

position clearly cannot be a Q-pos1tion given that it is a derived

position, and we are assuming that only basic positions can be specified

as being 9-positions. (See Borer (IS80». The pre-verbal position,

then, receives a Q-role. If this position were not linked to the post

verbal NP, that NP would not rpceive a Q-role. Being an R-expression,

this would violate the requiremen~3 of the Q-Criterion. Therefore, this

NP must be linked to the pre-verbal PRO to receive a e-role.

We conclude that in both cases the linking is necessary in order to

satisfy the 9-Criter1on. We will assume that this link is done via
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co-superscripting. This is to avoid confusion with referential

co-indexing. Notice that in one case, the case of adjunction,

co-superscripting might be thought of as following from the movement

itself. In fact, we will suggest below that a moved category leaves a

co-superscripted trace. This device will serve for the linking required

in these cases. In those cases where no movement is involved, we can

assume that the PRO is generated with a superscript. If this superscript

is identical to the one on the post-verbal 'NP, it will be linked properly.

If it is not, the link will not be established and the sentence will be

out for the reasons mentioned above. Thus, no special mechanism appears

to be needed here either.

The 9-Criterion also allows us to rule out one undesirable -- but

still possible -- derivation. Consider the following application of

the subject post-posing adjunction rule.

(4.72) a. S b. S c. S

~ ~ ~
NP VP ~ NP VP ~ NP VP

I I I ~ I ~
J~n vino e W NP p~ VP NP

I 1 I ,
vino Juan vino J~n

If this derivation were allowed, (4.56)a would have two derivations. And

yet, there 1s no ambiguity to be expressed by these different structures.

Clearly, this extra structure is superfluous, and should be excluded

somehow. We can rule it out with the aid of the Q-Criterion. Recall

that Juan in (4.72)a is not in a Q-position because the pre-verbal

subject position is not a 9-position for a verb like venir:1 It therefore

does not receive a 9-role. Now, the adjoined position in (4.72)b is not
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a Q-posit1on either, so it will not receive a Q-role there, either.

Under this analysis, then, (4.72)c is out on two counts: PRO and Juan,

both R-expressions, do not have 9-roles. The Q-Criterion would then be

violated, and the structure is ruled out.

It should be mentioned that these 'double-subject' structures

as we might call them -- do not violate the Binding Theory. It might be

thought that they violate some principle of the Binding Theol~ because

some arguments are not free 1n their governing categories. But this is

a confusion which must be avoided. The notion 'free' means 'not

argument-bound'. The careful reader will note that in neither case is

this not satisfied. Thus, the Binding Theory is no~ violated by these

structures. (Recall in this connection the discussion of 'argumenthood'

in Chapter 3. Only elements in Q-positions are arguments.)

To summarize, we have proposed in this section that sentences with

null subjects in Spanish and Italian contain a PRO in pre-verbal

position. This PRO is allowed in that position because INFL does not

govern it. An alternative procedure for nominative Case assignment was

presented, in view of the fact that assignment via government 1s no

longer an open option. Post-verbal subjects were then examined. Some

of them are base-generated in their post-verbal position, while some of

them are moved there by an adjunction rule. In both cases they are co

superscripted with a PRO in subject position, this linking made

obligatory by the Q-Criterion.

4.3. Extraction of Subjects and Recoverability of Deletions

In the previous section we sketched a theory of null subjects in

Spanish and Italian. We would like to consider now extraction from
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those positions. To begin, we will examine the theory of extraction put

forth 1n "Filters and Control". Despite whatever shortcomings it can now

be shown to have, it is in fact a very successful theory in that it

accounted for many interesting correlations, and achieved a grouping of

properties which can be taken as a goal for any theory of these phenomena.

Consider once again, then, the following sentences:

(4.73) a. *Who did you say that t came?

b. Who did you say that you saw?

(4.74) a. ~Qui'n d1jiste que vino?
'Who did you ,say came?'

b. ~ Qu" dijiste que compr61
'What did you say he. brought?'

The analysis of these sentences given in "Filters and Control"

involves the following filter:

(4.75) *[ithat [Npe] ••• ], unless S or its trace is in the context

[NPNP _l.

Within this approach, both Italian and Spanish would escape the effects

of this filter via a deletion rule which would get rid of the offending

trace. This deletion rule, it was argued, was in fact a generalization

of the Subject Pronoun deletion rule to traces. Filter (4.75) provides

an account, then, of the correlation between long movement of a wh-element,

as in (4.74), and pronoun deletion. Notice that the deletion rule

required to do this ~ be considered tel be post-S-structure in accord

with Chomsky and Lasnik's hypothesis that all deletion rules apply after

S-structure. Assuming the filter to apply in the mapping from S-structure
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to Phonological Representation, it would be sufficient for the deletion

rule to apply prior to the filter. This is precisely the order stipulated

in the model of the organization of the grammar put forth in "Filters and

Control". This rule would then leave unaffected the pronouns in subject

position on the right-hand side, which would undergo semantic

interpretation.

•Consider next how such an approach would tie in the possibility of

empty subjects. Sentences with no apparent subject could be derived via

. Pronoun deletion. This would pose no problems. Sentences with post-

verbal subjects would involve a slight modification. Assume first that

all sentences with post-verbal subjects were derived via movement of the

subject NP to the right. The trace would then remain improperly bound.

We can then extend the deletion rule to erase this trace, too, as would

be natural. This means, however, that we have to assume that the deletIon

rule applies in the syntax, before S-structure. This is the case because

the problem which the deletion rule remedies is no longer only in the

filter component of the grammar, but now also concerns conditions which

hold in LF. Therefore, the offending traces also have to be erased to

escape those conditions. That 1s, if we assume that the structure

(4.76)

is ill-formed at the level of LF

is improperly bound, for example

because the trace in subject position

then we need to delete that trace

before this structure gets evaluated by whichever condition requires

proper bounding of eel's.

A very similar situation holds for sentences like the following:
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(4.77) [e] me parece [que Juan t1ene hambre].
'It seems to me that John is hungry.'

Assuming that the subject of these sentences is eith~r a trace or a base-

generated [el; we would have to delete these clements before S-structure,

to make sure that they will have no ill effectg in LF. The lack of

expletive elements like English it and there in subject deleting languages

would then also be accountable in this paradigm, provided we allow the .

deletion rule to operate in the syntax.

An interesting parallelism now emerges between two distinct solutions

to that ~ phenomena. Consider a solution which dispenses with the filter

(4.75), and instead aS$umes the following condition on nominative traces:

(4.78) [NP e] cannot be free in S.
nom

and also assumes the familiar doubly-filled COMP filter:

(4 •79)

Consider how the following sentence is ruled out.

(4.80) *Who does John think [[ t - that] t saw Bill].

Assume the trace in COMP properly binds the tr~ce in subject position.

This sentence is then ruled out by filter (4.79), where the t would have

to be analyzed as one of the possible choices for «. If the trace in

COMP deletes, the sentence is starred by (4.78), since the nominative

t~ace would then be free in S. If the that deletes, then the sentence

1s grammatical since (4.79) does not apply, and the nominative trace is

free. This solution -- very much in the spirit of D~ Pesetsky's analysis
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-- assumes that (4.78) is a condition on LFj and, once again, that the

trace deletion rule applies before S-structure. (For a detailed

exposition of this solution, see Chomsky (1979). It also

requires that the doubly-filled COMP filter be capable of analyzing a

trace. That is, one of its predicates must be satisfiable by a trace.

It is interesting to note that in the process of getting rid of one of

the few filters in Chomsky & Lasnik which made crucial use of a trace,

i.e., tne *tha.~.~ f~lter, one is forced by this solution to accept elicit

another filter, filter (4.79), can see traces. This solution can now be

seen to share 3 number of peculiarities with the original solution of

Chomsky &Lasnik. They both involve deletion before S-structure; and

they both involve allowine filters the power to analyze traces. The

solution proposed below will attempt to avoid these two irregular features.

In fact, if we consider the original motivation for placing deletions

after S-structure, we see that the analyses considered above el r
' 'rly went

against the spirit of that idea. The original motivation was to prevent

deletions from affecting LF in any way, "since deleted elements must

undergo semantic interpretation" (cf. Chomsky & Lasnik, p. 431). But all

the analyses mentioned above made crucial use of deletions in order to

affect some representation which otherwise would run afoul ill LF.

Suppose that this is not allowed in a grammar and consider in this

light the theory of deletions.

We can individuate at least four traditional types of deletion

processes. They are:

1) Deletion under identity over unbounded domains.

2) Deletion of designated elements: for, that, etc.
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3) Deletion of wh elements in COMP.

4) Deletion of [el in COMP.

Cases 1-3 all involve deletion of some lexical material. I will assume

that all instances of deletion under identity over unbounded domains are

to be analyzed as suggested in Chomaky (1977), i.e., as instances of

movement. Deletion of designated elements like that and for can be

avoided in favor of optional lexical insertion. We assume that when that

i~ not present, it simply has not been insected. Similarly for for.

Sectiun 4.5. will attempt to dispense wich deletion of wh elements in

CCMP. Let us say, then, that the only type ,of deletion rule left in

the grammar ~s deletion of [e] in CO~~. In fact, this can be regarded

as a kind of universal convention which simply says:

(4.81) [e] ~ 0 :In COMP.

This rule will be relegated to the mapping from S-structure to PRe It

12 \
~111 neve~ affect LF.

This reduction of the power of deletion rules in ~act trivj.alizes

the problem of recoverability of deletions, provided we can accomplish it,

of course. Better said, the substance of the condition of recoverability
I

of deletions would now be taken over by principles which restrict the

distribution of empty categories. Since deletion rules would be reduced

to (4.81), all deletions uculd be recoverable~ Looking at the same

point from a slightly different perspective we can say that there is

some theoretical redundancy in a system which has both free access to

empty elements and intricate deletion rules. In such a system, it is

natural to see if ana of them cannot be reduced to the 0ther. In the
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following section we will propose a condition on empty elements with this

goal very much in mind.

4.4. The Empty Category Principle Revisited

If we think of the Empty Category Principl~ as the condition which

is meant to characterize the notion 'recoverable [ell, we are then led

to ask of the ECP as stated at the beginni~g of this chapter why it is

that le~cal government should be ~~levant_ It will be instructive,

then, to reconsider the notion of 'government'_

In Chapter 1 we distinguished between two different kinds of

'government': s-government and c-government. Let us reconsider them

here one at a time. First, it is necessary to consider the basic notion

'government'. Let us start with the following definition:
•

(4.82) 0<. governs 13 iff:

(i) oC c-coDlDEi.ndc f3 ; and

(11) ~ ) or the first branching category dominating ~ ,

c-commands 0< • 13

For the following configuration, this general definition gives th€~

following government relations:

.! governs C,D,E; C governs B. D governs !,F ,G; E govel.-rls .Q._ ! governs

G and G gov·erns F. But, B does not govern F,G,; D,! do not govern!;
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and F, G do not govern DJ B. The 'government' relation, thus defined, is

a purely structural relation which holds between any two categories.

C-government is identical to government, except that it contains a

restriction on the domain of a. It can be stated as follows:

(4 .83) c< c-governs t3 iff:

(i) ex governs ~ ; and

(11) ex is a member of the sel; [V,N ,A,P, INFL l i. e. ,

0< is an X of type O.

Let's turn now to the ilotion 's-government'. Until noW' {~e have

characterized this notion informally by saying that it is the relation

which holds between a str1ct-subcategorization feature and the element

which 'fills' that feature. Let us assume now that this relation is

expressed in terms of co-superscripting. In other words, an NP which

satisfies a strict-subc3tegor1zation feature of a verb will have the

h b f
14

same superscript as t at au ~dtegorization eature.

Given these two noti~ns, a-government and c-government, consider

once again the ECP as stated towards the end of Chapter 1:

(4.84) [NPe] must b~ s-governed.

This ECP is clearly much too restrictive for the purposes which concern

us now. In particular, (4.84) would block all ~vement from subject

position, assuming as is traditionally done that subjects are not

subcategorized for. Subjects would then never be s-governed,

consequently blocking all extraction from that position. Thus, we will

abandon (4.84) for another condition which will make room for subject
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extraction.

Let us assume that movement leaves a superscripted trace, as

mentioned in section 4.2. (This may be in addition ~ a referential

index.) Thus, a moved category will automatically be superscripted

with its trace. We can now define the notion 'identification'.

(4.85) ~ identifies ,d iff

(1) oc governs tS ; and

(11) oC is co-superscripted with (3 •

Under this definition, an NP in COMP co-superscripted with a trace in

subject position identifies that tra~e. Also, a pre-verbal subject in

Spanish identifies a post-verbal subject (if they are co-superscripted,

of course). A subcategorization feature identifies an object NP which

fills that 6ubcategorization feature. The intuitive content of this

idea is to provide a notion of 'antecedent' which will hold for all

empty NPs, regardless of whether they are lexically governed (iee.,

governed by N,A,V,P) or not, and regardless of whether they are Case

marked or not; i.e. J anaphors or non·-anaphors. We want to say that all

[NPe] must be linked to something which identifies it. And this link

must ultimately hit a position which is c-governed. Let us then define

the notion 'proper identification' as follows:

(4.86) 4 is properly identified iff

(1) there is an tJIIC, such that 0(' identifies 13

(11) fi is c-governed •

and

We can now state the Empty Category Principle as follows:
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[NPe] must be properly identified.
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Notice that the notion of proper identification no longer contains a

disjunction. Consequently, the ECP does not contain a disjunction

either. Rather, the condition now requires two things of an empty

element: that it be in a particular configuration of c-government; and

that it be co-superscripted with an identifier. Let us illustrate how

it works in some siQple cases:

Consider first sentences like

(4.88) a. Who waated some chocolate cake?

b. What did John want?

Their structure is given in (4.89) (irrelevant details omitted):

(4.89) 8. S

COMP~S
I ~.

Who l NP~ INn ~VP

11 l~
e Past want some cake

b. S

COMP S

Wh~t1 NP~VP
J ~

John rv] NP

[:F.1 I
1 1

want e
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In both cases the trace is identified and c~governed; i.e., properly

identified. In (4.89)a, it is c-governed by INFL, and identified by

1who • In (4.89)b, it 1s c-governed by the V, and identified by the

feature +F1 in the verb. (Notice that this ~race ts~ identified by

the element in COMP. This element does not ~overn that trace, according

to the definition of government given in (4.82».

Consider now a standard violation of the that t filter:---

(4.90) *Who did you think ~hat t had arrived late?

Its structure would be approximately as in (4.91) (irrelevant details

omitted):

(4.91) s
~

COMP 5

wt!ol NP~vp
I I ~-

you Pres V S
I

think COMP S

~tNP~VP
Ill~
e Past have arrived late

First consider the trace in the embedded S. Does it meet the ECP? No,

it does not. It 1s c-governed by INFL. But it is not identified. The

trace in the lower COMP cannot identify it, since it does not govern it

because the c-command requirement on government is not met. The higher

trace does not govern it either; it is too far away. Thus, we get an

account of one case of that t effects without recourse either to the---
doubly filled COMP filter or to trace deletion rules.
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What about a sentence like:

(4.92) Who did you think had arrived late?

Its structure is roughly as in (4.93) (irrelevant details omitted):

(4.93) S

~
COMP S

~ol ~ ifP

ylu p~es· v~ S
I ~

think COMP S

!l NP~vp
'll~
e Past have arrived late

The lower trace, el , is c-governed by INFL and identified by ~l within

the embedded S. Thus this trace meets the ECP.

We can now ask what is the status of traces in COMP. There are two

possibilities. It might be the case that the ECP simply does not look at

them. Or, they could be subject to it. It appears that the second

position is correct, in a sense. In fact, on general grounds t~is seems

p~e£erable. Recall that the ECP applies to all traces inside S,

regardless of their argument/non-argument status. Thus, ~~ cannot say

that traces in COMP are immune to the ECP because they arE in non-argl~ent

position. This is not possible since we want to say that other elements

in non-argument position are subject to the ECP. For example, the traces

of some non-argument post-verbal subjects in Spanish and Italian are

subject to the ECP. (We will return to these below.) Also, tile traces

of clitic-doubled direct objects, which we have claimed to be non-arguments,
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are subject to the ECP. Therefore, the ECP must apply to all traces t

inGependently of their argument status. I will assume, then, that the

ECP in fact does apply to traces in COMP. Let us see how the trace in

COMP in (4.93) meets this condition.

I will assume that the category V can c-govern across an S boundary,

into COMPv (See Kayne (1979) for further arguments to this effect.) It

cannot govern across both an 5 and an S boundary) though. This 1s a

special property of.the category V, probably not shared by N, A, or P.

The trace in COMP in (4.93), then, is c-governed as required by the Eep.

Is it identified? Let us assume that a trace in COMP is identified

if it is co-superscripted with an identified trace. In other words, a

trace in COMP inherits its identification from the trace it is co

superscripted with. This means that traces in COMP do not need to be

identified in the same way in which traces in S do. This is in fact a

natural claim, since traces in COMP are all always reducible, in a

senset to a trace in S. A trace in COMP means nothing if it is not

associated with a trace in S. If the trace in S is correctly identified,

we will say that the trace in COMP is, too. Notice that this is in fact

true. The trace of a subject in COMP does not need to be identified in

the same way in which the trace of that subject in S does. Consider the

following sentence:

(4.94) Who do you think that Sally said would arrive late.

It has the following structure:
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s

CO
Whol you think "'S"

~
t 1 that Sally said ~

co~s
12~
tlf~

e1 would arrive late

There are two traces in COMP, and one in subject ~osition in this sentence.

All the traces in COMP are c-governed the one in COMPI by think, the

one in COHP2 by said. The trace in S, [Npe] is c-governed by INFL. This

1trace is identified by .! • in COHP2 • And all traces fn COMP are

identified by virtue of being co-superscripted with [NPe). Notice

1 Icrucially that the.! in COMP2 is~ c-commanded by the!. in COMPI' but

this does not seem to be a problem. We claim it is not a problem simply

because it is incorrect to impose the same identification requirement on

all traces. Those in COMP inherit their identification from the lo~er

trace. This is what allows them to meet this Bub-part of the ECP.

Consider now a case of extraction from object position:

(4.96) 1 1What did John say [[t - that] he wanted to buy t ]

First consider the trace in object position. It is c-governed by ~y,

and identified by the subcategorization feature of that verb. This tr~ce

then meets the requ1rement~ of the ECP, as stated in (4.87). The reader

can check that the trace in COMP is no problem here eithero
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In other words, what this analysis claims is that object extraction

does not show that ~ phenomena because the presence or absence of a that

in COMP does not affect the identification of the trace inside the

sentence. Those traces are identified by the subcategorization feature.

Extraction from subject position, on the other hand, crucially requires

appropriate c-command from the closest COMP. If the COMP contains a that,

this condition is not met and the sentence is ruled out. Notice that the

1
~ in S in (4.96) 1s in fact not c-commanded by the trace in COMP. This

would be fatal 1f it was a case of subject extraction. But it is ok

because of the role of the subcategorization feature. In fact, this

account can be seen as an attempt to make sense of the impor~ance played

by lexical government (government by V,N,A,P) in the original formulation

of the ECP.

Let us turn now to the facts in Spanish and Italian. We saw earlier

that these two languages violate the that! filter. Consider once again

(4.8)a,b, repeated here for convenience:

(4.97) a. Chi hal detto che ~ arrivato ieri?
'Who did you say arrived yesterday?'

. ~ ,
b. 4Quien dijiste que llego ayer?

The analysis given before involved extraction out of pre-verbal subject

position for these sentences, just like in English. However; given the

way we have stated the ECP in (4.87), this is no longer an option. That

position is not c-governed in these languages; and, it would not be

identified from COMP, either (since the che/que is non-deletable). Thus,

an analysis of these sentences involving extraction from pre-verbal

position would fail the ECP on two counts.
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Consider instead what the results would be if extraction occured

from post-verbal position, as argued ini.tially in Rizzi (1979). The

structure of (4.97)b would be approximately as follows (irrelevant

details omitted):

(4.98)

The trace in the lower S, after lles6, is c-governed by that verb, and it

1 15
is identified by the PRO in pre-verbal subject position. Thus, it

meets the ECP. The result is clear: extraction from post-ver~al

position is possible precisely because the pre-verbal position PRO can

function as an identifier. Put otherwise, in these languages a pre-

verbal subject PRO is to a post-verbal subject trace what a

subcategorization feature is to an object trace. This is the reason why

that ~ violations exist in these languages. Notice that this analysis

connects the legitimacy of English (4.96) with that of Spanish (4.98).

Both allow a que in CO~ because the trace next to it is not needed to,

identify the trace left inside the S. Both have alternative methods of

identification: one by a subcategorization feature, and one by an empty

subject.

Consider now the nessuno/ninguno facts. A pre-verbal ninguno will

be unextractable. Thus, the interpretation shown in (4.99)b for

sentence (4.99)a will not be available.

(4.99) a. No qu1ero que ninguno venga.

b. NEG (Ex) [quiero [que [ x venga]].

The x in the embedded sentence will not meet the ECP. If the ninguno
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is extraced from post-verbal position, on the other hand, its trace will

meet the ECP, as desired. Thus, the quantifier facts discussed in

section 1 al)ove fall nicely into place. This analysis does not encoWlter

the problems faced by the other because we do not consider INFL to be an

identifier of a pre-verbal subject trace 1n Spanish or Italian. Rather,

it is the pre-verbal subject PRO itself which identifies the post-verbal

trace, and we know that extraction can only occu~ from post-verbal

16
position.

Notice finally that the clitic doubling facts mentioned in Chapter 1

also receive an adequate ECP analysis. One of the requirements of this

condition, we are saying, is identj.f1cation. In those cases, the traces

would not be identified, sinc~ the clitic 15 absorbing identification.

This is why the sentences are ungrammaticat.

That 1. phenomena follow in this analysis from the particular status

of subjects 1n English, which can only be identified by a proper

antecedent in COMP. Romance languages like Spanish and Italian have an

alternative method of identification, which makes extraction of subjects

in those languages more akin to extraction of objects in English.

One well-known subject/object asymmetry in English was noted in

Chomsky (1973). Consider the following paradigm:

(4.100) a. John knows who saw what.

b • *Jann knows wha t who saw.

c. Who saw what?

d. *What did who see?

These examples indicate that Wh-MOvement cannot move a wh phrase over a
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wh subjecc. Notice, however, that wh-movement of a wh-phrase P is

permitted if P is contained in the predic&te phrase; that is, iu post-

verbal position. Cf.:

(4.101) a. John remembers where Bill bought which book.

b. John remembers to whom Bill gave which book.

c. Where did you buy which book?

d. To whom did you give which book?

Chomsky suggests that these facts can be accounted for if we assume

the following stipulation, known as the Superiority Condition:

(4.102) No rule can involve X,Y in the structure

• • •X • •• [... Z • • •-WYZ ] •••

where the rule applies ambiguously to Z and Y, and Z is
superior to Y- (Cf. Chomsky (1973), p. 246.)

The predicate 'is superior to' is defined as follows:

(4.103) A is superior to B 1f every major category dominating

MMC(A) dominates MMC(B) as well but not conversely, where

MMC(X) is the minimal major category dominating X (X

itself, 1f X 1s a major category). '(Cf. Chomsky (1973),
foot~ote 27, p. 246.)

More recently, Chomsky (class lectures, 1979) has suggested that

the Superiority Condition may in fact be an ECP effect. This is a very

plausible suggestion considering the nature of the asymmetry captured

by the Superiority Condition. I would like to show that in fact it is

possible to derive this stipulation from the ECP. This way of looking
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at things makes interesting ccoss-linguistic predictio'ns which appear to

be borne out, as we will soon see.

The sentences given in (4.100) show clearly that wh subjects must be

extracted by Wh-MOvement 1f the sentLtiCe contains other wh elements which

can also undergo the rule. Objects, on the other hand, may remaiq in

place. Consider what happens to wh elements which are not moved by Wh-

movement. We have assumed that they are interpreted by a later rule,

which applies in LF, and preposes the wh-element to give a Quantifier •..

variable type representation. Let us assume furthe= that this rule in

fact adjoins the wh element to S. In other words, a wh element moved by

this rule will not properly identify its trace inside the sentence. If

the trace 1s in subject position, the sentence will be ruled out by the

ECP. If tha trace is in object position, it will be properly identifi.ed

by the subcategorization feature on the verb. Thus, this rule will not

adversely affect extraction out of object position, but will be fatal

for extraction out of subject position.

Consider what tlie structures of (4.100)c,d would be in more detail:

(4.104) 8. S

~-
What S

(J)~5, ~
who1 NP INFL VP

I , ~
t 1 Past rVJ NP

tF~ I

, 2
see t

b. S
/~

Whol S

co~s
I

what2 NP INFL VP
I I ~,

t 1 Past rvJ NP

tF~ I
I 2

see t

The two traces in (4.104)a meet the ECP. This is not the cap with the



traces in (4.104)b.
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1
The trace in subject position, ~ , does not meet the

ECP because it is not identified. Thus, we get an ECP violation precisely

in the case which constitutes a Superiority violation.

Thia approach to the Superiority Condition makes a very strong

cross-linguistic prediction. It predicts that languages like Spanish and

Italian should b~have differently with respect to Superiority. If our

account of extraction of subject NPs in Spanish as involving extractio~ of

a post-verbal subject is correct, then the LF rule which extracts wh

elements left in place by Wh move~ut should not affect them adversely.

The facts confirm this prediction. Consider the following Spanish

sentences:

(~,~l05)
", ,

a. ~Quien compro que?
'Who bought what7'

b.

c.

d.

. , ,
~Que compro quien?
'What did who b~y?'

, ,
Juan sabe que dijo quien.
'Juan knows what who said.'

, ~ 17
Juan sabe quien dijo que.
'Juan knows who said what. i

These sentences are grammatical in Spanish because they do not violate the

ECP, even after the LF rule extracts those wh elements which have been

left in place by Wh-Movement. This is clearly seen if we consider the

struct~r~s of these sentences at the point of application of the ECP.

Cf. (onlv (4.l05)a~b will be shown):



(4.106) a. s
~

Qu&Z s

CO~S
t' 1 ~quien NP VP

pial VP~NP
~ f

fvl NP t 1

[j-FlJ I
I., 2

compro t
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b. S

~l -Quien S

CO~S
"2 ~que NP VP

I ~
PROl VP NP
~ I

G~~ iP

t

1

t ~ 2compro t

In both cases the traces are all pr~perly identified. The ECP is never

violated. Notice that this provides internal motivation for the post-

verbal extraction analysis. If subject extraction in Spanish and

Italian were identical to subject extraction in English, these results

could not be achieved. We would have to say that Superiority is violated
. 18

in those languages. An ECP account avoids this apparent complication.

We can summarize the results of this section as follows. A re'vised

ECP. stated as in (4.87), provides an explanatory account of the

unrrammatica11ty of sentences which violate the that ~ filter in English.

The same condition also accounts for the grammaticality of similar
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sentences in Spanish and Italian. An examination of some facts normally

analyzed in terms of the Superiority Condition of Chomsky (1973) provides

further evidence in favor of ths ~CP as stated here. In fact, we can

dispense with the Superiority Condition altogether in favor of an ECP

analysis of those facts. Such an analysis ma.kes interesting cross-

linguistic predictions which we have seen to be borne out by the facts~

4.5. On PRO Movement

In section 4.3. we discussed the possibility of the ECP taking over

the basic content of the condition of recoverability of deletions, at

least for NPs. We suggested that deletion rules could be reduced to a

bare minimum, or perhaps even excluded altogether. One of the rule types

which we must consider concerns the deletion of wh elements in COMP.

Such deletions have been suggested to account for a number of properties

of constructions which behave as though Wh Movement were invol'Jed and

yet show no ~h element in COMP. One of those constructions, for example,

is Topica11zation. An example of this construction is given below:

(4 .107) MOney, I really don't think she needs.

In Chapter 1, section 7, we suggested briefly that the~e cases involved

movement of a PRO instead of movement of a phonologically filled wh

element followed by deletion. According to this idea, a sentence llke

(4.107) would in fact have approximately the following $tructure:

(4.108)
i i.J

[TOpMoney][_[PRO ][1 really do not think [_[t ][she needs tk]}ll.
S S

In this section I would like to consider this idea in more detail. In

particular, I will investigate its interaction with the ECP. I will
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argue that a generalization of this idea to other constructions allows us

to dispense with many unneeded complications which arise ~~1 the model

1~volving movement + deletion. Furthermore. if PRO movement is a

feasible alternative, we will have eliminated one more instance of

deletion of a lexical NP. We might then consider the possibility that

there is never any deletion of lexical material.

Let us begin by reviewing some of the constructions which have been

analyzed as involving wh-movement + deletion in COMP in Chomsky (1977).

Some of them are:

a) Topicalizations (illustrated above)

b) Clefts, as in

(4.109) It was this book that I asked Bill to read.

c) Tough-Movement, as in

(4.110) John is easy to please.

d) Comparatives, as in

(4.111) John is taller than Mary is.

In these cases, a deletion analysis must stipulate that the wh element

must delete in CO~. If deletion fails to apply, the sentenc~s are not

grammatical. Cf.:

(4.112)

(4.113)

(4.114)

*MOney, which I really don't think they need.

*It was this book 'Jhich (that) I asked Bill to read.

*Mary is taller than what Bill is.
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«4.114) may be grammatical in some dialects.) Given a PRO movement

analysis of these constructions, we don't need to say anything about

deletion, since there would be no deletion. Notice, furthermore, that

we don't have to say anything about forcing movement, either. If the

PRO is not moved out of its original position, the sentence will be ruled

out because PRO will be in an unacceptable position. It would be case-

marked and c-g~verned, against (4.55). If PRO is moved, it ends up in a

position which is not c~governed. It will be case-marked, but not

c-governed. Therefore, (4.55) will not rule the sentence out.

If we want to reanalyze all instances of movement plus deletion as

involving PRO movement, we have to consider cases like the following:

(4.115) a. the books I just bought are all rather boring.

b. the books that will interest you are hidden away.

(4.115)a presents no problem. We assume that a PRO is moved from direct

object position of the relative clause to the COMP governed by the NP hea~.

(4.11S)b 1s interesting because it is, in a sense, a "violation" of the

that ~ filter (cf. (4.75) above). Recall that this filter has an unless

condition. This proviso was included precisely to allow for sentences

like (4.1lS)b, in which a that is followed by a t~ace. How can we

accommodate these sentences within our analysis.

I will assume, basically following an insight of D. Pesetsky, that

a special rule plays a role in this construction. It has the following

effect:

(4.116) i
[ [that+Pro] ].
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That is, this rule restructures a COMP which contains a PRO and a that,

turning it into a non-branching structure and adding the feature [+pronoun]

to the that. This is meant as a way to capture the intuition that these

that's are in fact slightly different from the complementizer that. They

appear to function more as inanimate pronouns. (Compare to (4.l15)b a

sentence like ??the man that arrived late, which is not supposed to be

allowed.) We might account for this restriction by stipulating that rule

(4.116) only applies 1£ the PRO is specified as inanimate, assuming

[+ animate] to be a syntactic feature. Crucial to this rule is the

presence of PRO in COMP. If PRO is not there, it will not apply. For

instance, it fails to apply if there is a trace in COMP, even if this is

the trace of a PRO, as can be seen in the following example:

(4.117) *A book that John said that would please you just arrived today.

(4.117) has the following structure:

(4.118) [[A book] [[PROi - that] [John said [t
i

- that][t
i

would please

you] ] ]] •••

The trace in the most embedded S, t 1 does not satisfy the ECP. It is- ,
1not identified by the ~ in COMP, since that trace does not govern it,

and the PRO is too far away. Notice that even if rule (4.116) does

apply in this sentence, the sentence will be excluded. This is due to

the difference between PRO and trace. Rule (4.116) requires the presence

of a PRO in COMP, while in the lower COMP of (4.118) there is only a

trace.

Rule (4.116) is a local rule. It says nothing abcut the context in
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which the entire CO~~ is found. Consider in this respect the following

sentence:

(4.119) A book arrived today that might interest you.

Its structure is approximately as in (4.120) (irrelevant details omitted):

(4.120) i iA book arrived today [[PRO - that][t might interest you]].

Rule (4.116) can apply in this structure, and the result is a grammatical

sentence. That is, this analysis yields precisely the ~esults of the

unless condition on the that t filter. Nothing has to be said to

accommodate those cases; at least, nothing more than what must be said

to accommodate (4.11S)b.

The cases discussed above recall an interesting restriction found in

restrictive relative clauses in Spanish. Consider the following sentences:

(4.121) a. la mujer que vinc •••
'the woman who came ••. '

b. 1a mujer que vimos .••
'the woman who(m) we saw•.. '

c. *1a mujer quien vino •••

d. 1a mujer a quien vimos ••.

e. *1a mujer que regalaron un libra ...

f. 1a mujer a quien regalaron un libro .••
'the woman to whom they gave a book ... •

These sentences show that a subject can only be relativized by que. a

direct object, either by que or a guien, and an indirect object only by

a quien. How are these restrictions to be captured in a gra~mar?

I will assume that que is not a relative pronoun, but rather the
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complementizer que. (This is argued for French in Kayne (1974). The

relative pronoun in those cases is phonologically null. In a deletion

analysis one would move a real [-wh] relative pronoun into COMP, and

th~n delete it. Deletion would have to be made obligatory if the

relativized element is a subject; it would be optional if the element is

a direct object; and otherwise it would be impossible. (We will return

to this impossibility below, in connection with English.)

We will assume instead that a PRO is moved in all those cases where

only que appears. The p:",radigm in (4 .121) will now follow from the

Avoid Pronoun Principle. Notice that when a subject is being relativized,

a PRO can always be substitl1ted for a [-wh] pronoun'. Thus, it is always

possible to avoid the pronoun in favor of PRO. This is what makes (4.121)c

ur,acceptable: it constitutes a violation of the Avoid Pronoun Principle,

What about direct objects? A PRO is certainly possible, as long as an a

~as not been inserted. If the a is there, a PRO is ~o longer possible

(*[a PRO] is not a well-formed configuration.) Therefore, in this case
\

it 1s not possible to substitute a PRO for a pronoun, if the a has been

chosen. Thus, we get both options: either the bare ~RO, or a + relative

pronoun. With indirect objects only a pronoun is possible, since the P

would always c-govern and assign Case to the PRO; and here the P cannot

be stranded or otherwise avoided in any way (there are no prepositionless

indirect objects in Spanish). Thus, we get the obligatoriness of a

relative pronoun with a 'preposition which must always be present; the

optionality in the case of direct objects, and obligatori.ness of PRO with

subjects, all from the Avoid Pronoun Principle. Notice that this account

is only possible if we assume that PRO is moved; and not if we assume wh
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movement plus deletion. Why should deletion be sensitive to what appears

to be precisely the Avoid Pronoun Principle? This would remain unexplained

in a deletion analysis. It follows naturally in a PRO movement analysis.

It is interesting to note that this analysis provides precisely the

correct results for Italian, too. Italian has. according to traditional

grammars, two common "relative pronouns": che and cui. l9 We will

consider one of.them to be the complementizer che, while the other one is

in fact a relative pronoun. Che 1s invariable and it is never used with

prepositions. It is used for subjects and direct objects, as can be seen

below:

(4.122)
,

a. II signore che parla e italiano.
'Tne gentleman who is speaking is Italian.'

~. La signorina che abbiamo incontrato ~ una studentessa.
'The young woman we met is a student.'

Crucially, cui cannot be used in these cases:

(4.123) a. *11 signore cui parla e Italiano.

b. *La signorina cui abbiamo incontrato ~ una studentessa.

On the other hand, cui is used only after a preposition. Ex.:

(4.124) a. Questa ~ la eignorina di cui ti ho parlato.
'This is the young woman about whom I talked to you.'

b. La casa in cui sana arrivato ~ malta vecchia.
'The house in which I have arrived is very old.'

In these cases, we cannot use che. Cf.:

(4.125) a.
,

*Questa e 1a signora che ti ho parlato.

b. *La casa che sono arrivato ~ malta vecchia.
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These facts follow directly from our assumptions. Whenever we have ~he,

we assume that PRO movement has occured. Since in these cases PRO is

possible, the Avoid Pronoun Principle forces us to take this option .

.After a preposition, on the other hand, PRO is not possible; hence cui

20
is used.

These facts immediately bring to mind a familiar constraint which

must be imposed on deletion of wh elements in COMP in order to prevent

deletions of NPs.inside PPs, which would yield ungrammatical results:

(4.126) a. the man with whom Mary was talking ...

b. *the man with Mary was talking ...

Chomsky & Lasnik (1977, p. 446) attribute this contrast to the A/A

21
Principle. We can attribute it in a straightforward manlier to the

impossibility of PRO inside a PP; i.e., *[pp P PRO], by (4.55).

Examples like (4.126)b are mirrored by cases like the following:

(4.127) a. With whom did Mary say she wanted to go to the movies?

b. *Who(m) did Mary say with she wanted to go to the movies?

c. Who did Mary say she wanted to go to the movies; with?

These examples. show that even if a preposition may be strancied in its

original position, it can never be stranded in COMP. These cases cannot

involve PRO's, since there 1s a wh element present, although not next to

the P 111 (4.12 7)b, c. We have to ask, then, what is it tha t. permits P

stranding in one case but not in the other. In other wordH, these

examples are related to the more general qtlestion of preposition stranuillg

to which we turn next, to conclude this section.
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There is a large literature on preposition stranding within slightly

different frameworks of the REST. (See van Riemsdijk (1978), Weinberg &

Hornstein (1918), Baltin (1978), Kayne (1980) and sources cited there.) Our

aim is not to review all the literature on this.:subject. Rather, we wish to

consider briefly, and quite inconclusively, how euen facts may be

accounted for with the aid of the ECP as stated above.

Preposition stranding is a rather common phenomenon in English. But

this does not appear to be the case in other languages. It is nowhere

22attested in the Romance languages, for example. One can find instances

of preposition stranding in Dutch, but the process seems to be rather

different than what is found in EIlglish. (See van Riemsdijk (19~8)).

And even in English preposition stranding is not free. There are rather

23
heavy restrictions on which prepositions can be stranded by which rules.

We will interpret this to mean that the phenomenon, though well-entrenched

in English, deserves special attention fro~ the point of view of Universal

Grammar. We will take the lack of preposi~ion stranding to be the norm

among languages of the world, and its presence will be taken as

'surprising' or 'exceptional'.

Consider first the following well-known cases:

(4.128) a. Who were you talking about?

b • About whom were you talking?

(4.129) a. John saw Mary's car near that bar.

b • *Whicll bar did John see Mary's car near?

c. Near which bar did John see Mary's car?

It is possible to strand the preposition in (4.128), but not in (4.129).
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Let us assume, following Weinberg & Hornstein (1978), that there are two

nodes from which a post-verbal PP may haIlg: Sand VP. (See Dresh~r

(1978), cited in Weinberg & Hornstein (1978). The PP in (4.128)a hangs

from VP. The PP in (4.129)b hangs from s. The generalization which

seems to hold about these cases is that it is possible to strand a

preposition if only it is in a VP PP. pp's which hang from S cannot

contain stranded prepositions. Assuming this to be a correct

generalization, we might wonder why this should be so. First let us

consider the case of S PP's.

Consider what happens to the trace of an NP moved out of an S PP

with respect to the ECP as stated above. The relevant structure would

be approximately as in (4.130):

(4.130) S

COMP~S
Ji A

pp

~.
P NP~

1
e

The trace is c-governed by P, but it is not identified, a~suming that

P's de not identify their complements. Crucially, notice that the

element in COMP does not identify the NP trace inside the PP, beeause

it does not govern it, according to the defilJition of governwent given

in (4.82) above. Thus, this trace will not meet the ECP. Consequently,

the sentence will be ruled out. More generally, any sentence in which

an S PP contains a stranded preposition will be ruled out by the ECP as

stated above. This is a desirable result insofar as the generalization
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expressed above is true. Thus, we get an explanation for why stranding

from an S PP is never allowed. (Notice that we can dispense with

Weinberg &Hornstein's *obligue trace f~lter.) The impossibility of

(4.129)b now follows from the ECP. Notice that the ECP as stated above

says nothing about movement of the whole P? T~us, (4.129)c is allowed.

What about VP PP's1 If S PP's do not allow stranding because the

identification requirement of the ECP 1s not met, Why should VP PP's

allow it? Consider in connection with these questions the following

well-known sentences:

(4.131) a. John decided on the boat.

b. On what did John decide?

c. What did John decid~ on?

The phrase decide on NP is ambiguous. It can mean either 'to choose',

or 'to make a decision at a particular place'. In one case, the string

on NP does not constitute a locative phrase. One can say:

(4.132) Johu decided on that particular boat at Fred's barbecue.

Here, decide on means something like 'to choose'. This is the only

sense which can be associated with (4.131)c. In the other case, only

the locative reading is possible. In this reading, the boat is not

related to the verb decide at all. Rather, the phrase on the boat

stmply specifies the location at which the action of the verb took place.

Consider now the structure of (4.131)c.



(4.133) s

co~s
Wh~ti NP~VP

I ~
John V PP

I ~
decide P NP

I Ii
on p
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The wh element in COMP clearly does not identify the trace inside the

PP. If this sentence is to be saved from the ECP, we have to assume

that this trace is identified by the verb decide. In fact, let us assume

that this is the case. That is, the correct structure is something like

~n (4.134):

(4.134) S

COMP S

/i ~
What NP \"P

I r~
John , . V J PP

[.!Fi /"'--
I I' ~

decide' Ii
on e

The trace in (4.134) meets the ECP. It is c-governed by the P, and it

is identified by the feature on the verb. This feature expr~sses the

intuitlan tha t in a sellse toe ob j ec t of the P in this case is no t only

the object of the preposition, but rather, an object of ~he verb as

well. Notice that the relation between the feature Fi and the trdce is

exactly the longest relation allowed by our notion of government, as

defined above. Thus, if the trace ,Jere embedded one level deeper, this
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would not be allowed, and the sentence should be ungrammatical. Some

confirmation for this idea comes from the unacceptability of sentences

like:

(4.135) *Who did John decide on Mary's picture of?24

Our proposal, then, is th~t English verbs have the following special

property: they can identify an NP which is formally a prepositional

complement. This identification, however, is restricted to exactly the

same conditions which hold for ocher instances of identification; that is,

government in tte sense defin~d above, plus co-superscripting. Notice

that this process of identification does not require adjacency. Cf.:

(4.136) a. What table djd you put the books on?

b. Who did you buy this book for?

This 1s quite compatible with our definition of identification, which does

not require adjacency either. (See (4.82), (4.85».

Up to this point all the exampl.es of P stranding have been the

resul~ of wh movement. But this is only one m~thod of stranding a

preposition in English. English allows yet another method of stranding a

preposi tion: via NP movement. Some examples are g1ve41 below:

(4.137) a. John was taken advantage of.

b. John was talked about.

c. Harl~ was cared for.

d. Fred was kept tabs on.

One might thjll!.t a,= first glance tL ~t these work just like the other cases
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of preposition stranding discussed above. But closer inspection shows

that this can't be the case. Recall that the other cases of preposition

stranding were allowed because the verb identified the complement of a

preposition as its own object. However, we do not want to say that

passive past participles identify NPs as objects. If there 16 one thing

that is t~·ue about passivization it is that it is a detransitivizing

operation. A 'passive' verb does not identify an object. In fact, in a

simple passive, such as (4.138)

(4.138) The door was closed t by Bill.

25
the trace is identified by the subject NP, the door. (We assume that the

passive past participle does c-govern the trace, though, as seems

natural.) If this is correct for simple passives, we are forced to

conclude th~t in the cases of (4.138) there has been a syntactic

restructuring rule which reanalyzes the sequences ~aken advantage of, talk

about, etc., as verbs. Once this happans, the subject can be held

responsible fo~ the identification of the traces in object position.

This analysis of preposition stranding via NP movement predicts, now,

that there should be cases of P-stranding via Wh-movement which are

unacceptable as cases of P-stranding via NP-movement. This is due to the

difference in the way 1n which the identification requirement for the

trace is met. In one case, it is identified by a feature on a

(non-passive) verb. In the other, it is identified by the subject NP.

The former should be able tv identify NPs which are more deeply embedded

than those NPs whi~h may be identified by the latter; to be precise, one

level deeper. And in fact, this prediction appears to be correct.
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Consider the following pair taken from Weinberg & Hornstein (1978):

(4.139) a. What table did Harry put th~ mouse on?

b. *That table was put the mouse on.

This contrast is nicely accounted for within our theory if we assume

that the string put the motJse on is not a possible reanaiyzed string.

(Why this should be so remains a mystery within this analysis as within

any other analysis that I know of. The restructuring rule involved

simply appears to be idiosyncratic to certain structures. Notice,

however, that in the analysis proposed here this rule is required only

for th2 NP-movement stranding cases. It is not needed for those cases

of stranding which result from the application of wh-movement.) Once

this is admitted, the structure of (4.139)b is as in (4.140):

(4 .140)

Npi

That table

5

VP

V NP pp

L::'::>..~ ~
was put the mouse P NP

, \1
on e

The trace in this structure is not i~entified either by the ve~b or by

the subject NP. Thus, it does not meet the requirements of the ECP.

Consequently, the sentence is out. (4.139)a, on the other hand, is

grammatical because the trace of what is identified, by a feature on the

verb, which in th1(, case 1s not a passive past participle.

We will stop our speculations on preposition stranding at this

point. The matter deserves much more attention than we can give it here.
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Our a1m was nimply to show that the version of the ECP developed above

can yield fruitful results in the investigation of preposition stranding

phenoiDena.

4.6. Concluding Remarks

To conclude, I ~111 consider briefly three topics which deserve

further discussion in light of the analysis of the Empty Category

Principle presented above. They are: 1) the interpretation of Focus;

2) the condition on Recoverability of deletions; and 3) the Subjacency

condition.

In section 4.1. we mentioned tllat Chomsky' pointed out that the rule

which interprets focussed elements appears to violate the ECP. His

example is the following:

(4.141) Joan said that BILL liked Mary.

If (4.141) is interpreted roughly as in (4.142),

(4.142) [For xaBill] [John said that x liked Mary].

this is indeed the case.

While I don't have a soluticn to this p~oblem, I would like to point

out 1n connection to this &ome very interesti&g facts of Spanish, some of

~hich are r~ported i~ Contreras (1976). Consider the following sentences:

(4.143) a. Dicen que JUAN viene manana.
'They say that JUAN is coming tomorrow. '

b. Dicen que viene JUAN manana.

(4 .144) a. *Siento que JUAN venga.
'I'm sorry that JUAN is coming. '
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b. Siento que venga JUAN.

In (4.143), a pre-verbal subject can be focussed as well as a post-verbal

subject. The verb dec1r 'to say, to tell', allows both possibilities.

The ve~b sentir 'to regret. to feel (sorry) that •.. ', on the other hand,

only allows the post-verbal subject of a sentence embedded under it to

be tocussed. In other words, focussed subjects embedded under sentir

cbey the Empty Category Principle. This may be due to the factive

character of such a verb. One way to describe this data would be to say

that verbs like decir do not require focussed constitUtnts of clauses

embedded under them to be extracted all the way to the front of the

sentence. Rather, they admit a representation roughly as in (4.145):

(4.145) •••dec1r [for x = A] [ ...A... ]

A verb like sentir, on the other hand, does not admit such

representations. It Iaquires long extraction. That process Hill then

be constrained by the ECP 'in just the required way, allowing (4.144)b

while disallowing (4.144)a. If this line of investigation proves to be

not too far-fetched, focus would provide evidence in favor of the ECP,

instead of being a problem. Needless to say. to have any force this

has to be worked out in detail. Nevertheless, the possibility that

something along these lines might turn out to be true is what prompted

us to present this material here.

The connection between the condition on Recoverability of deletions

and the ECP was discussed in section 4.3. We noted there that one can

distinguish (at least on a first level of abstraction} four different

types of deletion processes, repeated here for convenience:
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(4.146) a. deletion under identity over unbounded domains.

b. deletion of designated elements, e.g., for, that, etc.

c. deletion of wh elements in COMP.

d. deletion of [e] in COMP.

We assume that all instances of deletion under identity over unbounded

domains are to be analyzed as suggested in Chomsky (1977); that is, as

involving movement. Deletion of designated elements can be avoided in

favor of optional lexical insertion. Deletion of [e] in COMP might be

subsumed under a general convention like rule (4.81) (and see footnote

10). Deletions of wh elements in COMP can now be analyzed as suggested

in the previous section, as instances of PRO movemeLt. Assume that this

reduction 1s complete, and that there are no significant rules of

deletion (at least of NPs) allowed by the theory of grammar. This means

that the NP-gaps which ar~ found in a sentence will have three different

origins: 1) a gap could be the result of not applying a rule of lexical

insertion; 2) it could be a PRO; or 3) it could be a trace. I will

assume that the distribution of PRO 1s to be regulated by principle

(4.55) -- which may in turn be derived from other principles; cf. the

Introduction -- and the theory of Control. The distribution of traces

is constrained by the ECP. Under this conception, then, the notion

'recoverable dele~ion' is (partially) taken over by the notion 'properly

identified [Npe]t. The notion of 'identification' thus provides an

insightful way of characterizing the notion 'recoverability'.

Finally, in connection to the Su~jacency condition, I think it is

important to point out one limitation of the version of the Empty

Category Principle defended in this thesis. Since the ECP is a
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co~d1tion on all [Npe] left by movement rules, it is not implausible to

expect it tc cake over many of the effects normally attributed to the

Subjacency Condition. We would like to show here that this is not true

for the version of the ECP presented above. There are at least three

crucial areas where subjacency would still be needed.

As is well known, extra~tion is not allowed out of a complex NP.

Consider the following ungrammatical sentence:

(4.147) *What did John believe the claim that Bill had bought t?

The Subjacency Condition rules this sentence out, 3ssuming that NP and S

are bounding nodes for that condit~n in English. The ECP as stated in

(4.87) would not rul~ (4.141) ungr~atical. The trace inside the complex

NP is c-governed by bought, and identified by a feature of that verb.

Thus, it is properly governed, which is the requirement imposed by the

ECP. The ECP would th~n be satisfied, and the sentence would be ruled

grammatic~l. To rule it out, the Subjacency Condition is still needed.

The second caS2 whe~e the Subjacency Condition is still needed

concerns extractions out of sentential subjects. Cf.:

(4.148) a. That Mary likes hash brownies surprised no Olle.

b. **What that Mary likes t s!Jrprised no one?

(4.148)b does not violate the ECP, as stated in (4.87). The trace

contained in the sentential subject is properly identified. But (4.148)b

is ruled out by the Subjacency Condition, in the usual manner.

Lastly, the ECP as stated above does not provide an account of the

facts discussed in Rizzi (1978p). Ross (19b7) noticed that in English a
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clause introduced by a wh pronoun is an island. This fact can be

explained by the Subjacency Condition, assuming that NP and S are

bounding nodes 1n English. Rizzi (1978b) advances the hypothesis that

in Italian S is a bounding node, instead of S. We then expect Ross's

wh island constraint to bf~ freely violated in Italian, a prediction which

is borne out by the facts. Consider the followi~g sentences, taken from

Riz~i (l978b):

(4.149) a. II solo incarico che non sapevi a chi avr~bbero affidato
e poi finito proprio ate.
'The only task that you didn't know to whom they would
entrust has been entrusted exactly to you.'

b. Tuo fratello, a cui mi domando che storie abbiano
raccontato, era malta preoccupato.
'Your brother, to whom I wonder which stories they told,
was very worried.'

Comparable English sentences are un~rammatical. Cf.:

(4.150) a. *The only book ~4~ich you didn't know to whom they would
give wound up in the library.

b. *To whom didn't you know what they gave?

Both sentences in (4.15~) would be allowed by the ECP as st~ted in (4.87).

Each sentence contains two traces, and neither one of ~hem violates the

requirements of the ECP. Thus, if we abandon a subjacency account o( the

ungrammaticalityof (4.150)t cur ECP would claim that these sentences

should be as good as (4.149). Insofar as this is not true, the Subjacency

Condition remains necessary.

It is interesting to note .here that Spanish patterns with English,

and against Italian, in this case. The Spanish counterparts of (4.149)

are ungrammatical. Cf.:
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(4.151) a. *El ~nico encargo que no sab!as a qui~n iban a dar cay6
justo en tus manas.
'The only task which you didn't know to whom they would give
wound up right in your hands~'

h. * A quiln no sab{as qu~ Ie regalaron?
'To whom didn't you know what they had given?'

c. *Iu hermano, a .uien me pregunto que historias le habr~n
contado, e~taba preocupad1simo.
'Your brother, to whom I wonder what stories they have told,
was very worried.'

An ECP arlalys1s of this data would make this result very surprising.

Spanish and Italian generally pattern in the same way, with respect to

the ECP. On the other hand, a Subjacency analysis has no trouble

acco~lodating this difference, under the assumption that th~ choice of

bounding nodes is an independent open parameter. More generally, any

approach which tries to correlate the sv·called PRO-drop parameter --

crucial to the ECP -- to the possibility of violationa of the wh island

condition is cast in serious doubt by this data. Therefore, we think

that the unavailability of an ECP analysis of this data under our

concep~ion of the ECP should not be considered a limitation, but rather

a point in its favor.
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FOOTNOTES: CHAPTER 4

1. One question that arises ~ediately is the following: What is the

status of traces in COMP with respect to the ECP? Must they also satisfy

this condition? I will return to this question in section 4.4. We will

see that different answers have slightly different consequences. For the

moment, it suff1cea that the traces inside an S be subject to the ECP, and

we can disregard those in COMP.

2. Chomsky ~ent1ons one further problem associated with the claim made

above. This concerns the interpretation of so-called broad-scope

quantifiers like any in English. For example, a sentence like (i):

(1) I wonder how anyone understood that talk.

appears to have the following logical representation:

(ii) Yx I wonder how x understood that talk.

If this is indeed the right representation of these sentences, then one

might wonder why it does not con~titute a violation of ECP. Cf.:

(ii1) *Who did I wonder how understood the talk?

I have nothing to say about this problem. That is why I have relegated

it to a footnote. Perhaps a different avproach to quantifiers like any,

an approach not involving wide-scope quantification, will suc~eed in

accounting" for these cases.

3. It is not at all clear that the structure of the COMP in Spanish is

as indicated above. In fact, there is some evidence that instead of

having the order [[+WH][THAT]], as English is claimed to have, the

structure invvlved is more like this: [[QUE][+WH]]. At least, this is

the order of elements in a doubly-filled COMP. Spanish appears to allow
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doubly-filled COMPs, at leaqt in one particular style of speech. (See

Rivero (1978». For example, the following sentence:3 containing both a

complementizer que and an adjacent wh element are qu:lte acceptable:

(i)

(il)

(i11)

~Me preguntaron que cl~ndo iban a llegar los Martinez.

Preguntan que porqul quiere tanta plata.

;'
?Quieren saber que a quien eligieron presidente.

I will assume that this observation 1s not crucial to the matter I ant

1cvestigating here, although the contrary might well be true. My

impression is based on the fact that with respect to the issues considered

here, Spanish and Italian appear to be identical. And yet, Italiaq does

not allow sentences like (1)-(111). If our account of (4.16)b makes

crucial use of this information, we should then wonder why (4.16)a ~d not

different. I will assume that the same explanation should be invoked for

both cases. An account of the difference in comple!!\eIltizer strnc ture is

left open for future research.

4. Some care must be taken in pronouncing this sentence adequately. It

must bear stress on the verb quiero, and very little or no stress on

ninguno. If ninguno 1s stressed, it may very well move all the way out,

as in the starred representation in (4.29). An explanation for this fact

would require an understanding of the difficult question of the

interaction of stress, focus, and qu~ntification. This investigation will

be left for future research.

5. A revised version of Kayne (1979) points to precisely the same idea.

The importance of an antecedent, and the insufficiency of V government
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are stressed throughout the paper rnd repeatedly shown to hold.

6. These ideas fit in nicely with the gist of Safir's (1980) treatment

of inversion.

Saf1r assumes that INFL must always get an I-index. An I-index is

assigned to INFL in the following ways:

1. Matrix clauses:

a. If CaMP governs INFL, COMP assigns it an I-index.

b. An 'illocutionary rUle', the declarative rule, assigns an

index to INFL otherwise, and the se~tence is interpreted

as declarative.

2. Subordinate clauses:

a. As 1n (1)a above.

b. INFL gets an I-index by percolation down from S, INFL's X
max

.

3. A moved INFL transmits an I-index to its trace.

A COMP is an appropriate governor only if it contains an X or a WH element.

Subject-Auxiliary Inversion can now be seen as a process which preposes

INFL to get it into an I-indexing position. In English, it is clear that

INFL is all that gets preposed, since main verbs do not invert. Cf.:

(i) a. Who does Henry like?

b. What will you buy?

c. *Who likes Henry?

d. *What buy you?

Spanish contrasts with English in an interesting way_ Tae verb must move

in these cases. Cf.:

(ii) a. LQul quiere Enrique?

~

b. *,Que Enrique quiere?
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. ,
c. ~Que quieres (tu)?

d. *~Que tu quieres?

(It 1s interesting to note that there are some dialects of Spanish which

do accept (ii)d. As far as I know) these are grammatical in Puerto

Rican Spanish. No dialects accept (ii)be I do not know why there should

be this difference.) This would follow with:f.n Safir' s theory if INFL

were contained within the verb in Spanish, but not in English.

There is another noteworthy contrast. :panish, as opposed tc English,

requires inversion even in embedded claus~s. Cf.:

(iii)

(iv)

I wonder what John wants.

,
a. Me pregunto que quiere Juan

b.
~*Me pregunto que Juan quiere.

This could be accounted for if we say that in Spanish percolation of an

I-index is less free thaI. in English. In fac t, we might say that embedded

clauses in Spanish have, only one option for I-index assignments, as

in (2)a above, -- that is, assignment via a filled COMP. This would

have the immediate advantage that we account for ttle lack of 'that-

deletion' in Spanish. Cf.:

(v)

(vi)

Juan s.:lbe que Libertad tiene una tortuga llamada Burocracia.

.,Juan sabe Libertad tiene una tortuga llamada Burocracia.

That is, Spanish does not have the option of not inserting a that in

COMP, in an embedded declarative. But if we make insertion obligatory,

we would then have to resort to deletion to handle case3 like the

following:

(vii) /Me pregunto con quien esta bailando Juan.

Safir's theory, modified as suggested above for Spanish, appears to
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capture exactly the right generalization: an embedded COMP must be

filled. If the embedded sentence is declarative, it must be filled with

a que; an embedded interrogative takes the WH element in its COMP.

Needless to say, these brief remarks are but a suggestion for an

idea to be worked out in future research. They indicate, I believe, that

the proposal that INFL is contained within the ve~b in Spanish yields

interesting results when coupled with a slightly modified version of
.

Safir's theory of inversion.

7. I believe that both the analyses in Thiersch (1978) and Safir (1980)

are compatible with this idea. See Reuland (1979), Reuland (in

preparation) for similar ideas concerning Dutch.

8. For those who do not read Spanish, a rough translation is gi.ven here:

The personal inflections of the Spanish conjugational system are so
clear and lively that it is almo3t unnecessary and redundant to use
a subject pronoun ••• Nevertheless, a pronominal subject is correctly
used in Spanish for emphatic purposes, or to avoid ambiguity,
depending on the particular circumstances of each case.

9. One possible reason for this requirement could be the need to assign

Case to the NP in TOPIC position. Assuming TOPIC position not to be a

Case assigning context, we might say that in order for the NP in it to

get Case, it must be related to a Case-marked element in the sentence.

(This idea was suggested to me by Noam Chomsky.) The sentences in (4.53)

would then be out because the NPs in TOPIC position would not receive

Case. Notice that there is an agreement process relating both elements.

This recalls Chapter 3, where a similar -- though perhaps better

understood -- instance of Case-inheritance through agreem=nt is discussed.
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10. One might also assume that it is derived from a structure as in (i):

(i) S

Np· vp, ,
Tre V

ragazzi I
sono

arrivati

But if we want to arrive at structure (4.56) from (i) we are forced to

assume that movement rules are capable of sister-adjoining. I will

assume that this option is not available on general theoretical grounds.

The only type of adjunction permitted is Chomsky-adjunction.

ll~ This means that the structure of (i)

(i) Juan vino.

cannot be as in (4.72)a, but rather, must be as in (i1) below:

.(ii) [Juan] i vina [e] i ·

Juan is base-generated in post-verbal position, and it gets a 9-role from

that position through its trace. This adds a twist to the analysis of

simple sentences like (i), but otherwise creates no further problems.

Likewise, notice that a sentence like

(iii) Vino.

can no longer be assumed to have the structure

(iv) PRO vinc.

contrary to what was said in the text. Instead, we must now assume that

it has the following structure:

(v) [PRO]i vino [eli

The PRO will always move to pre-verbal position to escape c-government.

(This recalls th~ ungrammaticality of Italian *Sono arrivati [tre - PRO];

see footnote 15.) Again, this causes no problems that we are aware of.
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12. This deletion rule, which we will assume to operate only on the

mapping from S-structure to Phonological Representations (i.e., on the

left-stde of the grammar), call be saen as a particula r caSE: of a more

general convention proposed in Aoun (1979b). Aoun suggests, in the spirit

of modularity, that certain elements present in a structure may be

systematically ignored by the rules of a particular component of the

gr~mmar. If a particular element plays no role within a component, then

the rules of that c0mponant simply ignore that element. That element is

invisible as far as those rules arG concerned. Instead of actually

deleting the [el, then, one might say that it is left there, but that it

is simply ignored by rules operating on the left-dide of the grammar.

For example, it would be ignored by the contraction rule which produces

wanna from want to. (See Pullum &Postal (1978)a,b, Chomsky & Lasnik

(1978) and Jaeggli (1980) for discussion.)

The issue of deletion VB. invisibility acquires some importance if

one considers structures such as in (i):

(i) [[Who [you would prefer [[t - for] Bill to see t]]].

In this sentence, Bill receives Case frem for, in COMP. However, notice

that if the trace is there, and if it counts, then the for will not

c-command Bill. Assuming that c-command is crucial to Case assignment

in this instance, we would be at a loss to explain why (i) is grammatical.

Assuming that the trace does not count, on the other hand, removes the

problem.

Deletion would also remove the problem, of course. The structure

after deletion would be:

(ii) [[who] [you would prefer [[for] Bill to see t]]]~
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Notice, howevar, that we are now left with a relation between who and t

which is not subjacent. If subjacency is a filter which operates after

all ~ovement has taken place and after deleticn rules -- crucially, after

the rule in question -- it would rule this sentelJ.ce out. On the other

hand, 'if subjacency is not: a filter, but a condition on the application

of movement rules, the sen.tence would be in, ever:. if its structure

after deletion is as in (i1).

On the other hanq, if the element is kept in place, but ·simply assumed

to be invisible for rules like contraction and for the determination of the

c-command relation necessary for Case assignment from for, we could

maintain a filter version of subjacency. (For discussion of this proposal,

see Freidin (1978»).

The subtle but quite distinct implications of these questions of

detail were pointed out to me by N. Chomsky.

13. This definition is very close to the definition given in Chomsky

(1979), which is:

(1) 0( governs ~ iff eX" minimally c-commands ~ •

where, 0('" minimally c-commands ;8 = def 0<: c-cormnands (3 ,

and there is no ~ such that oc c-comrnands ~ and ~ c-commarlds

~ and not ~ c-counnands c<:.

One important difference between this definition and the one given in the

text can be observed if we consider the following configuration:

(li) A

B~C
D~E
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According to (i), B does not govern E, because it does not minimally

c-command it. There is a ~ , i. e., ~; such that Be-commands t , a11d

'4 c-co1llllands!, and C1" does not c-command B. Therefore, B does no t

minimally c-command E, and ~ does not govern E.

..b,ccording to the definition given in the .text, B does govern ~.. B

c-commands E, and the first branching category immediately dominating !'

1.e.~ f, c-commands B. I believe that the definition of government given

in the text is very close -- perhaps identical -- to Rouveret & Vergnaud's

notion of c-subjacency.

lA. The choice of notation may seem a bit arbitrary at this point so it

might be worthwhile to point out why it seems adequate. Let us assume

that Case assignment is in fact done through the strict-subcategorization

feature of a verb. That is, if a verb strictly subcategorizes a direct

object, it is an assigner of accusative Case; if it strictly subcategorizes

an indirect object, it, can assign dative Case. Recently, Stowell (1980)

has suggested that Case assignment can in fact be seen as an instance of

movement. Although this idea is not adopted in this thesis, the idea that

subcategorization and movement share co-superscripting is greatly enhanced

if Case assignment is looked at in this way. The connection is

technically still rather obscure; nevertheless, it seems like an interesting

idea for future research.

15. Note that we want all cases of extraction of suhjects from post-verbal

position to be allowed by the ECP. This means that these subjects must be

identified and c-governed. The identification requirement is met by the

pre-verbal PRO, we claim. And in the case of verbs like arrivare, etc.,
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the c-government requirement is met straightforwardly by these verbs.

But what about cases where the post-verbal subject is adjoined to VP?

How are these c-governed? Given the definition of government in the

text, these NPs are not c-governed. Recall that ~-goveLnment is simply

government .:- a categorial specification. Thus, we have to revise our

definition to include these cases. One particular revision which works

is the following:

0<. governs ,d if f :

(1) ClJ( c-commands ,:3 or a projection of 0<: dominates (3 ; and,

(i1) $, or the first maximal projection dominating ~, c-commands

0< •

I would like to point out that this problem is not particular to the

version of the ECP advocated here; but rather, it is a general problem

affecting all versions of the ECP t assuming a post-verbal extraction

analysis.

It is useful to consider in connection to the above revision, the

following sentences:

(iii) a. *50no arrivati [tre - PRO].

b. Ne 80no arrivati [tre - t].

(iv) a. *Hanna parlato [tre - PRO].

b. *Ne hanna parlato [tre - t].

(iii)a is ungrammatical because the PRO is not in a licit position: it

would be Case marked and c-governed, against (4.55). (iii)b is ok. Both

sentences in (iv) are ruled out: (iv)a for the same reason that (iii)a

is out, given the above revision of c-government; and (iv)b because the

ne does not properly c-command its trace.
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16. Extraction from post-verbal position is forced by the requirement

of the ECP that all traces be c-governed. C-government is a structural

relation which holds between one member of the set [N,A,V,P,INFL! ; i.e.,

oX in the X-bar system. Recall that we assume that INB~ in Spanish and

Italian does not c-govern the pre-verbal subject position. This is

precisely what allows PRO there. Now, this claim should be considered

carefully with respect to sentences like (i):

(1) a. Todos los estudiantes odian las dictaduras.

b. Muchos de ellos est~n dispuestos a pelear.

In both cases we find a quantified NP in pre-verbal 3ubject positlon. We

have assumed that these quantified NPs are interpreted by some application

of May's QR rule. This rule leaves a trace; and we have assumed in

Chapter! that this trace is subject to the ECP, just like all other

traces. If this is true, then we must somehow account for the

grammaticality of these sentences, which are predicted to be unacceptable

by our analysis.

Note first that I have chosen verbs which take base-generated pre-

verbal subjects. We cannot claim for these cases that the subject in

fact is generated in post-verbal position, and then gets moved to pre-

verbal position by a late rule. (Such an analysis might have been

possible for Llegaron todos los estudiantes, but not for the sentences

in (i).

A more promising approach would be to say that these quantifiers

are interpreted in place. That is, that they are not moved by QR at

all. Notice that procedures for assigning scope to different quantifiers,

which are based on c-command, will not be affected by this decision.
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Pre-verbal subjects c-command all other constitutes of the se~tence;

therefore they can be interpreted as having wide-scope even when they

are not moved. They would have narrow scope, only if an object

quantified NP was adjoined to S, and this r~sult would also hold

regardless of whether the NP is moved or not. This proposal, then, would

involve extendi,ng quantifier interpretation to quantified expressions in

place.

A third possibility would be to admit that these quantified pre-

verbal subjects are indeed moved by QR. The trace left by this movement

is licit only if found in post-verbal position. These subjects would

then first be moved from pre-verbal to post-verbal position, and only

then extracted by QR. Kotice that the rightward movement would have to

happen in LF, given that the phonological string is not affected by that

operation. This alternative seems the least attractive. See the Conclusion.

17.

(i)

The ungrammaticality of the following sentence

; ~ ~

*Que quien compro?

is irrelevant to the point made here. (i) is ungrammatical becaus~ the

verb, which contains INFL, has not been preposed as it always must, in

Spanish. Cf. footnote 5 for discussion. Notice that if inversion does

not occur, an interrogative sentence is out even if it does not contain

a wh element in that position.

(i1) *Qu: Juan compr~?

18. Assuming a similar analysis for subject extraction in Italian, we

predict that we should find the same results there. The issue gets

clouded by the fact that in Italian, for reasons which are unclear to us,
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non-echo questiuns with more than one wh element are often unacceptable,

and at best highly marginal (see Rizzi (1978b)) pp. 156-57) ~ Cf.:

(i) a~ *?Chi ha comprato che cosa?

b. *?Che cosa ha comprato chi?

On the other hand, (ii) is possible with echo intonation:

(i1) La ragazza che ha vista chi ...

The crucial point for us is that the chi in this sentence can be

interpreted either as a subject or as a direct object. Thus, (ii) in

its two interpretations is analogous to both (4.l05)a and b in Spanish.

This is evidence, then, that Italian behaves as expected given the post

verbal extraction hypothesis.

I am icdebted to Luigi Burzio for help with this data.

19. There is the additional set 11 quale, la quale, i quaIi, Ie quali

which will not concern us here, although the precise nature of their

internal constituent structure raises some very illteresting questions.

Spanish has an identical set: el eual, la eual, los cuales, las cuales.

20. This approach to deletion in COMP provides, we believe, a very

fruitful way to look at the facts of French interrogative que, so

incisively analyzed in the second chapter of Obenauer (1976). A PRO

movement analysis would support his main claim that French interrogative

que is in fact the complementizer que. It would allow us to dispense

with many of the minor rules which he is forced to assume, e.g., QUE-NON,

PAS-DE-QUOI, QUE-DALLE, REL-NP-DEL. Unfortunately, we became aware of

this material too late to give it the careful consideration it deserves

here. We leave it open as a possibility for future research.
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21. It is interesting to note that the A/A Principle in this instance

has to be extended to deletion rules. Under at least one conception of

the absolute A/A Principle, the one put forth in Kayne ( 975), this

principle holds only of movement rules, and NOT of deletions. (See

Chapter 2, where the interaction of this principle, movement rules, and

deletion rules in Kayne's work is discussed.) Notice furthermore that

the extension invo1' ,J generalizing the A/A Condition to the category

(OC' arbitrary). If 'Move oc ' were subject to the same general

restriction, it would never be able to extract an NP from a VP, fa!'

example, since in those cases the extracted "elements, taken as members

of the category <:a< , are included in larger elements of some category

(oc: being arbitrary) ". (C£. Chomsky & Lasnik (1977), p. 446).

22. There are some apparent cases of stranding in French, but we don't

consider them to be real cases of stranding. See Vinet (1980) in

connection with this point.

23. My understanding of matters concerning preposition stranding in

English owes a great deal to Weinberg & Hornstein (1978), as the reader

acquainted with their work will surely notice~ In fact, my analysis

borrows the basic intuition of their solution, namely the existence of

some process of "reanalysis", in elaborating a slightly different account

of these facts.

24. Notice that we would have to treat the ~ in the more acceptable:

(i) ??Who did John decide on a picture of?

as a feature of the NP. That is, it should not count for branching the

way a full NP such as~ would. The status of the remains unclear.
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25. This opens up the question of what identifies traces of NP-movement.

The two allowed instances of NP-movement (i.n S) in English are Passive

and Raising. We can assume that the subject NP identifies the trace in

passive constructions. What about Raising constructions?

The traditional analysis of Raising constructions assume that

underlying

(i) John seems to like ice cream.

there is a structure approximately as in (ii):

(ii) [e] seems [John to like ice cream]

Assuming Case th~ory, John must raise to get Case. If it does not, it

will not get Case as the subject of the embedded infinitive, nor will it

get Case from seem. seem is i~transitive:

a. *John seems Peter.

b. *It seems John.

Raising derives (iv) from (ii):

(iv) [John] seems [[e] to like ice cream]

What identifies the trace in (iv)?

Seem can't directly identify the trace in the embedded S; as we saw,

it is intransitive. Furthermore, the NP subject of seem is in all

likelihood too far away to identify the trace in question. The trace is

not a sister to seems, which is the deepest a subject NP can identify.

This 1s an instance, apparently, in which a trace has no identifying

superscript. Why is it not ruled out by the ECP?

To solve this problem, we would like to suggest the following.

Although~ doesn't subcategorize for an NF, it does subcategorize for

an S. In our terms, it identifies an S. This S will then be
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superscripted with the subcategorization feature in the verb matrix of

seems. I will assume that this superscript can percolate down to the

subject NP. This is the only accessible level, given our definition of

identification. The subject NP, then, will be provided with an

identifying index, thus meeting the requirements of the ECP. (There

never was any question as to what c-governs the trace of a raised NP:

the raising verb does, with no extension of theoretical devices needed.)

In other words, the structure of (1) is in fact (v):

(v) 5

~
NP VP

I ~i
John V. .' S

+S1. .~
I Np1. VP

seems I
e to like ice cream

Crucial to this account is the merhanism of S-erasure. (See Chomsky

(1979» • If instead of (v), the structure were as in (vi):

e

seems

s
~

NP VP

I ~-i
John Vi S

+5 ~
I COMP S

NP~VP
I

to like ice cream

(vi)

the trace would not satisfy the ECP. It is too far away from +5
1 to be

identified by it. This mechanism will then rule out

(Vii) *John was possible to come.

under the assumption that possible does not allow S-deletion, as

suggested by the contrast 1n (viii):
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(viii) a. It was possible for John to come.

b. *It was certain for John to come.

c. John was certain to come.

NP-movement in NPs is only allowed in the case of "passive". Cf.:

(ix) a. the destruction of Rome (by the barbarians).

b. Rome's destruction by the barbarians.

Here the trace after destruction would be identified by the subject NP.

Raising is not allowed:

(x) *John's certainty to win.

We follow Kayne (1979) in assuming that NP's do not assign identifying

superscripts to their complements.

While many problems remain in connection with these issues, this

line of attack does not appear to us to be too quixotic .
...
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CONCLUSION

O. We would like to present here a summar~l of the maj or resul ts i'.ttalned

in this thesis~ as well as some speculations on the interpretation and

significance of these results.

We began our investigation guided by the assumption that empty

elements in syntax must be constrained by properly stated princjples of

Universal Grammar. In light of this hypothesis, we considered two empty

~lements: PRO and trace. We saw that these elements must be conpidered

distinct in a number of important respects, thus supporting a similar

claim made in Chomsky (1979). Crucially, their distribution appears to

be affected by rather different principles of Universal Grammar. These

principle" were investigated separately in detail.

In Chapter 1 we analyzed object clitics in Romance as instances of

the appearance of PF~ in object position. This is possible only if we

assume that the clitics remove the conditions which otherwise prevent

PRO from appearing in those positions. We found that Case assignment

played a crucial role in explaining a certain amount of dialectal

variation among different Romance languages, reducing this variation to

a Case-parameter.

Our analysis of French subject clitics in Chapter 3 investigated

the relation between these elements and certain agreement processes in

that language. This account forced us to reconsider the status of

post-verbal subjects. Where a traditional analysis claims that all

post-verbal subjects in French are derived via a rightward movement rule,

we argue that at least some of them are hase-generated in post-verbal

position. Such an analysis crucially involves principles of the theory
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of Q-roles. Insofar as it is successful, then, it can be said to

provide support for that theory. We tried to show that some of the

results of the Structure Preserving Hypothesis, including some counter

examples to it, can be derived within our approach.

In Chapter 4 we argued that the so-called 'Pro-drop Parameter'

should be related to the condition on the appearance of PRO and structural

considerations having to do with the position of INFL. This approach

leads to an analysis of empty subjects in Spanish and Italian which

provides the basis for an explanatory account of several differences

betveen those languages and non-Pro-drop languages like English:

differences concerning that-t phenomena, superiority, free inversion,

the presence or absence of expletive elements like!!, there, etc. As a

condition on NP traces, we stat~d a slightly different version of the

Empty Category Principle (cf. Chomsky (1979)), which involves the notion

of 'ident~ficatio~'. The relationship between this condition and the

condition on recoverability of deletions was also discussed.

All of these analyses share one particular property: they are all

'modular' analyses. That is, in providing a description of a particular

set of facts, different theories were made to interact in a restrictive

way. These different theories can be assumed to express properties of

different levels of grammatical structure. Viewed in this light,

'modularity' is an empirical hypothesis about the structure of UG. There

is no logical necessity for UG to have a modular structure. In fact,

even a quick perUSal of the theoretical literature in linguistics

reveals many explicitly non-modular proposals. Our analyses, then,

provide evidence fer the modularity hypothesis. One advantage of these
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modular accounts is that they permit us to do away w-J.th stipulative

conditions of several types: obligatoriness COllditions, extrinsic rule

ordering conditions, and complicated factorizations 0 These are derived

from the interaction of different theoretical devices, each one of

which is kept, hopefully, maximally simple. In this sense, then,

modularity may allow us to restrict the power of each type of grammatical

.rule.

To conclude, we would like to turn to a brief examination of the

conditions on PRO and trace developed in this tllesis. We will take the

liberty to speculate on the interpretation and significance of these

condi tions •

1. On PRO

The basic constraint on PRO, arrived at in Chapter 4, can be stated

as follows:

(l) *[PRO, +CASE] if c-governed.

(See Chapter 4, section 2 ) • A question immedia tely comes to mind: Why

should there be a condition on Case-marked PRO's~ Within the framework

of Chomsky (1979), PRO's are never Case-marked. (See the Introduction.)

However, we have allowed some PRO's to be marked with Case. For example,

the Spanish sentence Hable ayer has, accordi~g to our analysis, the

structure [[PRO, +NOM] [hablo ayer]]. (See Chapter 4, section 2 for

why this PRO must be marked with Case.) This instance of a Case-marked

PRO is allowed because it is not c-governed. Recall that subject

position in Spanish is not c-governed by INFL. Why can't we simply say

that PRO is never allowed to be c-governed? Why must we single out
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Case-marked PRO's? This has to do with our analysis of object clitics

in Chapter 1. According to that analysis, some PRO's are c-governed,

in particular, those found in the configuration [clitic+verb ]. The

reason why they are allowed, we claim, is that they ar~ not Case-marked.

The clitic has absorbed Case, thus leaving the PRO unmarked. If the

c11t1c were absent, the PRO would be assigned Case. Then, it would be

Case-marked and c-governed. This situation we claim to be impossible,

aiven the ungrammaticality of *Juan puso PRO, analogous to English *John

put PRO ...

Now, we would like to suggest that (1) can be looked at in a

slightly different way. Instead of assuming that it is a statement on

the distribution of PRO's, we might think of it as a statement about the

phonological realization of PRO. One must not lose sight of the fact

that PRO is simply a phonologically empty pronoun. It has all the

feature specifications of a pronoun; the only thing it lacks is a

phonetic matrix. We might propose, then, that pronouns are in fact

always generated as PRO'S, and that they get pronounced when they have

Case and are c-governed. Thus, the English sentence He likes ice c~eam,

would in fact be gen~rated with a PRO (=[+masc, singular, 3rd person])

in subject position. Since this PRO receives nominative Case, and it

is c-governed by INFL, it must be pronounced, according to our alternative

interpretation of (1), which might be re-phrased as follows:

(2) Pronounce PRO if it has Case and is c-governed.

Consider now what this ne~ way of looking at the distribution of

phonologically empty and filled pronouns says about the rule traditionally
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called Equi-NP deletion. It was believed first tbat this rule deleted

an identical copy of a controlling NP. Then, it was assumed that the

deleted element was a pronoun, perhaps the element self. We are now

claiming that we should look at all this in exactly the opposite way.

Nothing is deleted. Rather, something is not pronounced. It is not

pronounced because the PRO does not meet the requirements set by (2) for

pronunciation. So in fact we have the opposite situation from Equi.

Within a system in which lexical insertion is optional, we believe this

is the on!1 non-redundant solution. It would be uselessly complicated

to insert something only to delete it later. We are claiming that in

fact this is not necessary. Once empty elements are allowed» and proper

conditions are stated on their distribution, that type of analysis is no

longer needed, or possible. In this sense, then, our condition on PRO

appears to be well-motivated.

2. On the ECP

There are at least three different conditions on [Npe] imposed in

this thesis. In Chapter 1, we stated the following condition:

(3) [NPe ] must be s-governed.

This means that a trace must be linked to a subcategorization feature.

We assumed that this conditi~n applies in LF, after LF movement rules

have applied. This decision was motivated by evidence from the

interaction of clitic doubling and QR in certain dialects of Spanish.

In Chapter 3, we assumed that NP traces must obey the following

condition:

(4) [NPe] must be c-governed.
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We noted there that this is similar to (3), but not equivalent. (4)

plays a crucial role in restricting the application of Stylistic

Inversion to sentences without an SCL. Recall that if there is an SeL,

Stylistic Inversion is impos~ible. (We do not assume that Stylistic

Inversion applies in the derivation of presentatives.) Furthermore, we

suggested that this rule applies after S-structure, on the left side of

the grammar (the "phonology"). That is, our claim is that Stylistic

Inversion is in fact stylistic, in the sense of Chomsky and Lasnik (1977).

It must be the case, then, that condition (4) applies on the left side of

the grammar, too. In order for it to check the outputs of a stylistic

rule, it must be on that side of the grammar. This establishes a clear

difference, then, between (3) and (4).

In the last cllapter, we reconsidered condition (3). It was clear

from the beginning that the notion of s-government is too restrictive.

It would never allow ext:['action from subject position, assuming that

subjects are not subcategorized for. Instead, we introduced the notion

of 'identification', which remedied this situation. The ECP was stated

as follows:

(5) [Npe] must be properly identified.

'Proper iden,ification' is defined as in (6):

(6) 0< is properly identified iff

(i) there is a ~ which identifies 0<; and

(ii) 0< is c-governed.

The ECP as in (5) was assumed to apply on the right side. In a sense,
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then, this version of the ECP required both (3) and (4). Insofar as (4)

needs to be stated on the left side of the grammar, this appears to be an

embarrassing redundancy.

We would like to suggest here that the ECP should be stated more

si.mply than in (5), as in (7):

(7) [NPe] must be identified.

In other words, the second part of the notion 'proper identification'

should be dropped from LF. That part is stated in (4), which belongs tc

another component. Notice that the ECP as ~tated in (7) is an extremely

natural LF condition. It basically requires that NP traces find a

proper antecedent. This appears to be the optimal statement of any

condition on the distribution of traces.

Assuming that the c-government requirement belongs to the left side

of the grammar solves one important problem which arose in Chapter 4 in

connection with the ECP as stated in (5). In footnote 14 of Cllapter 4

we remarked that the c-government requirement of the ECP as stated in

that chapter causes a problem with respect to sentences like the

following:

(8) a. Tados los estudiantes odian las dictaduras.
'All students hate dictatorships.'

b. Muchos de elIas estln dispuestos a pelear.
'Many of them are ready to fight.'

In these sentences we find a quantified NP in pre-verbal subject position.

We have assumed that these quantified NPs are interpreted by some

application of May's QR rule. This rule leaves a trace, and in Chapter 1
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it was assumed that this trace 1s subject to the ECP. But subject

position is not c-governed in Spmlish, we argued. Why, then, are these

sentenc~s grammatical? We left the question open there, but now we are

ready to provide a solution to this problem. (Incidental~y, this problem

arises with respect to every version of the ECP we know of, not only our

own.) What we have discovered is that traces left by QR are constrained

only by (7), and not by (5). This is natural if we assume that (4)

applies on the phonology side of the grammar, and only (7) applies in

'LF. Given such a division, we predict that traces left by movement

rules which apply in LF should not be sensitive to (4), but only to (7).

(Our remarks on Focus in Spanish in the last section of Chapter 4

provide further evidence for this analysis.) Then, the following LF

representations wo\ud be well-formed for the ECP:

(9) [Todos los estudiantes]oc [oc odian las dictaduras]

[Muchos de elIas]
~

,roc eatan dispuestos a pelear]

The reader can check that this reinterpretation of the ECP still accounts

for the quantifier facts involving ninguno/nessuno. Notice that Wh-

MOvement from subject position will still be disallowed, since Wh-

MOvement is not an LF rule, but rather an instance of syntactic 'Move ~'.

And (stylistic) Stylistic Inversion will only be constrained by (4), as

we believe it must be. The trace in subject position left by that rule

will not be subject to (7).

In other words, we want to suggest that these rules and conditions

are organized as follows in the model of the grammar given in Chomsky

and Lasnik (1977):



(10) Base

~
D-Structure

Move oc:
(lfu-Movement)

~
S-Structure
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Stylistic Inversion

(4)

t
PR

LF-Movement Rules

( 7)

~
LF

This organization avoids all the problems noted above and in Chapter 4

and predicts exactly the right results.
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